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Abstract 
This thesis has two aims. First, to investigate the importance of incorporating the multiphase 
flow properties of faults into production simulation models. Second, to investigate L_ 
methodologies to incorporate the multiphase flow properties of faults into production simulation 
models. Tests using simple simulation models suggest that in some situations it is not 
particularly important to take into account the multiphase flow properties of faults, whereas in 
other situations the multiphase properties have proved very important. The differences depend 
on drive mechanism, well position, and the capillary pressure distribution along the fault as well 
on the parameters that need to be modelled (e. g. bottom-hole pressures, hydrocarbon production 
rates, water cuts, etc. ). The results show that it is possible for hydrocarbons to flow across a 
sealing fault (i. e. 100% water saturation) as a result of its threshold pressure being overcome. 
The relative permeability of fault rocks may be one of the largest unknowns in simulating fluid 
in structurally complex petroleum reservoirs. 
Microstructural and petrophysical measurements are conducted on faults from core within 
the Pierce Field, North Sea. The results are used to calculate transmissibility multipliers (TMs) 
required to take into account the effect of faults on fluid flow within the Pierce production 
simulation model. The fault multiphase flow behaviour is approximated by varying the TMs as a 
function of height above the free water level. This methodology results in an improved history 
match of production data. Further, the improved model is then used to plan the optimal time to 
conduct a follow-up 3D seismic survey to identify unswept compartments. Further, an 
alternative model was proposed to overcome some of the possible limitations that the previous 
TM treatments may have at certain stages of a reservoir life. The similar behaviour of the 
different proposed fault models for the Pierce Field indicate that the current faulting system in 
this model is not largely responsible for the history mismatch in water production. 
Abstract 
Multiphase flow properties of faults can be incorporated into production simulation models 
using dynamic pseudofunctions. In this thesis, different dynamic pseudofunctions are generated 
by conducting high-resolution fluid flow models at the scale of the reservoir simulation grid 
block, using flow rates similar to those that are likely to be encountered within petroleum 
reservoirs. In these high-resolution models, both the fault and reservoir rock are given their own 
capillary pressure and relative permeability curves. The results of the simulations are used to 
create pseudocurves that are then incorporated into the up-scaled production simulation model 
to account for the presence of both the fault and undeformed reservoir. Different flow regimes 
are used to compare the performance of each pseudoisation method with the conventional, 
single-phase TM fault representations. 
The results presented in this thesis show that it is more important to incorporate fault 
multiphase properties in capillary dominated flow regimes than in those that are viscosity 
dominated. It should, however, be emphasised that the Brooks-Corey relations used to estimate 
relative permeability and capillary pressure curves of the fault rock in this study have a 
significant influence on some of these conclusions. In other words, these conclusions may not 
be valid if the relative permeability curves of fault rocks are very different to those calculated 
using the aforementioned relationships. Finally, an integrated workflow is outlined showing 
how dynamic pseudofunctions can be generated in fault juxtaposition models by taking 
advantage of the dynamic flux preservation feature in Eclipse 10OTM simulator. 
Abstract 
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Introduction 
"A n- wime a jault is involved, I tn, to at least qualitativelY evaluate jault seal, if not quantitativelv. One rule oj thumb I 
have is ifthe proportion oj'sand to shale is greater than . 
5, it raises a flag jOr me. In a section with greater than 50 percent sand 
whereYou have sand-on -sand juxtaposition, " 
vou knowYou have to worn? aboutfault seal because oj'leakage. 4'a prospect is on the 
margin of'commercialiol because oj'thefault, you may want to do full-blown jaultseal evaluation. " 
Robert Merrifl 
Exploration manager at Samson International in Houston 
1.1. The effects of faults on fluid flow in the subsurface 
Faults are localised shear deformations within rocks and are widely believed to have a 
significant impact on fluid flow within petroleum-bearing sequences on both geological and 
production time-scales. Two end-member behaviours have been suggested. The first is where 
faults act as high permeability conduits, which enhance the rate of fluid flow. The second is 
where faults act as seals', barriers 2 or baffleS3 decreasing the rate of fluid flow. 
Faults that have sealed petroleum over geological time can be a potential target for 
exploration geologists. There are numerous examples all around the world where faults have 
scaled and enhanced the petroleum column over geological times. Classic examples of such 
faults can be found in the late Jurassic faulting system in the Gullfaks Field, North Sea (Evans 
et al., 2003). Figure 1.1 shows a top structure of some Brent fields, North Sea. The figure also 
shows an interpreted E-W seismic cross-section of the Gullfaks Field with the initial distribution 
of the petroleum. The sealing faults, numbered I and 2, have enhanced the height of the 
accumulated petroleum. With sufficient petroleum charge from lower formations, fault I has 
allowed a maximum column height of petroleum accumulation, i. e. up to the low structure spill 
point. 
1 Petroleum seals are defined here as rocks that have such low effective permeability that petroleum can 
accumulate over geological time where trapping geometry and charge are present. 
2 Flow barriers are defined here as structures within a reservoir that prevent fluid flow production on a 
ýroduction time-scale. 
Flow baffles are defined here as structures that impede but do not totally restrict fluid flow on a 
production time-scale. 
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Fig. 1.1. Top: Top Brent Structure map showing fault compartments in the Gullfaks Field, North 
Sea. Bottom: an interpreted E-W seismic cross-section of the Gullfaks Field with the initial 
distribution of the petroleum (green highlights). The sealing faults, numbered 1 and 2, have 
enhanced the height of the accumulated petroleum. Modified from Evans et al. (2003). 
Sealing faults are not always, however, a benefit to explorationists; sometimes their presence 
can lead to the drilling of costly dry holes. The Hudson Field, North Sea, is an excellent 
example of the latter case (Hardman and Booth, 1991). The map and cross-section in Fig. 1.2 
show that the first well, marked 1, was located in the crest of an obvious structural high. This 
well encountered water-saturated Brent Group sands. A second well on the flank, marked 2, 
encountered oil shows suggestive of a local stratigraphic trap. Thirteen years after the initial 
well, a third well, marked 3, discovered the Hudson Field: a fault dependent trap. The sealing 
fault trapped petroleum in a flank fault compartment and prevented petroleum from migrating 
into the more obvious structural high to the west. Pre-drill fault seal analysis and a migration L_ 
pathway map may have correctly identified the sealing fault and would have placed a much 
greater risk on the success of well 1. Petroleum does not always migrate into the crest of the 
obvious structural highs, because of barrier-acting faults over geological time-scale. Zý I-- L_ 
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Fig. 1.2. The fault dependent trap in the Hudson Field, North Sea, discovered by well 3, thirteen 
years after the structural high well 1. Oil did not migrate to the west structural high because of a 
barrier-acting fault over geological time-scale. After Hardman and Booth (1991). 
Faults are frequently observed to have leaked over geological time but act as barriers or 
baffles over production time-scales; the G3/G4 fault in the Gullfaks Field, North Sea, appears to 
be an example of such behaviour (Yielding, 1999). Fault blocks G2 and G3, Fig. 1.3, originally 
had the same oil-water contact. Therefore, on a geological time-scale, the G2/G3 fault probably 
did not constitute a 'sealing' fault. However, the two fault blocks underwent differential 
depletion once production had started, implying that the fault was a barrier or baffle to flow on 
the production time-scale. 
B 
Fig. 1.3. Left: Top Brent Structure map showing fault compartments (e. g. G3, G2) and well 
locations (dots). Green area is oil-bearing Brent Group (pink areas are gas caps). Fault 
highlighted in Red is the G2/G3 fault. Right: Cross-section along line A-B. Modified from 
Yielding (1999). 
It is frequently argued within industry that a fault may undergo a transition from sealing 
behaviour to conducting behaviour during production time-scale as a result of two different Z7 r__ I 
processes: a structural related process or a multiphase behaviour related process. Inactive faults 
NE 
1.0 
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may undergo mechanical rupturing as a result of rapid pressure depletion and start to leak. The 
Valhall and Ekofisk fields in the central North Sea have been suggested as examples of faults 
that have mechanically broken down during the production period (Chan et al. 2002). This 
interpretation, however, was based on production data, which are still subject to arguments 
because of their non-uniqueness. On the other hand, a fault may allow flow across it as a result 
of its threshold pressure been exceeded, without any mechanical rupturing. A fault in the Akaso 
Field, Nigeria, may have undergone this type of breakdown with a differential pressure of about 
600 psi (- 41.37 bar) (Jev et al., 1993). 
Faults can conduct fluid flow at different times scales. The Jubarte oil field, 77 km off the 
Espirito Santo state coast in southeastern Brazil, provides an example where a fault has acted as 
a conduit to fluid flow and helped oil migration over geological time from underlying early 
Cretaceous source rocks (Gontijo, 2005). Traces of oil in some core samples collected from the 
fault zone provide some evidence for such behaviour. On the other hand, there are numerous 
examples where faults have acted as conduits over production time-scales, thus being able to 
allow fluid to move from one compartment to its adjacent, assuming up-structure movement, in 
10-100 years. Detecting such faults that act as conduits is a crucial step in field development. 
Mud losses during drilling are often used to indicate the presence of fluid-conductive fractures 
and faults (Fig. 1.4). Examples of mud loss tracking during drilling as an indicator of 
conductive faults include some fractured carbonate reservoirs in Oman (Ozkaya and Minton, 
2005). 
ractured fault zone 
41 
Fluid conductive fracture corridors 
Mud loss into the fractured fault zone 
Fig. 1.4. Mud loss during 
drilling can be used to detect 
conductive fractures and faults. 
Locating conductive fractures 
and faults is a crucial step that 
plays a major role in field well 
planning and future 
developments. 
It has often been suggested that the observed paradoxical behaviour of faults, .. Z-- I-- i e. as sealing 
or conducting, is related to fluid activity: active faults are often regarded as being conduits for Z-- 
flow, whereas inactive faults are regarded as being barriers to fluid flow. However, factors such L- 
as stress conditions and stress history of the reservoir at the time of faulting often have a more 
important influence on whether a fault acts as a conduit or a barrier to fluid flow than whether or 
not it is active (Fisher et til., 2003). Faults, generally, increase in permeability when the rocks 
being deformed have low porosity and are brittle or overconsolidated (e. g. deformation of deep Z- 
Chapter 1 
carbonate rocks). A decrease in permeability, on the other hand, is inferred for deformation 
bands that form in poorly consolidated rocks of high porosity under high effective stress 
conditions. In this situation, grain sliding and rotation leads to porosity reduction without any 
significant grain breakage. This thesis concentrates on faults as partial flow barriers and 
conduits will not be discussed further. 
1.2. Fault seal mechanisms 
Faults restrict fluid flow in several ways depending on the lithologies present, the types of fluid 
present and the phase pressure distributions. Watts ( 1997) suggested that faults could restrict 
fluid flow either because: (i) they juxtapose permeable strata against less permeable horizons; 
Watts (1987) referred to such situations as juxtaposition seals; (ii) the products of faulting 
(hereinafter referred to as fault rocks) restrict fluid flow; Watts ( 1987) referred to such situations 
as fault seals sensu stricto. The Barque Field, Blocks 48/13a and 48/14, in the southern North 
Sea, may present an example that illustrates the difference between these two types of seals 
(Farmer and Hillier, 1991). The fault numbered I in Fig. 1.5 is a possible example of a fault 
rock seal, whereas the fault numbered 2 is an example of a juxtaposition seal, where the 
Rotliegendes Group Leman Sandstone Formation of Lower Permian age, occurs between 
Carboniferous Coal Measures, which source the aas and Zechstein evaporates, which form an 
excellent seal, juxtapose this latter formation. 
48/13a4 
ZECHSTEIN gas 
8640' 
pwow"- CARBONIFEROUS 
0 1000 2000 3000 Feet 
III 
No vertical exaggeration 
DEPTH 
TVSS (Feet) 
- 7000 
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-110000 
Fig. 1.5. The Barque Field, Blocks 48/13a and 48/14, in the southern North Sea, illustrates the 
difference between the two types of seals. The fault numbered (1) is an example of a fault rock 
seal, whereas the fault numbered (2) is an example of a juxtaposition seal, where the 
Rotliegend Group Leman Sandstone Formation of Lower Permian age occurs between 
Carboniferous Coal Measures, which source the gas, and Zechstein evaporates, which form an 
excellent seal, juxtapose this latter formation. Adapted from Farmer and Hillier (1991). 
It should be emphasised that a considerable controversy remains throughout the industry 
reaarding the importance of fault rocks as whether they can seal petroleum over L, -, eoloz,, Ical t1me. L- L- 
Chapter 
fault rock seal juxtaposition seal 
For example, recent papers, especially from the ExxonMobil group (e. g. Vroliijk et al., 2005), 
argue that only the juxtaposition of reservoir against non-reservoir can seal substantial 
quantities of petroleum over geological time. On the other hand, other groups (e. g. Naruk et al., 
2002), argue that there are many examples where faults at reservoir-reservoir juxtapositions 
have sealed enhanced petroleum columns over geological time. It might seem odd that there 
remains such controversy regarding such issues, especially given that the latter two papers are 
from ExxonMobil and Shell, respectively, who are partners in much of the same acreage around 
the world and therefore have access to similar data. This paradox may be explained by the fact 
that the interpretation of much static data is non-unique and therefore interpretations often come 
down to individual bias. For example, the difference in gas-water contacts across fault 2 in 
Fig. 1.5 may either be explained by the fault rock acting as a seal over geological time or 
alternatively the brine between faults I and 2 may have been unable to escape. In other words, 
the gas-water contact between faults I and 2 is perched. 
Faults restrict fluid flow in physically different ways depending upon whether there is a 
single fluid phase present (i. e. brine) or whether two or more immiscible fluids are present (i. e. 
brine, oil and/or gas). If only brine is present resistance to flow comes mainly from viscous 
forces. On the other hand, if immiscible fluids are present capillary forces can further inhibit 
fluid flow. 
Single-phase flow can be restricted because fault rocks have lower permeability than their 
surrounding rocks. Faults can also restrict single-phase flow if they juxtapose reservoir rocks 
against horizons with lower permeability. However, the restriction of multiphase flow by faults 
can also be due to capillary effects. For example, sealing can develop on an interface between 
water-wet sandstone and shale because the shales have much higher threshold pressures than 
sands due to their small pore throats. The different capillary function of the shale causes the 
water contact to be elevated and the resulting water saturation presents a barrier to petroleum 
flow through the shale. To drive oil, for example, through the shale a minimum pressure 
differential across the interface is required. Once this threshold pressure has been exceeded, 
flow occurs. These types of seals are called capillary or membrane seals (Watts, 1987). 
For a non-wetting phase to pass through a pore throat its phase pressure needs to be higher 
than the phase pressure of the wetting fluid by an amount known as the threshold pressure. The 
threshold pressure can be estimated from the rock pore size and interfacial tension using 
Washburn's (1921) equation: 
2or cos(O) / r. 1.1 
where P, is the threshold prcssure in dynes/c m 
2, or is the interfacial tension in dynes/cm 
between hydrocarbon and water, 0 is the contact angle between the fluid and rock surface, and 
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r is the capillary radius measured in Am This capillary radius is defined as the minimum pore C 
throat radius along the path joining the largest connected pore throats in the rock and can be 
estimated using data obtained by mercury injection porosimetry analysis (Chapter 4). The 
contact angle is a measure of wettability (see Appendix B for a discussion of wettability); 
0= 0' for a strongly water-wet rock, whereas a strongly oil-wet rock tends to have a contact 
angle of 0= 180' (Berg, 1975). Petro leu n-dbri ne interfacial tension values typically range from 
15-72 dynes/cm (Schowalter, 1979; Watts, 1987; Vavra et al., 1992). Laboratory studies 
provide interfacial tension values for a range of gas and oil compositions (Firoozabadi and 
Ramey, 1988). 
Phase pressure differentials between wetting and non-wetting phases may be generated due 
to buoyancy effects. These arise because petroleum tends to be less dense than brine. The 
pressure differential due to buoyancy forces ( Pb) exerted by a petroleum column can be related 
to the densities of the hydrocarbon ( Joh ) and the aqueous phase 
( p,, ), the vertical height of the 
petroleum column (H) and the acceleration due to gravity (g) by the following equation: 
P= gH 1.2 b 
or in terms of field units: 
P =0.433H(p,,, -pl, ) 1.3 b 
where 0.433 is a conversion constant which takes into account the effect of g, densities are 
measured in g1CM3 , and 
H is in feet (Schowalter, 1979; Watts, 1987). 
In a water-wet reservoir, petroleum can only move if P. exceeds P,. The maximum column 
of petroleum (H = H, P 
) that can accumulate under a seal supported by a fault can be estimated 
by combining equation-1.1 and equation-1.2 in the limiting situation for which Pb = P,. Thus, 
H, 
p = 
p 
t 1.4 
0.443(pvv - p1l) 
The sealing capacity of a fault is more complicated than being only related to the measured 
threshold pressure of the faulted rock material. Once a fault has been breached and petroleum 
forced through, theoretically, the fault-supported petroleum column will shrink until the 
buoyancy pressure becomes slightly less than the threshold pressure and the fault zone again 
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seals. In practice, however, hydrocarbons continue to flow through the fault zone until there is 
no longer a continuous hydrocarbon filament. Although the process is not fully understood, 
laboratory studies suggest that flow continues until the hydrocarbon column shrinks to half its 
original height (Roof, 1970; Schowalter, 1979). 
The maximum sealable petroleum column is also affected by the hydrodynamic flow 
(Schowalter, 1979; Dahlberg, 1982; Lerche and Thomsen, 1994). Flow in the direction of the 
buoyancy vector decreases the seal capacity, i. e. petroleum column height, and vice versa. 
Gibson (1996) presented examples from different petroleum fields in the US Gulf of Mexico 
and Columbus Basin (offshore Trinidad) reflecting the complex interplay of several column- 
height limiting factors, including hydraulic fracturing of the seal, capillary pressure phenomena, 
and hydrodynamic flow conditions. Petroleum columns in these field examples are trapped in 
sand against sand juxtaposition in the footwall of normal faults. Fluid pressure differences of 
700-5000 psi (- 48-345 bar) are observed across some portions of these faults. Column heights 
are several times larger in reservoirs that are underpressured relative to juxtaposed strata than 
along fault segments that juxtapose reservoirs with equivalent datum fluid pressures. In contrast, 
sandstones that are juxtaposed against lower-pressure sandstone units contain anomalously short 
oil or gas columns. In all cases examined, the buoyancy pressures generated by the petroleum 
columns are insufficient to elevate the reservoir pressures to those necessary for hydraulic 
fracturing of the seal. These data are most consistent with a model in which 'pressure sealing' 
faults are capillary seals with a superimposed hydrodynamic influence. Seal capacity is either 
enhanced or degraded relative to that of a capillary seal, depending on the relative conditions of 
potential hydrocarbon migration and changes in datum water pressure across the fault zone. 
Some studies on fields that are not affected by regional hydrodynamic gradients appear to show 
that the trapped column heights match the predicted height from trapping fault threshold 
pressures. Benton Field, Illinois, is one example in which the theory correctly predicted the 
reality (Sneider and Neasham, 1993). 
Fault rock p rope rt ies-control s and implications 
In recent years a large amount of data has been collected on the microstructural and 
petrophysical properties (permeability and threshold pressure) of fault rocks (Fisher and Knipe, 
1998,2001). Based on the detailed microstructural and petrophysical property analysis of over 
2000 fault rocks within cores retrieved from petroleum reservoirs, Fisher and Knipe (2001) 
summarised the factors that control the flow properties of fault rocks as follows: 
* clay content of the prolith at the time of faulting; 
0 pre-syn- and post -de formation temperature and stress history; 
porosity at the t1mc of faulting; rr- 
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0 grain size of the protolith. 
Based on such a detailed quantitative analysis, fault rocks have been subdivided depending on 
the clay content of the protolith at the time of faulting. It is important to emphasise that the 
following classification applies to rocks and sediments deformed in a ductile manner or high Cý 
porosity rocks deformed in a brittle manner; the brittle deformation of low porosity rocks tends 
to create flow conduits. 
0 Clean sandstones (<15% clay) deform to produce either disaggregation zones or cataclastic 
faults depending on the stress conditions at the time of faulting. Disaggregation zones 
(Fig. 1.6a) form in poorly lithified sands under low effective stress conditions. Faulting 
occurs without grain fracturing and simply involves the movement and rearrangement of 
sand grains. These fault rocks usually have similar flow properties to the undeformed 
reservoir and do not affect fluid flow. Cataclastic faults (Fig. 1.6b) form under higher 
effective stress conditions. These experience a reduction in permeability and increase in 
threshold pressure as a result of two processes. First, grains are fractured during faulting, 
resulting in a porosity collapse. Second, following faulting, the grain fragments can become 
0 
preferentially cemented by quartz once the reservoir is sufficiently hot (>90 Q. Cataclastic 
faults that we have analyzed have permeabilities of >1 to <0.0001 mD and Hg-threshold 
pressures of 10 to 2000 psi (around 0.7 to 13 8 bar). 
0 Impure sands (15 to 40(/c clay) deform to produce phyllosilicate-framework fault rocks 
(Fig. 1.6c). These faults have lower permeability and increased threshold pressures 
compared to the undeformed reservoir as a result of two processes. First, during faulting, 
clay is mixed with the framework grains, resulting in a replacement of macroporosity with 
clay and microporosity. Second, following faulting, such fault rocks experience enhanced 
grain-contact quartz dissolution ('pressure solution') once the temperature of the reservoir 
rises above 90 C. The phyllosilicate-framework fault rocks that we have analysed have 
0 
permeabi I ities of <0. I to <0.000 I mD and Hg-threshold pressures of 50 to 3000 psi (around 
3.5 to 207 bar). 
0 Clay-rich sediments (>4017( clay) are often smeared along the fault plane to produce clay 
smears (Fig. 1.6d), which are extremely effective barriers to fluid flow. The majority of 
clay smears that we have analysed have permeabilities of <0.0001 mD and Hg-threshold 
pressures of >3000 psi (around >207 bar). 
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Fig. 1.6. (a) Back-scattered electron microscopy (BSEM) images for a disaggregation 
(deformed) zone and the adjacent undeformed sandstone. Right in (a) shows a hand specimen 
containing two dissaggregation zones (arrows). (b) BSEM images of an undeformed 
Rotliegendes sandstone and the adjacent cataclastic deformed zone (fault). Right in (b) is a 
hand specimen containing a zone of cataclastic faults. (c) BSEM images of undeformed impure 
Brent sandstone and the adjacent deformed phyllosilicate-framework fault rock. Right in (c) is a 
hand specimen containing several phyllosilicate-framework fault rocks. (d) a hand specimen 
containing a clay smear (arrow). Modified from Fisher and Knipe (2001). BSEM images scale is 
300 pm. 
History of fault seal analysis 
Early work on fault seal concentrated on the theoretical aspects (e. g. Hubbert, 1953; Smith, 
1966; Downey, 1984). Faults were regarded as either completely sealing or completely non- 
sealing (Smith, 1980). One of the early qualitative attempts at fault seal analysis was published 
by Bouvier et al. (1989), who adapted a method first introduced by Brown et al. (1987) to 
illustrate juxtaposition of lithology, in which a method called 'fault slicing' was used to evaluate 
juxtaposition along fault planes in the Nun River Field in Nigeria. A fault slice is an extraction 
of seismic amplitudes from 3D seismic along a surface parallel and adjacent to a fault plane, 
either in the footwall or hanging wall, and is displayed as a projection onto a vertical surface. I-- 
Fault slices provide continuous, unfaulted, strike sections within narrow fault blocks of 
complexly faulted fields. The fault slices are useful for deriving fault throw and juxtaposition of 
sandstones and shales along fault planes. L- 
Bouvier et al. ( 1989) also used another fault seal analysis method called clay smear potential 
(CSP), originally developed by Shell, based on laboratory and experimental studies (Weber et Z- 
1978) to investigate fault sealing in the Nun River Field in Nigeria. Clay smear is a 4- r-- 
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geological process that involves entrapment of clay or shale within the fault zone, thereby 
giving the fault a high threshold pressure. Lower values of CSP equate to increased chances of 
fault sealing. Essentially, the CSP is a measure of the likelihood that a clay smear will be 
continuous along a fault. CSP represents a measure of the relative amount of clay that has been 
smeared from individual shale source beds at certain points along the fault plane. Input data 
required to calculate the CSP is the stratigraphy taken from seismic analysis or wireline logs. 
CSP has been defined by Ful1james et al. (1996) as: 
CSp 
Lth Y 
D 
1.5 
where tsh is the thickness of the shale layer which has been faulted, and D is the distance of 
the reference point of interest from the source bed, assumed to be less than fault offset (see 
Fig. 1.7a). The summation is over all faulted source beds. Note that in this equation t, h is raised 
to the power of 2. This has been justified by fluid dynamics arguments by Lehner and Pilaar 
( 1996), who stated that the outflux from the ductile shale or clay layer should be proportional to 
the square of its thickness if the material undergoes Newtonian flow. Note that this outflux has 
nothing to do with brine or oil flow across the fault; it is strictly related to the movement of the 
shale. CSP, as defined by equation-1.5, has a dimension of distance. 
Subsurface data has been used to calibrate CSP in different fields. For example, Bouvier et 
al. (1989) calibrated their CSP calculations against known sealing and non-sealing faults, and 
divided the observed range into high, medium, and low CSP. Low CSP represents little chance 
for the presence of continuous clay smear seals that can trap petroleum. Jev et al. (1993) used 
the same technique on the Akaso Field (in the Niger Delta) and quoted a CSP of more than 30 
as sealing for faults bounding undrilled prospects. Bentley and Barry (1991) varied the CSP of 
faults in their simulation model for the Cormorant Field (Brent province, northern North Sea) 
until a history match was achieved. They found that on a production time-scale a CSP of five 
marked the general threshold of fault sealing. 
In 1989, Allan (Allan, 1989) introduced an important fault seal analysis method known as 
*fault-plane section'. Allan began work on this method in 1967 for a Texas offshore lease sale, 
after which it received further testing and development at Shell's Offshore Division in New 
Orleans. A fault-plane section (also termed 'fault section' or 'fault-surface section') is a display 
of the geometry of the stratigraphy brought into contact by fault displacement, i. e. two sides of a 
fault juxtaposed. Two sections are made to the same scale and have a common line of section, 
which is the strike of the fault plane being investigated. The plane of the section is not vertical, 
as in normal cross sections, but is the plane of the fault. The bedding dips in the sections are the 
apparent dips of the beds at the fault in each fault block. If faults did not change throw along 
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strike and if stratigraphic geometry and character remained uniform, fault-plane sections would 
not be needed and a single conventional cross-section, perpendicular to the fault strike, would 
be sufficient. However, because fault throw almost always changes along strike, the only 
substitute for a fault-plane section would be a very inconveniently large number of conventional 
cross-sections. Many of the software products now available make use of fault plane maps 
because they can accommodate changes in fault throw and sediment stratigraphy (e. g. Knipe, 
1997; James et al., 2004). 
Shale smear factor (SSF) or clay smear factor (CSF) was another fault seal analysis 
algorithm defined by Lindsay et al. (1993) to constrain the likelihood of shale smear continuity. 
To estimate the SSF or CSF, it is necessary to know fault throw and stratigraphic data: 
SSF -- 
Throw 
tsh 
1.6 
where 'Throw' is the vertical distance between the source beds (see Fig. 1.7b). Threshold 
values are calculated for the SSF which allow sealing potential to be assessed. From a study of 
80 faults, Lindsay et al. (1993) suggest that faults will leak when SSF is greater than seven. 
Unpublished data by Rock Deformation Research (RDR) suggests that where the SSF is below 
three the smears are continuous and form a low permeability barrier to flow. With increasing 
SSF, the probability of discontinuous smears with high permeability leak points increases. 
Knott ( 1993) approached fault seal analysis from quite a different angle in that he analysed a 
large dataset comprising over 400 faults from 101 exploration targets and 20 oil and gas fields 
in a regional study of the North Sea to provide an empirical database for determining whether 
faults are likely to seal or not. The emphasis of the study was on fault-related seals that act as 
pressure or migration barriers over geological time. Knott plotted fault strike and throw, 
reservoir thickness, depth, net-to-gross, porosity, and net sand connectivity to predict fault seal 
characteristics. He found that a correlation appeared to exist between fault orientation and 
sealing, but this relationship is not statistically significant. It was argued that the seal potential 
of a fault is proportional to fault throw normalised as a fraction of the reservoir thickness. Knott 
( 1993) found that great a majority of faults with throw greater than the thickness of the reservoir 
interval were sealing faults; in many ways this is little more than saying that the juxtaposition of 
reservoir against non-reservoir produces far more effective barriers to fluid flow than the fault 
rocks themselves. Further, Knott concluded that the most useful parameters in fault seal 
prediction are fault displacement, net-to-gross ratio, and net-sand connectivity. Two problems 
exist with the approach of Knott et al. ( 1993). First, the evidence used to distinguish between 
sealing and non-sealing faults was not properly critically appraised and therefore many faults L" 
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were probably assigned to the wrong category. Second, faults were simply treated as sealing or Cý 
non-sealing, whereas some measure of sealing capacity would have been more helpful. 
(a) Clay Smear Potential 
'AL_ýGurce bed 
Reference point 
. 
ýOýO 
(t 
CSp 
(tsh 
D 
(b) Shale Smear Factor 
Source bed t, h 
Throw 
------------ 
SSF 
Throw 
Fig. 1.7. Smear factor algorithms for estimating likelihood of clay smear on a fault plane. (a) 
Clay smear potential (CSP) (Bouvier et al., 1989; Fulljames et al., 1996) given by the square of 
faulted-shale thickness (source bed) divided by smear distance to a reference point. (b) shale 
smear factor (SSF) (Lindsay et al., 1993) given by fault throw divided by the faulted-shale 
thickness (source bed). Method (a) models the distance-tapering of shear-type smears, 
whereas method (b) models the form of abrasion smears. Modified from Yielding et al. (1997). 
Yielding et al. (1997) noted that the approaches of the CSP and SSF algorithms described 
above depend upon a consideration of the thickness and offset of individual shale beds. They 
stated that such an approach may be difficult to apply directly in thick heterogeneous sequences 
because it is often not feasible to map every shale bed and consider its effect at the fault surface. 
A key problem with the CSP method is that it only provides information on the continuity of 
clay smears and does not by itself provide an estimate of the clay content along the fault zone 
when the smear is discontinuous and other fault rocks are important. In such cases, Yielding et 
al. (1997) defined a simpler approach called the shale gouge ratio (SGR) that is applicable at the 
seismic scale where detailed information relative to individual shale beds is not available. The 
SGR provides an estimate of the clay content and distribution along a fault plane. SGR is 
calculated by estimating the cumulative shale and sand contents that have moved past a 
particular point along a fault (see Chapter 2 for details). A fault may leak if it has a low SGR. It L_ 
is important to mention that Yielding et al. ( 1997) actually tried to calibrate their data, i. e. they t__ 
considered plots of SGR versus cross-fault pressure difference. The use of pressure difference, 
instead of' the phase pressure difference in the fault, does not produce a reliable calibration for 
capillary seals. Furthermore, their data does not appear to contain example from fields where 
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cataclasis is an important fault seal process (e. g. Rotliegendes reservoirs from the UK southern 
North Sea). 
To aid in the analysis of fault juxtaposition and sealing, Knipe (1997) presented a set of 
diagrams. The diagrams are based on the interaction of rock lithology and the fault displacement 
(throw) magnitude to control juxtaposition and fault seal types. The advantages of the diagrams 
are that they allow a rapid evaluation of fault seal without the need for detailed 3D mapping of 
stratigraphic horizons and fault planes, and can be used to contour permeability, sealing 
capacity, and transmissibility of fault zones. Those diagrams may be used to repeatedly identify 
the critical fault throw and juxtaposition that require mapping to identify compartments in 
petroleum reservoirs. 
One of the first attempts to take into account the presence of faults in simulation models was 
reflected in the work of Knai and Knipe (1998). They used core analysis data to calculate fault 
transmissibility multiplier; a simulation input parameter that requires the knowledge of both the 
permeability and the thickness of the fault and undeformed reservoir in the grid blocks 
immediately adjacent to the fault (see Chapter 2 for details). The models in which fault 
properties are incorporated using transmissibility multipliers allow flow across the fault 
according to the normal Darcy law, in which the interblock transmissibility is scaled by the fault 
transmissibility multiplier. 
Manzocchi et al. (1999) use the established method of SGR by Yielding et al. (1997) to 
determine the shale content and distribution along faults for more geological ly-reason able 
transmissibility multiplier calculations. Unlike the CSP method, the SGR method can be used to 
estimate the presence of other fault rock types, e. g. catalasites or phyllosilicate- framework fault 
rock. It is possible to combine these two algorithms by using CSP to predict the distribution of 
clay smears and then SGR to predict the distribution of other fault rock types. The method of 
Manzocchi et al. (1999) was one of the first to provide geologically-reasonable transmissibility 
multipliers as input for production simulation modelling. Indeed, the algorithms have now even 
100T' been incorporated into mainstream production simulation packages (e. g. Eclipse 
Geoquest, 2003) to generate transmissibility multipliers for complicated (in terms of properties 
and distribution) fault planes. 
Recently, RDR (Knipe et al., 2004; Freeman et al., 2005) introduced the concept of the 
effective shale gouge ratio (ESGR) algorithm, as an improved method over the SGR, to predict 
the clay content and distribution in fault zones. The ESGR at a point along the fault zone is 
defined as the weighted running average of the SGRs calculated at increasing incremental 
distances away from the point in the slipped interval. A weig'hting factor along the throw 
distance is used to capture the influence of stratigraphic units at different positions along this 
distance. The weighting function can be any function, but RDR uses Gaussian distribution 
function as a weighting function based on some conducted outcrop studies (Freeman et al., L- 
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2005). The ESGR can be weighted towards the clay content of units close to the point of 
interest. In contrast, the SGR provides an average (unweighted) of the clay in the total slipped 
interval, i. e. the SGR is one member of the series defined by the ESGR. 
In the case of the footwall (FW) ESGR, for a normal fault, the stratigraphy above the point 
of interest that may contribute to the fault rock clay content at the point of interest, is considered 
to span the height equal to the throw. However, the stratigraphic units closest to the point of 
interest, (immediately above the point of interest) are considered most likely to influence the 
clay content. One way this can be viewed is, to consider a fault rock becoming thicker with 
increasing throw; then the stratigraphic unit, in the FW, just above the point of interest is the 
closest one to be incorporated into the fault as it widens. It will thus act as the main source of 
material for the fault rock which is then 'moved down' the fault during offset on the normal 
fault to be adjacent to the point of interest. Thus, the units above and closest to the point of 
interest in the FW are weighted to have the largest impact on the predicted ESGR value. The 
stratigraphic units furthest away form the point of interest (i. e. at a height equal to the throw 
above the point of interest in the FW) are considered to have the least impact and thus have a 
low weighting factor). That is, the FW units closest to the point of interest have the best chance 
to contribute material to the fault rock at the point of interest as the fault rock widens, so 
influence the ESGR most. 
The opposite is true for the hanging wall (HW) ESGR, where the stratigraphic unit just 
underneath the point of interest is the one most likely to contribute material to the fault rock at 
the point of interest. i. e. think of it - as the fault widens, it incorporates the material in the unit 
just under the reference point, which is then sheared/'moved' to become next the point of 
interest as the throw is increased. Thus, for the 14W ESGR the weighting used for the ESGR 
clay prediction is maximum for the unit just under the point of interest and decreases down the 
stratigraphic column until it is a minimum for the unit one throw height/depth below the point 
of interest. 
So the FW ESGR will be different to the HW ESGR as the two have different weightings on 
the stratigraphic units in the throw interval even if the stratigraphy is the same in both HW and 
FW. This means that the FW ESGR will focus on the units just above and in the FW, while the 
HW ESGR will focus on the units in the HW and just below the point of interest. In an attempt 
to compare the SGR and the ESGR for some fault rocks, Freeman et al. (2005) found that 
predicted values in the clay contents vary by up to 2017(- for individual points when derived 
using SGR function. The difference between the measured and ESGR predicted clay values is 
usually less than 5(1-(, while the average difference between measured and SGR predicted is 
approximately 9/(- (Fig. 1.8). 
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Fig. 1.8. Comparison of predicted fault-rock clay contents with measured values. Note the 
ESGR provides a closer fit to the measured clay content than the SGR. After Freeman et aL 
(2005). 
Although it is becoming increasingly common practise to calculate geological ly-reasonable 
transmissibility multipliers (e. g. Knai and Knipe, 1998; Manzocchi et al., 1999), it is a long way 
from becoming routine. This may, however, be about to change. Many software products are 
now available that allow a rapid assessment of the fluid flow behaviour of faults to be made 
(e. g. TRANSGEN, TRAPTESTER, RDR FAULTSEAL TOOLBOX, PETREL, RMS, 
ECLIPSE, etc. ). A certain amount of caution should, however, be exercised when using such 
products because, although they produce visually convincing diagrams of complex fault plane 
properties, it is not clear what level of accuracy that can be achieved by the application of any of 
these methodologies. This is for two reasons: first, there are never many post-mortem studies to 
see if predictions have been good; second, the interpretation of subsurface data is non-unique. 
More attempts are, however, being made to establish the accuracy of fault seal analyses. For 
example, Fisher (2005), after reviewing around 13 production simulation models, argues that 
faults have tended to be made scapegoats when existing models fail to explain reservoir 
behaviour. A particular problem is that fault transmissibility multipliers have tended to be 
applied in an ad hoc manner without scientific justification. However, although the exact details 
have yet to be published, Fisher (2005) argued that initial history matches of production 
simulation models where fault rock properties have been incorporated are encouraging. Also, it 
was argued that, even if the accuracy of modern fault seal analyses could not be unequivocally 
proven, it is unquestionable that modern databases on the fluid flow properties of fault rocks 
significantly removed the 'wriggle room' in simulation by limiting the range of fault properties 
that could legitimately be argued to be valid. C- 
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The advances in fault seal analysis described above appear to be very positive; stumbling 
blocks do, however, keep arising. For example, it has recently been suggested that the problem 
with the way that the transmissibility multipliers are conventionally calculated is that they do 
not take into account the multiphase flow behaviour of fault rocks and they only represent a 
single-phase treatment (Fisher and Knipe, 2001; Manzocchi et al., 2002). It has been suggested 
that it would be possible to incorporate the multiphase flow properties of faults into production 
simulation models using dynan-tic pseudofunctions (Ringrose and Corbett, 1994; Fisher and 
Knipe, 2001; Manzocchi et al., 2002). Unfortunately, at present there have been only a few 
attempts to incorporate the multiphase flow properties of faults in simulation models and these 
are not yet in the public domain. There are several reasons why such technology is not yet being 
applied more often: 
0 There have not been sufficient studies conducted by industry to demonstrate the value of 
taking into account multiphase flow across fault rocks. 
The construction of pseudofunctions greatly adds to the complexity of simulation and 
without more evidence pointing to the benefits is difficult to justify. 
Multiphase relative permeability measurements from fault rocks are very scarce (almost 
non-existent, Fisher (2005)) and limited to faulted sand-shale sequences. No such 
measurements were reported for carbonate or interbedded shale-carbonate fault rocks. 
Limitations still exist in our understanding of the macrophysical/electrical effects of 
wettability alteration and its effects on fault sealing capacity. 
Most importantly is that automated ways of handling faults, e. g. refinements and upscaling, 
are only now becoming available. 
1.5. Aims of thesis 
The review presented above has highlighted many problems with fault seal analysis, but it has 
also highlighted many interesting recent developments that may in a few years revolutionise the 
way that the fluid flow behaviour along and across deformed materials (i. e. faults) is modelled. 
In this thesis I concentrate on one of these areas and investigate (1) the importance of 
incorporating the multiphase flow properties of faults into simulation models by comparing 
different representations of faults in both synthetic and real models, and (11) the methods that are 
available to incorporate the multiphase flow properties of faults into simulation models. 
The initial focus of this work was to use 4D seismic data of a simulated field to validate fault 
seal analyses. The ideal field for this project was envisaged to have both a simulation model 
with long-term reliable history data and a 4D seismic data set. The first chosen field had been 
modelled in the MoRes simulator, which is not available for academic researchers. There was 
not enough time under the scope of this project to convert the commercial code of the MoRes Z-7 
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10 T simulator to the academically available simulator Eclipse 0 "'. Therefore, an alternative field 
was sought, which happened to be a field with an Eclipse 100T' 'I simulation model, but 
unfortunately without 4D seismic data. With such a limited dataset, the initial plan of the project 
was altered and work was conducted on more theoretical aspects regarding the incorporation of 
multiphase flow properties into production simulation models. 
The thesis presents different approaches, some of which are based on previous ideas, to 
practically account for fault multiphase fluid flow behaviour in production simulation models. 
The thesis is divided into seven further chapters covering various aspects of this research. 
Chapter 2 introduces the concept of transmissibility multipliers that are routinely used in 
conventional simulation models to account for flow across faults, either for single-phase or 
multiphase flows. Using simple illustrative examples, the chapter compares the different ways 
that transmissibility multipliers are calculated. Chapter 3, based on a published paper, gives a 
detailed description of the problems associated with the use of transmissibility multipliers to 
model two-phase flow across faults. The chapter compares different flow scenarios to provide 
an answer to the question 'under what circumstances is it better to incorporate the multiphase 
flow properties offaults into production simulation models than to accuratelY accountforfault 
rock thickness? ' The aim of Chapters 4 and 5 is to account for faults multiphase fluid flow in 
the Pierce Field, North Sea, through the use of relative transmissibility multipliers, i. e. 
transmissibility multipliers are varied at certain points along the fault depth depending on the 
position relative to the free water level. Chapter 4 summarises some of the microstructural and 
petrophysical property measurements of fault rocks within the Pierce Field. Chapter 5, based 
on a published paper, implements those measurements into the Pierce black oil simulation 
model. Chapter 6 presents a simple two-cell model that can be easily used to test various 
parameters that can affect the shape of the generated dynamic pseudo-curves. This simple model 
is used to test the effects of fault thickness, fault permeability and across-fault Darcy flow rates 
on the general shape of the pseudo-relative permeability curves. In this chapter, this simple 
model is used to generate a library of pseudo-curves. The validity of these curves is tested by 
comparing different faults representations for 3D models with an assumed high-resolution true 
model, for different degrees of complexity. Chapter 7 addresses some weaknesses with the 
approach used in Chapter 6, and presents an alternative model for pseudo-curve generation. 
Using an analogous validation technique to that used in Chapter 6, the approach in this chapter 
is validated. Finally, Chapter 8 presents conclusions from this thesis and recommendations for 
possible further work in this area. 
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Interblock transmissibilities and fault 
transmissibility multipliers 
"The goal of'succenfid production is to maximise flow b, v exploiting or appl 
- 
ving pressure 4radients. The resistan(e to 
flow is the viscosity ofthe fluid, and the coefficients relating viscosity and pressure gradients to flow rates, are permeabilin, and 
length. Hence the most important jault properties Jor production are the permeability and thickness ofthe jault-rock, and these 
properties are captured in theflow simulator as transinissibilitY multipliers. " 
Tom Manzocchi 
Fault Analysis Group, Department of Geology, University College Dublin 
Introduction 
In production simulation models, transmissibility is defined as the conductance that appears in 
mass transfer problems, i. e. mass flow of the oil, water and gas in a porous media. 
Transmissibility depends only on block geometry, permeability and net-to-gross ratio (Hegre et 
al., 1986). Interblock transmissibility calculations differ depending on the geometry used, i. e. 
traditional block centred, flexible corner point or radial. In this chapter, transmissibility in a 
corner point geometry is presented (Ponting, 1989). A corner point geometry defines a distorted 
grid with cells assumed to have edges defined as straight lines between the corner points, and 
the cell faces may be bilinear surfaces, Fig. 2.1. Pore volumes may be calculated exactly for 
such a shape. The implementation of this type of geometry was first described by Goldthrope Z71 
and Chow (1985). They applied this technique on a highly faulted field utilising a non- 
rectangular grid in the horizontal lane, variable layer thickness and non-standard connections p 
across sloping faults. 
The calculation of interblock transmissibility is illustrated here for a pair of grid blocks as 
shown in Fig. 2.1c. Although slightly varying formulae are presented in the literature for 
interblock transmissibility calculations (cf. Ponting, 1989; Sammon, 2000; Cordazzo et al., 
2002), this chapter follows the way they are calculated in the Eclipse IOOTM simulator for 
distorted corner point geometries following the derivation of Ponting ( 1989), see Eclipse IOOTM 
manual, Geoquest (2003). Examples will be presented to compare the way interblock 
transmissibilities are calculated in Eclipse 10OP" and the way they are calculated in some 
reported formulae in the literature. 
This chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part, § 2.2, expressions used by Eclipse 
100 TNI to calculate corner point transmissibility calculations are described. In the second part, 
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2.3-2.4, steps for accounting for the resistance to fluid flow of a fault in simulations models 
through absolute transmissibility multiplier calculations are outlined. 
(a) Comer point connections 
(b) Comer point geometry for 
non-neighbour connections 
Fig. 2.1. Corner point grid 
blocks are defined by their 
eight corners in the 
coordinate system. Each 
C, corner is represented by a 
vector (ci ). The corner point 
geometry gives flexibility 
when representing dipping 
beds (a) or faults (b). dA 
and dB in (c) are vectors 
from the cell centre to the 
centre of the relevant cell 
face. 
2.2. Corner point interblock transmissibility calculations 
This section presents the interblock transmissibility calculation as performed in the 
Eclipse IOOTM simulator (Eclipse I OOTNI manual, Geoquest, 2003). Different formulations 
reported in the literature will also be presented. A simple numerical example will be given to 
compare different interblock transmissibility calculations. 
2.2.1. Corner point interblock transmissibility calculations in the Eclipse 1 OOTM 
simulator 
This method of interblock transmissibility calculations is based upon the use of cell corner 
points, which are available to the Eclipse 1OOTN1 simulator when using the COORD and WORN 
1OOT keywords (see Schlumberger Geoquest, 2003, manual for an overview of Eclipse data 
file). In this case it is possible to distinguish unambiguously between the cell dip and the fault 
displacement. For corner point grid creometry, the transmissibility values between adjacent L- L- 
aridblocks are calculated from the x-, N- and 7-projections of the mutual area of the two 
cells. An inner product is taken with the vector from the cell centre to the centre of the cell face, 
so that the dip correction is automatically incorporated. 
Consider the corner point geometry shown in Fig. 2. lb-c. The distance between the centre of L- 
cell B and the centre of the relevant face of cell B is given by the magnitude of the vector d. , 
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(c) Top view of (b) 
Cell N 
The position vector of the centre of the volume of cell B, v, , is determined by averaging its 
eight corner position vectors: 
18 
vi = -2ýcj 
8 i=l 
2.1 
The position vector of the centre, of the frontal face of cell B, V2, is determined by averaging its 
four corner vectors: 
V2 =I (C 2 
+C4 +C6 +C8) 2.2 
4 
Thus the vector dB is given by: 
dB =V2 -VI 2.3 
The vector dA is determined in the same way. The true mutual interface area, or contact area, 
between cell A and cell B is denoted by A. I see Fig. 
2.1b. When flow occurs from the centre of 
one cell to the centre of its relevant face, it 'sees' A. projected on a plane perpendicular to the 
flow direction. The projected area normal to the flow direction is generally different to the 
actual area A,,. To illustrate the differences between the projected and the actual contact areas, 
consider the 2D illustration in Fig. 2.2. 
Fig. 2.2. Distorted, sheared, 
grid block connection 
illustrating that the contact 
areas, AA and A. I 
projected on planes normal 
to the flow direction (from 
cell centre to face centre) are 
different from the actual 
contact area (A, ). k and 
N are cell permeability and 
net-to-gross ratio. 
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The flow direction projected areas 
AA and 
AB 
are given by: 
AA= A, (n^. dA A, cos(aA 
As = A, (n^. d .)=A, cos(a) 
2.4 
2.5 
where n^ is the unit vector normal to the true contact area A,. Here aA and aB are the 
angles that the vectors dA and dB ý respectively, make with the normal vector n, 
dA and 
dB 
are unit vectors of the vectors 
dA 
and 
dB 
, respectively, given by: 
dA - 
dA 
2.6 
dA 
ý -dB dB 
dB 
2.7 
and dA and 
dB are the magnitudes of the vectors 
dA 
, and 
dB 
, respectively. 
After defining all the required geometry, the interblock transmissibility between cell A and 
cell B, T is defined in the Eclipse 
10OTM SiMU lator from these geometries and cell properties AB I 
as follows: 
Cd 
'T TAB mult 
TA TB 
where 
2.8 
Cd Darcy's constant 
0.00852702 (Metric units) 
0.00112712 (Field units) 
T. 
IjIt 
absolute transmissibility multiplier that enables the user to change the 
transmissibility to account for features that enhance or resist the flow (e. g. 
fractures, faults, etc. ). 
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TA and TB are the transmi ssibi 11 ties of cell A and cell B, respectively, defined as follows: 
AA 
TA= kA. NA . dA 2.9 
Te =: kB. NB* 
AB 
2.10 
dB 
where k is the absolute permeability and N is the net-to-gross ratio of each cell. 
2.2.2. Different formulation for interblock transmissibility calculations 
The expression for calculating interblock transmissibility presented in equation-2.8 is the most 
widely reported expression in the literature (Hegre et al., 1986; Ponting, 1989). Cordazzo et al. 
(2002) argued that, but without giving a detailed derivation, inner block transmi ssibi li ties, i. e. 
and TB in equation-2.8, must be weighted by an area factor for the general case when TA 
AA# AB# A( . This factor is the contact area divided by the gridblock area, i. e.: 
TAB 
= 
Cl *Tlllllt _ 
C(I, T? 
Ilflt *A( I+I AA 
+ 
AB 
T TA B TA B A, ABT 
2.11 
Equation-2.11 gives different results to equation-2.8 if the angles aA andaB I see Fig. 2.2, are 
different. To demonstrate this difference, consider the grid connection shown in Fig. 2.3. 
(ft) 
Fig. 2.3. Grid connection 
100,0.120) example to demonstrate the 
differences in cells interblock 
transmissibility calculations, 
see text. 
100,0.145) 
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i 11 
Both cells in Fig. 2.3 extend 100 ft along the y-direction. Using the geometry shown, the 
following areas can be easily determined: 
A. = 00 x 15) = 1500 ft' 
AA= A, = 1500 ft' 
n ad 
ÜAB AB --": Ac(^* B)=Ac dB 
2dB = (50,50,22.5) - (100,50,132.5) = (-50,0, -110) 
n. dB= (-1,0,0). (-25,0, -55) = 25 
d=-! V(5 0)2 + (0)2 + (110)2 --::: 60.4152 ft B2 
. -. 
AB =A. 
ý. dD 
= 1500 
25 
= 620.7044 
ft 2 
dB 60.41523 
Note the considerable difference between A. and A, 
The inner transmissibility of each cell can be determined as follows (with NA = NB = I): 
TA= kA. NA ' 
AA 
= 250 
1500 
= 15000 mD. ft dA 25 
TB = k,. NB* 
AB 
= 50 
620.7044 
= 513.6986 mD. ft dB 60.41523 
As calculated by the Eclipse IOOTM simulator, the interblock transmissibility multiplier, in field 
units and T,,,,,, given its default value of 1, is: 
TAB 
= 
Cýl *Tmult 
II 
TA TB 
0.00 112712 xI 
I+1 
15000 513.6986 
= 0.5598 cP. rb/day/psi 
If, however, area weighting is considered, see equation-2.11, then TAB will become: 
Cd, Trtllllt A(, 0.00 112712 xIx 1500 TAB = A'., 
+ 
AB 1500 
+ 
620.7044 -=1.2923 cP. rb/daY/psi 
T4 TB 15000 513.6986 
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This difference in the interblock transmissibility calculations is very considerable. However it is 
only apparent on highly distorted connections where aA and aB are very different. Note that 
this difference is not only for cells with partial connection, as Cordazzo et al. (2002) stated, but 
it is still possible for cells with full contact where aA and aB are different. To avoid such 
complications in this chapter, and the proceeding chapters, we follow the Eclipse IOOT "" 
simulator calculations, and we will avoid grid connections where aA and aB are significantly 
different. 
2.3. Fault transmissibility multipliers 
Faults are key features that control the flow regime in petroleum reservoirs. Faults often reduce 
the rate of petroleum production within petroleum reservoirs (e. g. Bunn and Yaxley, 1986; 
Bentley and Barry, 1992; Knai and Knipe, 1998). They are mainly classified into two groups: 
static and dynamic. A seal which has the capacity to maintain a pressure drop over millions of 
years (geological time scale) is deemed to have a static sealing capacity. A seal that can 
maintain a pressure drop only over the lifetime of a single field (5-100 years) is deemed to have 
a dynamic sealing capacity. 
A fault represents a 3D zone with independent properties from the reservoir host rocks. With 
the aid of high resolution 3D seismic studies, fault zone extensions and geometries can be 
inferred in complex faulted reservoirs. In the world of reservoir simulation, engineers had to 
provide an alternative representation for these faulted zones. The reason for this is that most 
reservoir simulators were designed to handle ID flow barriers instead of the complicated 3D 
faulted zones found in nature. Representing faults using the concept of a 3D zone is still 
possible in simple reservoir models, i. e. reservoirs with a well-defined geometry and a few 
faults that can be assumed vertical and straight. However, real situations are far from being 
simple and 3D fault zone inclusion in reservoir simulation is far more complicated in highly 
faulted reservoirs. For this reason, reservoir engineers use the concept of 'fault transmissibility 
multipliers'. In this transmissibility multiplier representation the static properties of the real 3D 
fault zones, e. g. fault permeability and geometry, are captured and represented as a single and 
absolute value. This value is termed an absolute transmissibility multiplier and it is multiplied 
with the interblock transmissibility, equation-2.8, to give the overall flow resistance that 
accounts for faults. 
A transmissibility multiplier is a simple ratio between 'faulted transmissibility' and 
. unfaulted transmissibility' (Manzocchi et al., 1999). Within a reservoir model, 'unt'aulted 
transmissibility' is the flow potential across a fault that has no fault rock, such as clay smear, 
cataclasis or diagenetic alteration. The primary control on flow potential ý, vill be reservoir L- 
connectivity across the fault, i. e. the position and surface area of the reservoir connections. The 
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'faulted transmissibility' implicitly incorporates the permeability, e. g. using an estimate of clay 
or shale concentration within fault gouge and thickness of fault rock products in the calculation 
of the potential flow across reservoir connections. The transmissibility multiplier therefore 
expresses the extent to which fault rock products will reduce flow across reservoir connections. 
To capture the static properties of fault zones using transmissibility multipliers, knowledge 4-- 
of both the permeability and thickness of the fault rock and the undeformed reservoir of the orrid Cý 
blocks immediately adjacent to the fault are required. 
2.3.1. Fault displacement 
The primary parameter used to estimate fault thickness is fault displacement. The fault 
displacement calculation determines which cells have been offset across a fault and defines the 
distance between the cell face centres across the fault. The displacement magnitude across a 
fault between cell A and cell B (Fig. 2.4) is given by: 
V(XA 
- XB )2 + 
(YA 
_ YB)2 )2 AB 
+A ý'B 2.12 
The symbol d for fault displacement should not be confused with the vector d that appears in 
the interblock transmissibility calculations, see § 2.2.1. Here (XA I YA I ýA) are the coordinates I'll 
of the face centre on cell A adjacent to the fault and (XBI YBI ZB) are the coordinates of the face 
centre on cell B adjacent to the fault. The face centre on a grid cell is calculated using the 1: ) 
average position vectors of the four corners of the face (Note that the two considered cells need 
not to be in the same layer): 
XAI + XA2 + XA3 + XA4 
(XAIYAIZA)= 
41 
YAJ +v A2 
+-V 
A3 
+ VA4 ZAI + A2 
+ ýZA3 + A4 
44 
2.13 
d48 
Fig. 2.4. Displacement 
magnitude across a fault 
between two non- 
neighbouring connected cells 
in a corner point geometry. 
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2.3-2. Fault thickness 
Outcrop studies of faults reveal that there is a relationship between fault displacement and fault 
thickness. Depending on the scale of observation, this relationship may be linear: 
tf =boxd 2.14 
or logarithmic: 
logtf =boxlogd 2.15 
where t is the fault thickness, d is the fault displacement, and bo is an empirical constant fit to 
.f 
observed data, typically derived from OUtcrop or core. 
Detailed observations of faulted outcrops often reveal that the thickness of the fault zone is 
highly dependent on the mechanical strength of the rocks at the time of deformation (e. g. Hull, 
1988; Knott et al., 1996; and Foxford et al., 1998). For example, poorly lithified sands, where 
the high porosity promotes deformation band and damage zones, are likely to produce thicker 
fault zones than thick, well-lithified sands, where the high lithification should induce a focused 
fault zone. For this reason, a lithology-based 'brittleness' weighting factor can be introduced for 
the fault thickness. This brittleness factor is applied to all rock units that have slid past a given 
point on the fault as a weighting factor to calculate the fault thickness. Thus equation-2.14 can 
be generalised to the form: 
t. f =Z (bi x di) 
2.16 
where the sum includes all the rock units that have slid past a given point on the fault with a 
specific displacement di and a brittleness bi. Figure 2.5 is a schematic block diagram that 
illustrates the calculation of the fault thickness incorporating the brittleness of the different rock 
units. These brittleness values of units can be derived from empirical observations, 
, geomechanical analogs, or estimations of relative rock 
brittleness. Typically, each different n 2-- 
lithology displaced by the fault has a distinct brittleness weighting factor. In practice, the values 
used for brittleness should be those for the rock units at the time of faulting. 
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Fault if =blxdl+kxd2+b3 xd, 
unit I 
%\ddi 
............... ......................... d, unit 22 
unit 3 
d3 
unit I 
b 2 
unit 3 \ b3 
Fig. 2.5. Schematic block 
diagram illustrating the 
calculation of the fault 
thickness incorporating the 
brittleness of different rock 
units. 
The thickness of the fault zone is defined as either the separation between the outermost slip 
surfaces (where more than one are present) minus the thickness of undeformed lenses, or the 
thickness of the slip surface itself in a lacuna. Figure 2.6, after Manzocchi et al. (1999) 
summarises the data compiled by Hull (1988), and data from faults in mixed sandstone/shale 
sequences in Sinai (Knott et al., 1996), SE Utah (Foxford et al., 1998) and Lancashire, UK 
(Walsh et al., 1998a). Also plotted for several displacements are synthetic thickness values 
generated using the relationship td/ 66 to define a median thickness value, and a standard 
deviation for logtf of 0.9 to define a log-normal thickness distribution. The data populate 
closely the envelopes defined by the outcrop studies for displacements over about I m. The 
relation t =d/66 tends to under-predict the thickness of smaller faults but, as fault 
.f 
displacements less than Im are seldom incorporated in production flow simulation models, 
there is no need to accurately predict their thickness for this application. In general, for the 200 
log-normally distributed thickness data shown in Fig. 2.6, there are two main relationships 
between fault thickness and displacement: 
Median value following the relationship: 
d 2.17 
66 
and the harmonic averages of these data follow the relationship: 
d 2.18 
170 
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if =d/66 
Generated data 
Hannonic averages 
if =d/170 
Fig. 2.6. Fault thickness (log scale) as a function of displacement (log scale). Summaries of 
outcrop measurements are given as envelopes containing measurements from a variety of 
sources (Hull, 1988), from faults in Nubian Sandstone in Western Sinia (Knott et al., 1996), from 
the Moab Fault in SE Utah (Foxford et al., 1998) and from faults in a Westphalian 
sandstone/shale sequence from Lancashire, UK (Walsh et al., 1998a). 200 log-normally 
distributed thickness data (small grey dots) have been generated at various displacements with 
median value following the relationship tI=d/ 66. The harmonic average of these data (large 
circles) follow the relationship t, =d/ 170. Modified from Manzocchi et al. (1999). 
2.3.3. Shale gouge ratio 
Before showing how fault permeability is derived, we introduce the definition of the shale 
gouge ratio or SGR as a fault seal attribute that gives an estimate of the clay or shale 
concentration within fault gouge, mapped across the central surface of the fault. Shale forms an 
external effective capillary seal and permeability barrier due to the very small size of the pore 
throats and pore spaces. Faults can incorporate shale from the surrounding sequence during slip 
(e. g. Yielding et al., 1997). The process of shale incorporation has been modelled using 4: ý 
algorithms such as the cla smear potential (CSP; Bouvier et al., 1989), shale smear factor y 
(SSF; Lindsay et td., 1993) and the shale gouge ratio (SGR; Yielding et al., 1997; Freeman et r-1 r-- 
til., 1998). In the petroleum industry, the most commonly applied of these is the shale gouge 
ratio, see Fig. 2.7. The value of the SGR for a single cell face can be found as a welghting 
average of the effects of all other cells that have slid past that particular cell during the fault's 
displacement. For example, Yielding et al. (1997) gave a general definition for SGR for cases I-- Z-- Z-- 
where the stratigraphic breakdown is by reservoir zone (Fig. 2.7). In such cases, the net 
ibution offine-grained material from each reservoir zone can be related to the shale content contri I L- 
( V%/,, ), or clay content, and individual zone thickness ( AZ, ): 
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SGR 
I kh, x Azi) 
Ithrow 
Shale Gouge Ratio (SGR) Algorithm 
Fig. 2.7. A schematic 
diagram shows how 
shale gouge ratio 
(SGR) is calculated 
within a throw window 
from the shale volume, 
V, 
/,, , 
in every horizon 
and individual zone 
thickness, Azi , using 
equation-2.19. After 
Yielding et al. (1997). 
2.19 
A high SGR value for a particular region of a fault would indicate that rock units with a high 
percentage of shale have slipped past that part of the fault. Pressure differences across faults of 
known SGR, derived from repeat formation tester (RFT) measurements, or different 
hydrocarbon column heights across a fault can be used to calibrate the results of the shale gouge 
algorithm (e. g. Yielding et al., 1997). Fristad et al. (1997), Ottesen Ellevest et al. (1998), and 
Yielding et al. ( 1999a, b) have determined that the onset of static seal, i. e. seal over geological 
time, occurs when the fault gouge reaches 18-20% SGR. The pressure drop (hydrocarbon 4: ý In 
column height) that the fault can support increases as the calculated clay content of the fault 
increases (Yieldina, 2002). Foxford et al. (1998) concluded that field observations support using Z: ' L_ 
an SGR of approximately 20% to distinguish between the presence or absence of a continuous 
clay smear and, implicitly, to distinguish those parts of faults which are sealing and non-sealing. 4-- 
Yielding (2002) suggested than an SGR of more than 15-20% indicates that a shaley or clay- In Z__ 
rich gouge predominates in the fault, whereas an SGR of less than 15-20% indicates a clay-poor Z__ 
fault gouge, e. g. a cataclastic or disaggrecation zone (see Fisher and Knipe, 1998,2001 t__ t__ L_ r-I r__ 
Using dynamic pressure data across faults in the Strathspey and Gullfaks fields, Harris et (il. 
(2002) showed that there is a link between composition of fault zone material and permeability 
b demonstrating a positive relationship between SGR and d y L- ynamic pressure 
drop across faults. 
These studies confirm that SGR can be used as a scalable permeability attribute. This 
. scalability' of SGR as an indicator of fault permeability within a field could provide hitherto 
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unachievable flexibility in the systematic modelling of the hydraulic behaviour of faults during 
fluid flow simulations. 
2.3.4. Fault permeability 
The value of SGR is assumed to be related to the percentage of clay in the fault zone (Yielding 
et al., 1997). Thus SGR can be converted to permeability using experimental deten-ninations of 
permeability for fault gouges with varying clay content and the appropriate geological history 
(see Manzocchi et al., 1999; Sperrevik et al., 2002). The calibration by Manzocchi et al. (1999) 
indicates that a fault gouge with a clay content of around 20% will be expected to have a 
permeability of between 0.03 and 0.3 mD. 
A single value of SGR is likely to represent several different values of permeability, depending 
on the depth of burial or degree of diagenetic alteration. Thus, at greater depths of burial, fault 
zone material with the same value of SGR is likely to be less permeable than at a shallower 
depth of burial (see Sperrevik et al., 2002). 
Manzocchi et al. (1999) summarised the relationship between volumetric shale fraction and 
fault rock permeability using different sources (Fig. 2.8). The figure shows plug and probe 
permeability data for various reservoirs and outcrop fault rock samples (Antonellini and Aydin, 
1994; Knai, 1996; Gibson, 1998; Ottesen Ellevest et al., 1998). The data in Fig. 2.8 show a 
general decrease in fault zone permeability with increasing shale content, and a large variation 
in permeability at a particular shale content. At a very low shale content it has been suggested 
that there is an apparent bimodal distribution governed by fault displacement, demonstrated by 
the data from Antonellini and Aydin (1994). These data are probe permeameter measurements 
from samples of the Moab Oýhule = 0) and Slickrock (Yvhale = 0*09) members of the Entrada 
Sandstone formation. The clean Moab Sandstone shows a clean distinction between the 
permeability of the deformation bands (displacements in the range I mm to a few centimetres 
and average fault rock permeabilities of about 10 mD) and the slip surface (displacements 
greater than about Im and average permeabilities of less than 0.01 mD). In the more shaley 
rock member, the permeabilities of the deformation bands and the slip surfaces are similar with 
average values of around 0.8 mD. A decrease in the influence of displacement on fault 
permeability with increasing shale content is caused by these differences in deformation style. 
In pure sandstone, cataclastic intensity increases with displacement (e. g. Crawford, 1989), 
ultimately resulting in highly polished, intensely cataclastic slip surfaces with exceptionally low 
permeabilities. However, Fisher and Knipe (2001) argued that grain size and permeability 
reductions on major slip planes (i. e. those with ten of metres of displacement) on number of 
fields, e. g. 90 Fathom Fault in England and Moab Fault in the USA) are often similar to those 
on the small-scale features examined in the surrounding damage zone. They have attributed the 
similarity between the microstructure of seismic-sacle faults and the smaller scale features to 
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two reasons. First, the total stain accommodated by a fault may be less important in controlling 
its grain-size distribution that the effective stress at the time of faulting. Second, each movement 
of seismic-scale faults results in small-offset faults of the surrounding reservoir. These latter 
deformations can be seen in cores and their examination can actually provide a good 
representation of the fault rock types present along larger offset features. As will be seen in 
Chapters 4 and 5, small-scale features preserved in core samples will be used to estimate some 
simulation properties of the larger scale features, relying on the finding of these experimental 
studeis. Deformation bands in more shaley sandstone are less cataclastic, as displacement is 
accommodated by small-scale smearing of the phyllosilicates (e. g. Antonellini and Aydin, 
1994), and the main control on fault permeability is the shale content of the fault (Manzocchi et 
(11,1999). 
I-C 
03 
2 
U 
-2 
-3 
-4 
K 
Volumetric shale fraction 
Fig. 2.8. Log permeability (mD) as a function of the volumetric shale fraction for fault rocks. 
Large data points are plug permeability measurements from core and outcrop samples from a 
variety of locations (Gibson, 1998). Filled circles: cataclastic deformation bands. Open circles: 
solution deformation bands. Filled squares: clay gouge. Small data points are probe 
permeability measurements of deformation bands (open circles) and slip surfaces (crosses) 
from sandstones in SE Utah (Antonellini and Aydin, 1994). The large grey boxes are summaries 
of data from the Sleipner Field (Ottesen Ellevest et al., 1998): (i) cataclastic deformation bands, 
(ii) Phyllosilicate framework fault rocks, (iii) Shale smears. The line labelled 'K' represent 
average values, based on core samples from the Heidrun Field, used in a full-field flow 
simulation (Knai, 1996). The curves (Equation 2-20) represent the relationship used in this work 
for permeability as a function of SGR (assumed equivalent to the fault rock volumetric shale 
fraction) and displacement. Curves are given for d=1 mm (dashed line), d= 10 cm, d m, 
d= 10 m and d=1 km (thickest line). After Manzocchi et al. (1999). 
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The curves in Fig. 2.8 show an empirical prediction of fault zone permeability as a function of 
shale content and displacement. The best fit to these curves is given by the general equation: 
log kf =AIx SGR - A2 x log(d) x (I - SGR) 
A3 2.20 
where kf is fault permeability (in mD) and d is fault displacement (in metres). The numbers 
A], A2 and A3 are empirical constants obtained by fitting to observed data and are typically 
derived from outcrop and core data. In practice, it would be best to apply constant factors that 
are appropriate for the local field, play or basin. Manzocchi et al. (1999) suggest values for A/, 
A2 and A3 of -4,0.25 and 5, respectively. In the permeability equation (equation-2-20) the first 
term reflects permeability loss due to shale smear along the fault plane and the second term 
reflects permeability reduction due to non-smearing behaviour (that is, for lithologies with low 
shale content). By modifying the numerical constants, appropriate relations can be obtained that 
treat a variety of fault behaviours. For example, if fault permeability depends only on offset, 
then AI and A3 are set equal to zero. 
Another approach to calculating permeability is by rock-type juxtaposition (Knipe, 1997). In 
this approach, each pair of rock types juxtaposed by faulting has a distinct fault rock type and 
permeability. This approach could incorporate a variety of different fault rock types including 
disaggregation faults, cataclastic faults, phyllosilicate framework faults, and clay smear faults. 
Fault rock properties are derived from core and outcrop for each of the different potential rock- 
type juxtapositions. 
2.3.5. Fault transmissibility multiplier 
Once fault thickness and permeability have been defined, the fault transmissibility multiplier 
can be determined. This multiplier is used to replace the user-defined multiplier, 7ý,,,,, in 
equation-2.8 and accounts for fault resistance to flow when calculating interblock 
transmissibility between faulted cells without the need to include the fault zone discretely. 
Suppose that two cells, A and B, shown in Fig. 2.9, are separated by a fault with 
permeability kf and thickness tf * 
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Fig. 2.9. A schematic diagram 
showing two non-neighbour 
connected cells separated by a 
fault with a thickness tf and 
permeability k. f * This discrete 
representation of faults can be 
reduced to a simple 
representation using an 
absolute transmissibility 
multiplier (TM,,,, ) to account 
for the fault's existence in 
simulation models, see text. 
The fault absolute transmissibility multiplier, TM,,, ), , is 
defined as the ratio of the interblock 
transmissibility between two cells with the fault present to the transmissibility without the fault: 
(T 
Tmelbs AB 
TAB 
2.21 
where T is the interblock transmissibility between cells A and B given by equation-2.8 and AB 
(T is the analocrous definition to T when fault static properties, i. e. tf and kf , are taken AB 
)f 
47- AB 
into account: 
(TAB)f CI*T,? Itllt 
(TA )f (TB ). f 
2.22 
here and (T, )f are the transmissibilities of each cell incorporating half of the fault 
thickness and they are calculated as follows: 
V4 )f = a,, T4 2.23 
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(TB)f 
= aBTB 2.24 
where TA and TB are the cell tran smi ssibi li ties without the fault given by equation-2.9 and 
2.10, respectively. The factors aA and aB are calculated by attributing half of the fault 
thickness to each cell and calculating the harmonic average permeability across the merged cell 
and fault: 
t-f /k dA - 
tf 
IkA +- 
(T 22 f] 
aA 
A)f 
2.25 
Tk Id AAA 
)f 
dB f IkB + 
tf 
Ik 
aB 
(T 
k Id 
f] 
2.26 TB 
BB 
which each simplify to: 
aA 1+ 
týf kA 2.27 
2dA k. f 
tk 
a. I+ .fB -1 2.28 
2dB kf 
Combining equation-2.8 with equations 2.21 to 2.24 yields an equation for the absolute 
transmissibility multiplier between two fault-juxtaposed cells: 
TMabs =- 
IITA + IITB 2.29 
1 I(TA)f + l1(TB )f 
or 
T +T TM abs =TAB2.30 
,+ 
a. 
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Equation-2-29 gives an absolute number determining the resistance or conductance of a fault. 
For example, a value for the transmissibility multiplier of one indicates an 'Invisible' fault and a 
value of zero indicates the existence of a sealing fault. Conducting faults, i. e. faults with 
permeability larger than those of their surrounding host rocks, result in transmissibility 
multiplier values larger than one. 
2.4. Transmissibility multiplier calculations and representations in the Eclipse 
1 OOTM simulator 
2.4.1. Example: simple 2D faulted model 
To demonstrate the calculation of the transmissibility multiplier factor between non-neighbour 
connections, i. e. connected grid blocks with different z-coordinates, consider the simple 2D 
model shown in Fig. 2.10. We want to calculate the TM,,,,, factor between cell (3,1,1) and cell 
(2,1,2) due to a fault with tf =I ft and kf = 0.1 mD (note that in this example the relationship 
between fault thickness and displacement, equation-2.17 or 2.18, does not apply). 
. arJ index 
-Iý 
r 
PROD 
2 50 mD 
I 
K index 
2 
top at 8000 ft 
fault 
3 4 index 
Fig. 2.10. A 2D model used to demonstrate the calculation of the transmissibility multiplier factor 
between non-neighbour connections (highlighted cells) with the existence of a low-permeability 
fault. 
All of the cells are identical in size with (, cl. v, d. v, dz )= (50 ft, 50 ft, 25 ft). As the cells in this 
model are not distorted, the common contact area between cells (3, Ij ) and (2,1,2) does not 
depend on the projection area resolved in the flow direction (see § 2.2), i. e. 
A2.1.2) =: A3.1.1) =A' where A, is the true contact area between the two cells. Similarly, the 
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distance between the centre of each cell and the centre of its relevant face is equal for each cell, 
i. d(2,,, 2) = 
d(3,1,1) 
' 
The cell permeability, k, is 500 mD for cell (3,1,1) and 50 mD for cell (2,1,2). The net-to- 
gross ratio, N, is unity for all cells. The mutual contact area between the two cells can be easily 
determined from their geometry and tops to be A, = 660 ft' and in each cell d is simply 
d, /2=25ft. The inner transmissibility of cells (3,1,1) and (2,1,2) are calculated using 
equation-2.9 and equation-2.10 to be 13200 mD. ft and 1320 mD. ft, respectively. 
The factor a for cell (3,1,1) is determined from the fault and host rock properties and 
geometries using equation-2.27 to be: 
1 500 
_10.0099 2x25 0.1 
and similarly for cell (2,1,2) we have, 
a(2,,, 2) 1+ 
1 50 
_10.0920 2x25 0.1 
Substituting these values into equation-2.29, aT of approximately 0.0521 is determined Mabs 
between the two non-neighbour cells. 
2.4.2. Transmissibility multiplier representation in the Eclipse 1 OOTM simulator 
In the model shown in Fig. 2.10, there are three x-directional transmissibility multipliers to be 
applied to the model to account for the existence of the fault: 
TMab. 
v = 
0-0099 for the normal connection between cells (2,1,1) and (3,1,1); 
TMuhs 0.0920 for the normal connection between cells (2,1,2) and (3,1,2); 
TMabs =0.0521 for the non-neighbour connection between cells (3,1,1) and (2,1,2). 
There are three different keywords that can be used in the Eclipse 10OTNI simulator to represent 
these x-directional transmissibility multipliers for neighbour connections: MULTFLT, MULTX, 
and TRANX (see Schlumberger Geoquest, 2003, manual for the rules of using these keywords). 
These keywords can be used either in the GRID or EDIT section of the Eclipse IOOTN' data file 
deck. When editing the transmissibility between non-neighbour connections, the keyword L- 
EDITNNC is used in the EDIT section of the data file deck. The three transmissibilities in the 
example presented in §2.4.1 can be included using the following three representations: 
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Representation- 1: Using the MULTFLT and EDITVNC keywords 
In the GRID section 
FA ULTS 
--- Fault Name ------------- FaultX Segments (1,12 J, J, K, K-j --------- Face ------------ 
FA ULTXI 221111x/ 
FA UL TX2 331122 X- / 
MULTFLT 
--Fault Name 
TMabs 
FA UL TX 1 0.0099 / 
FA ULIX2 0.0920 / 
In the EDIT section 
-- Each linefollowing the EDITNNC keýword specifies a non-neighbour connection to be 
modified 
EDITNNC 
-- cell] ceI12 
Tmabs 
31 1 212 0.0521 
/ 
Representation-2: Using the MULTX and EDITNNC keywords 
In the GRID section 
EQUALS 
-- Array Value (TM,, b, ) Box (I, I, J1 4, K, Ký, ) 
MULTX 0.0099 22111 1/ 
MULTX- 0.0920 33112 21 
In the EDIT section 
-- Each line folio wing the EDITNNC keyword specifies a non-neighbour connection to be 
modified 
EDITNNC 
-- cell] ceI12 
TMb, 
31 1 212 0.052 
/ 
Representation-3: Using the TRANX and EDITYVNC keywords 
In the EDIT section 
MULTIPLY 
-- Arrav Value (TM,, b,, ) Box (I, I, J, J, K, 
TRANX 0.0099 22 11 1 l/ 
TRANX 0.0920 22112 21 
Each linefollowing the EDITNNC ke, vvvord specifies a non-neighbour connection to be 
modified 
EDITNNC 
-- ceill cel12 
TMabs 
311 212 0.0521 
/ 
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Note that the first two representations are complicated for simulation modelling because they 
require directional transmissibilities and, therefore, may require careful editing when applied to 
more complicated 3D models. Representation 3 is the one adopted in this study when simulating 
complex 3D models. 
2.5. Conclusion 
This chapter presented two methods of calculating interblock transmissibities for reservoir 
simulators. There is no general guideline for evaluating each method. Cordazzo et al (2002) 
conducted a transmissibility study, using a 2D heat transfer problem, to evaluate the method of 
interblock transmissibility calculations proposed by Sammon (2002) and which is similar to the 
one being used in Eclipse 10OTM simulator. When they compared Sammon's results with the 
analytical solution for the problem they used, a very close match was observed. However, no 
tests were done to support their arguments about the use of areal weighting for distorted cells, 
equation-2.11. If areal weighting has been proved to be necessary, the conventional 
calculations of TMs, that are being used to account for faults, will also be different. The 
different Eclipse 100Tm TM representations presented in this chapter should give equivalent 
output. The Eclipse 100Tm EDITNNC must be used in TM representations whenever there are 
non-neighbour connected cells in the model used. It is important to note that the TM 
calculations presented in this chapter are 'phase independent', and thus they represent a pure 
single-phase treatment. The next chapters will, however, show that this conventional treatment 
of faults may not always be valid to simulation multiphase runs. 
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The importance of incorporating the multiphase 
flow properties of fault rocks into production 
simulation models 
11 Aý all oltcýralcd map'l-, we would not drill a prospect without considering jUll jault sea/ risk. It', % part and parcel oj 
et, erv, subsurface studN,, and it goes beYond the exploration realm. In dei, elopment projects, we const . der the impact of'Jault seal on 
det, elopment plans and well completion design. In jact, exploration and det, eloptnent are co-keY aspects to jault 
anal. v. vi. vl(-hura(-terizati(iti. Fault seal studies do require an additional hwestment in time (read: money), but we jeel it's worth it 
because there are other intangibles that are b" v-products oj'the anaNsis, like improt, ed mapping a(curac 
, 
i% better incorporation of' 
stratigraphic detail into the geologic model and things that are usualli, oj'benefit to till aspects oj the project - not. 1 . ust thepult seal. 
Doing jault seal work requires that You pursue those things to a lei, el oj'detail N, ou might not otherwise perform. It requires You 
know N, our svstem wel/ " 
Peter Hennings 
Senior Scientist- Upstream Technology at ConocoPhilips 
3.1. Introduction 
Faults often reduce the rate of petroleum production within petroleum reservoirs (e. g. Bunn and 
Yaxley, 1986; Bentley and Barry, 1992; Knai and Knipe, 1998). For accurate predictions of 
reservoir performance, it is therefore important to take into account the effects that faults have 
on fluid flow in production simulation models (e. g. Lia et al., 1997; Knai and Knipe, 1998). It is 
becoming increasingly common practice to incorporate the fluid flow properties of faults into 
production simulation models using transmissibility multipliers (e. g. Knai and Knipe, 1998; 
Manzocchi et al., 1999). The calculation of transmissibility multipliers requires knowledge of 
both the permeability and thickness of the fault rock and the undeformed reservoir in the grid 
blocks immediately adjacent to the fault (see chapter 2 for more details). Recently, it has been 
suggested that a problem with the way that transmissibility multipliers are conventionally 
calculated is that no account is taken of the multiphase flow behaviour of fault rocks (Fisher and 
Knipe, 200 1; Manzocchi et al., 2002). 
It has been proposed that a possible way of incorporating the multiphase flow properties of 
faults into simulation models is to use dynamic pseudofunctions (Fisher and Knipe, 2001; 
Manzocchi et (d., 2002). Essentially, dynamic pseudofunctions are generated by conducting 
high-resolution fluid flow models at the scale of the reservoir simulation grid block, using flow 
rates that are similar to those that are likely to be encountered within the reservoir. In these 
high-resolution models, both the fault and reservoir rock are given their own capillary pressure 
and relative permeability curves. The results of the simulations are then used to create a relative 
permeability and capillary pressure curve that is then incorporated into the upscaled production 
simulation model to account for the presence of both the fault and undeformed reservoir. There 
are many ways to calculate such pseudofunctions; the reader is referred to Barker and Thibeau 
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(1996) or Barker and Dupouy (1999) for comprehensive reviews of the subject. A quick review 
of the formulation of different dynamic pseudofunctions will be given in the remaining scope of 
this thesis (Chapter 6). 
One of the problems with the use of pseudofunctions is that fault rock thickness is likely to 
vary significantly as a function of fault throw (e. g. Hull, 1988). A large number of pseudo- 
functions may therefore need to be created to account for the range of fault rock thicknesses 
present within a typical reservoir. At present, such a methodology would be unmanageable. A 
simplification would be to assume that only a small number (or even one) of fault rock 
thicknesses existed within the reservoir, thus limiting the number of pseudofunctions necessary 
to model the reservoir. 
A key question raised by such arguments is "under what circumstances is it better to 
incorporate the multiphase flow properties offaults into production simulation models than to 
accurately accountforfault rock thickness? " In this chapter we present some initial results from 
some simple, yet informative, numerical modelling that has been conducted to answer this 
question. The question is answered through simulating simple cases with extreme cases of fault 
thicknesses and capillary pressure characteristics. To aid the lay reader in understanding the 
capillary pressure concept as the main parameter addressed in this chapter to account for 
multiphase behaviour within fault materials, the chapter begins by giving a brief background 
about capillary pressure and its control in phase distributions within an oiUwater system (§3.2). 
In §3.2, a detailed description of the multiphase flow behaviour across deformed rocks, i. e. 
rocks with different capillary characteristics from their surrounding undeformed rocks, is 
outlined. Simple simulation tests will be run to show various cases, or flow regimes, where 
accounting for multiphase flow properties of faults rocks in simulation models has various 
degrees of importance. The answer to the key question asked earlier will be addressed in depth 
in §3.4. The answer will be sought through running and comparing various simple models with 
different fault rock thicknesses, capillary characteristics and drive mechanisms. The results are 
then presented and their implications discussed. Finally, conclusions are provided to summarise 
the main output of the study and why such simple tests should provide 'rules of thumb' and 
'quality controls' when simulating two-phase flows across faults in real faulted models. 
3.2. Capillary pressure in an oil/water system 
,., 
is defined as the pressure difference between two immiscible phases Capillary pressure, P 
known as wetting phase and non-wetting phase, with different intermolecular forces between 
the molecules comprising the phase (Stegemejer, 1977). The dissimilarity of these forces causes 
a tension between the two immiscible fluid phases known as the surface or interfacial tension. 
For example, when oil and water are placed together on a surface, a curved interface between 
the oil and water is formed, with a contact angle, (which by convention is measured through the r-- 
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water phase), at the surface that can range from Oc' to 180' (see Appendix B for wettability 
review). Whenever the oil/water interface is curved, the pressure will abruptly increase across 
the interface to balance the interfacial tension forces. This pressure jump, which is the capillary 
pressure, ý., is given by the Laplace's equation (Adamson, 1982): 
I+ 
r I r2 
3.1 
Where orwo is the interfacial tension between oil and water, )ý is the oil-phase pressure, P, is 
water-phase pressure, r, and r2 are the radii of curvature of the interface, measured 
perpendicular to each other. 
The capillary pressure can be positive or negative, depending on the curvature of the 
interface. By convention, the curvature directed into the petroleum in positive, as shown in 
Fig. 3.1, while one directed into the water is negative. The capillary pressure is zero when the 
interface is flat (Anderson, 1987). Note that, ý. can be negative if the water is forced in the tube 
until P,, > Tý. In general, P,. is defined as: 
pp 
NW-P WET 3.2 
where PNw is the pressure in the non-wetting fluid, in this case is oil, andPWET 
is pressure in the 
wetting fluid, in this case is water. Figure 3.1 shows an interface between oil and water, having 
a contact angle of 0 in a capillary tube with radius r, . When the capillary tube is small enough, 
the interface can be approximated as a portion of a sphere with radius rý . The relationship 
between iý and r, is: 
coso 3.3 
Substituting equation-3.3 is equation-3.1, and noting that the two radii of curvature are equal 
to rý , gives an expression 
for ý. is term of the tube radius and the interfacial tension between 
oil and water, U,,, O : 
cosO 
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Equation-3.4 shows that P, is inversely proportional to the capillary tube radius. 
Oil 
p0 
PW Water 
UWO 
Oil 
NNegative P, 00ý /oWat%er 
Oil 
Zero P, 
Water 
Positive P, 
Water 
Fig. 3.1. Wetting phase, water, 
imbibes in a capillary tube and 
displaces the non-wetting 
phase, oil, as a result of 
capillary forces. The curvature 
of the immiscible phases 
interface, inferred from the size 
of the contact angle measured 
from the wetting phase, 
indicates the sign of the 
capillary pressure. 
Figure 3.2 illustrates the concept of capillary force for an oil/water system filled with 
different grains: small, medium and coarse to allow different pore throats, analogous to capillary 
radius in the tube system in Fig. 3.1, for the fluid movements. If the separator between the two 
immiscible fluids is removed, water displaces oil upwards as a result of capillary forces. Water 
rises to the highest level in the smallest pore throats because capillary forces are more dominant 
in small tubes (see equation-3.4). If the rock is water wet, i. e. its rock surface is coated with a 
thin layer of water and its small pore throats are likely to be initially blocked with water, then 
water does not encounter any capillary resistance to enter the smallest pore throats. On the other 
hand, if the rock is oil wet, i. e. its rock surface is coated with a thin layer of oil and its small 
pore throats are likely to be initially blocked with oil, capillary forces prevent water from 
entering the small pores. Instead, water enters the larger pores leaving oil trapped within the 
small pores. Consequently, water rises to a lower height in an oil-wet rock than in a water-wet 
rock under the same conditions. The oil phase is less dense than the brine and therefore has a 
steeper pressure gradient. The point at which both oil and water pressure gradients intersect is Z__ 
known as the free water level, FWL. At this point, ý. vanishes. 
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I Water-wet system Separator 
With a separator Without a 
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Oil-wet system 
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Fig. 3.2. The effect of the 
pore throat size and 
wettability on the maximum 
size to which the wetting 
phase, water, can rise as a 
result of the capillary forces 
caused by the difference in 
pressure gradients for each 
immiscible phase. Capillary 
forces are more dominant in 
small pore throats than in 
large ones. Water 
encounters more resistance 
to break into pore throats 
when the grains are oil-wet 
than when they are water- 
wet. 
There are two basic types of capillary pressures: drainage and imbibition. In drainage L- 
process, the non-wetting fluid, oil in this case, displaces the wetting phase, water, while the t__ 
reverse occurs for imbibition. It is important to emphasise that many rocks have mixed or 
f'ractional wettability, see Appendix B, so drainage and imbibition should probably be redefined 
as drainage for the process of oil replacing water, and imbibition for the process for water 
replacing oil. Generally there is hysteresis in capillary pressure as saturation is varied, making 
drainage and imbibition curves different. To establish a drainage capillary pressure curve, the 
wetting-phase saturation is reduced from its maximum to the irreducible value by increasing the 
capillary pressure from zero to a large positive value. To develop an imbibition capillary 
pressure curve, the wetting-phase saturation is increased. It is important to note that two 
distinctly different portions of the imbibition curve can be measured. The first is the 
spontaneous imbibition curve, which is determined immediately after measurement drainage 
curve, by decreasing the capillary pressure to zero thus allowing the wetting phase to imbibe, 
Fig. 3.3. The second portion is the forced imbibition curve, where the capillary pressure Is 
decreased from zero to a large negative value. This process changes the contact surface from 
zero to negative curvature, see Fig. 3.1. This curvature is tracked during the measurements by Z__ L_ 
tracking the changes in the contact angle. At the water saturation at irreducible oll, S,,,,,, the L_ Cý L_ 
lower boundary of the transition zone, i. e. the zone where all the present phases can be in 
simultaneously in a dynamic state, is defined and the imbibition capillary pressure goes to zero, 
Fig. 3.3. 
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Fig. 3.3. Hypothetical dynamic reservoir and corresponding capillary pressure curves illustrating 
the relationship between the main saturation boundaries and capillary pressure. Transition zone 
is where all present phases can be simultaneously in a dynamic state. The existence of the 'no 
moving water zone' is still a mater of active debate. (Modified from Smith et al., 1999). 
3.3. Oil-water flow behaviour across faults 
Multiphase flow across faults can have different behaviour to that within undeformed host 
rocks, because faults can possess different pore throats sizes and therefore different multiphase 
saturation functions, i. e. capillary pressure and relative permeability functions. In this section a 
detailed description of this flow behaviour across low permeability fault rocks is addressed. 
3.3.1. Buoyancy force by the petroleum column height 
The conventional way that transmissibility multipliers are formulated (Chapter 2) only offers a 
single-phase treatment when predicting flows across faults. Recent works (e. g. Fisher and 
Knipe, 2001; Manzocchi et al., 2002) suggested that these absolute transmissibility multipliers 
do not capture the multiphase behaviour of fault rocks in dynamic reservoir modelling. For 
example, it might be expected that the buoyancy force in the petroleum column would not be 
sufficient to overcome the threshold pressure (Chapter 1) of the fault rock near to the FWL. 
Here the relative permeability to oil would be expected to be zero (Fig. 3.4), which would not 
be taken into account in conventional methods used to calculate transmissibility multipliers. On 
the other hand, at greater distances above the FWL the buoyancy force generated by the I-- Z. - 
petroleum column may be sufficient to overcome the threshold pressure of the fault rock. In 
such a situation the fault rock would have a finite permeability to oil (Fisher et al., 2001). 
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(a) 
I-ewx Fault-zone saturation distribution controlled by phase relative permeability 
and capillary pressure functions 
Host-rock phase distributions 
controlled by relative permeability 
and capillary pressure fttnctions 
of the host rocks 
(b) 
Mobile petroleum 
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Fig. 3.4. Conceptual model, based on Fisher et al., (2001) for multiphase flow across a fault in a 
petroleum reservoir. (a) The fluid saturations within the reservoir and fault, red for petroleum, 
blue for water. (b) The capillary pressure and (c) The x-directional water-wet relative 
permeability curves for the fault rock. The fault has a higher threshold pressure than the 
reservoir. Close to the FWL (points 1 and 2), the buoyancy force in the petroleum column is not 
sufficient to overcome the threshold pressure of the fault. Hence, it has zero relative 
permeability to petroleum. Above point 2 (i. e. points 3 and 4) the buoyancy force in the 
petroleum column is sufficient to overcome the threshold pressure of the fault rock and the fault 
will have a finite relative permeability to petroleum. Currently methodologies to incorporate fault 
rock properties using transmissibility multipliers calculated from single-phase permeability 
measurements (e. g. Knai and Knipe, 1998; Manzocchi et al., 1999) do not take account of such 
effects. 
3.3.2. Comparing different representations of faults (Simple simulation example) 
Reservoir simulators, e. g. Eclipse 100'r", are used to model the fluid flow behaviour of 
petroleum reservoirs. The usual strategy involves attempting to reproduce (history match) past 
and present behaviour in the hope that the models will then be able to predict future 
performance. They can also be used to understand detailed multiphase flow behaviour across 
faults by running number of simple synthetic models. L- 
To illustrate the importance of taking into account the multi-phase flow behaviour of faults L_ 
consider the following tilted (- 45' to the horizontal axis), 2D (x-z) model for a water-wet, 
oil/water system. The cross-section represents 200 ft by 50 ft model simulated using 200 by 100 
cells. The model contains a normal fault though its centre, which has a lower permeab I lity and 
higher threshold pressure than its surrounding host rock. The reservoir has an initial pressure of Z-- 
5000 psi at the top datum, and the pressure in the rest of the reservoir is distributed according to 
L- i ies are constant at 
5 cP and I cl? the gravity-capillary equilibnum. Oil and water viscositi 
Mobile water 
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respectively. In the first model (Fig. 3.5a), the fault is included using transmissibility multiplier 
(Chapter 2), whereas the second model (Fig. 3.5b) contains a discrete fault as a zone, I ft thick 
and permeability of I mD, with its own capillary pressure (ranges between 4 and 60 psi), and 
relative permeability curve derived from the function defined in Ringrose et al. (1993); and 
modified by Manzocchi et al. (2002) for tight rocks, see § 3.4.1 for details. The undeformed 
reservoir is a homogeneous rock with a permeability of ID. For simplicity, we assume the 
capillary pressure in the host is zero, i. e. water pressure is equal to oil pressure at the oil-water 
contact. Both models were initiated by mimicking the situation of petroleum migration from its 
source rock under buoYancy-dominated flow. When oil is expelled from a source rock, it 
accumulates when encountering an overlying cap-rock seal and a lateral fault with a limited 
sealing capacity (defined by its capillary pressure curve, which also defines the maximum 
petroleum column height that the fault can support, Schowalter, 1979). In reality, represented 
here by the discrete fault model, water-wet fault rocks are impermeable to petroleum until the 
buoyancy force generated by the accumulated petroleum column is sufficient to overcome the 
threshold pressure (4 psi) of the fault rock. The transmissibility multiplier treatment ignores the 
multiphase characteristics of the fault rocks represented in its capillary pressure data. As 
Fig. 3.5 shows, the two models behave very differently. 
(a) 
(b) 
Fig. 3.5. Buoyancy- 
driven, capillary-resisted 
oil flow across TMfault 
(a) and a fault material 
zone (b). The fault zone 
has different saturation 
function from its 
surrounding undeformed 
materials. Note: the 
system is closed without 
injectors or producers. 
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The discrepancy between the two models becomes less apparent if the flow regime is 
changed to be more viscous dominated rather than capillary dominated flow by imposing a 
producer and an injector in the different compartments (Fig. 3.6). We imposed a BHP limit of 
5000 psi on the producer and 5060 psi on the injector. In this case, fluid viscosity contrast resist 
the production driven flow, but capillary forces have a negligible effect in resisting such high L- Cý 
rate flows. Capillary forces require slow rates to work and therefore they are more apparent in 
resisting fluid flow in the buoyancy driven flow presented in Fig. 3.6. 
(a) 
water 
liquid 
Fig. 3.6. Prod uction-driven 
flow by applying pressure 
gradient over short 
production time-scale. The 
flow is resisted by fluid 
viscosities. (a) flow across 
TM fault and (b) flow 
across a fault material 
zone (b). The fault zone 
has different saturation 
function from its 
surrounding undeformed 
materials. 
The previous simple simulation tests indicate that it may not always be important to 
incorporate multiphase properties of fault rocks into production simulation models. It is 
important to note that if both the fault and the host rock were given similar relative permeability 
and capillary pressure functions, then transmissibility multiplier representation would have 
duplicated the result of the discrete fault under the various flow regimes. When the two rocks zn! 
possess different saturation functions, the need for accounting for the multiphase behaviour of 
fault rocks becomes more appealing L- I 
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3.4. When is multiphase behaviour of faults important? 
In this section the key question "under what circumstances is it better to incorporate the 
multiphase flow properties of faults into production simulation models than to accuratelY 
account for fault rock thickness? " is addressed for different flow scenarios, fault rock 
thicknesses, and fault capillary characteristics. Simple box model bi -compartmental i sed by a 
faulted material will be used in addressing this question. 
3.4.1. Model Description 
To test the relative importance of incorporating fault rock thickness or the multiphase flow 
properties of fault rocks into production simulation models, some simple flow models have been 
constructed using the Eclipse I OOT"' black oil simulator. The basic model is 2000 ft (c. 609.6 m) 
long, 1000 ft (c. 304.8 m) wide and 200 ft (c. 6 1.0 m) thick (Fig. 3.7). Two types of model have 
been constructed. The first incorporates the fault rock discretely using a local grid refinement 
(LGR) to reduce numerical dispersion (see next section for more details). In this type of model, 
the fault rock is given unique relative permeability and capillary pressure curves. The second 
type of model ignores the multiphase flow properties of faults. Instead, the fault rock properties 
are incorporated using transmissibility multipliers calculated based on the single-phase 
permeability of the reservoir and fault rock, following the methodology of Manzocchi et al. 
(1999). A common assumption of any upscaling study is that the high-resolution model gives 
the most realistic result (e. g. Cao and Aziz, 1999; Guzmdn et al., 1999; Pickup et al., 2000; 
Darman, 2002). Similarly, we will assume that the model with the local grid refinement gives 
the correct result. 
TOPS (fl) 
WN-0 sw 7 so$? l 81313 8175 0 
Fig. 3.7. Model geometry with local grid refinement representing a Y-directional fault. The fault 
cuts the entire model, splitting it into two compartments with possible communication. The 
colour scale represents the depth in feet. 
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The fault is located along the y-direction and divides the model into two compartments 
(Fig. 3.7). The permeabilities of the reservoir and fault rock are assumed to be 1000 mD and 
0.01 mD, respectively. Two fault rock thicknesses were modelled, 0.3 ft and 3 ft, which are 
approximately equivalent to faults with throws of 20 ft and 200 ft, respectively (Manzocchi et 
al., 1999). For the discrete fault models, two different drainage capillary pressure curves were 
used. Both curves were linearly scaled from a curve derived using modified empirical 
relationship between capillary pressure, porosity and permeability as that used by Manzocchi et 
al. (2002), see below. This method follows the functions defined in Rinurose et al. (1993) that 
relate the two-phase properties of host rock to its absolute permeability. The derivation is 
justified by the similarity in the behaviour between fault rock and host rock when considering 
the capillary threshold pressure variation with absolute permeability for faulted and undeformed 
reservoir rock samples from different sources (Manzocchi et al., 2002). Figure 3.8 gives a 
summary of available capillary threshold pressure data for faults, normalised for a moderately 
water-wet system (40 dynes/cm, or 4x 10-2 N/m) interfacial tension; 30' contact angle), cross- 
plotted against fault permeability. 
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Fig. 3.8. Capillary threshold pressure vs. permeability for fault samples (solid symbols) and 
unfaulted rock samples (crosses and open symbols) from a variety of lithologies. The boxes 
(Fisher & Knipe 1998) are summaries of data from (i) faults in clean sandstone, (ii) dirty 
sandstone and (iii) shale-rich fault gouge. The two lines are published model relationships 
(thinner line from Ringrose et al. (1993) and Fisher & Knipe (1998), thicker line from Harper & 
Lundin (1997)). Capillary threshold pressures have been normalized for a water-wet system 
with a petroleum-water interfacial tension of 40 dynes/cm, and a contact angle of 300. Legend: 
filled triangles and crosses, Sperrevik et al. (2002); filled squares, Harper & Lundin (1997); 
empty squares, Schowalter (1979); filled circles, Gibson (1998); filled diamonds, FulIjames et al. 
(1997); X Ibrahim et al. (1970); empty circles, Schlomer & Krooss (1997). After Manzocchi et al., 
2002. 
Higher permeability faults have threshold pressures similar to undeformed reservoir rocks, L_ 
and although clay-rich fault-rock values are somewhat 
higher than unfaulted rock with the same C_ L_ 
permeability, Manzocchi emphasised that given the scarcity of published capillary threshold C, 
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pressure data for low permeability fault-rocks, this observation is tentative. For qualitative 
modelling purposes, therefore, the relationships between threshold pressure and permeability for 
both fault rock and undeformed sediments can be considered the same. Manzocchi attributed 
this conclusion to the similarity of the two lines on the plot, see Fig. 3.8, which represent model 
predictions of capillary threshold pressure for fault-rock (thicker lines; Harper & Lundin, 1997) 
and for sediments (thinner lines). 
The model drainage capillary pressure curve for sediments is derived from the function 
defined in Ringrose et al., (1993): 
0.5 
C'S -2/3 
Of 
ek 
.f 
3.5 
where P. is the capillary pressure, CI=3 is a conversion factor to give capillary pressure in 
bars, of is porosity, kf is absolute (single-phase) permeability in mD, and S, is the effective 
wetting phase saturation. Here S, is defined as: 
(S 
Ws VVC 3.6 
(Swor - Sw( 
Fault rock porosity has been determined from permeability using the empirical relationship: 
Of = 0.05kf 
0.25 
3.7 
We change the original function defining the connate water saturation originally defined by 
Rigrose et al. ( 1993), to: 
SHIC = 0.75 - 10 
--0.6exp(-0.5log(kf )) 3.8 
Manzocchi et al. (2002) used a slightly different function for the S,,,,. . As stated by Manzocchi 
et al. (2002), this change, which has no theoretical basis whatsoever, has been made to ensure 
non-zero effective saturation ranges when derived for lower permeability rocks. 
The water and the oil relative permeability (k, and k, ) curves have been calculated as 
t. ollows, using the same relationships as Ringrose et al. (1993): 
kn, = 0.3S 
3 3.9 
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kro = 0.85(l - S, ) 3.10 
The drainage capillary pressure curve derived using equation-3.5 is such that the buoyancy 
force in the petroleum column was sufficient to overcome the threshold entry pressure of the 
fault rock (see Chapter 1). In other words, the fault has a finite relative permeability to oil. Two 
drainage capillary pressure curves, with capillary pressures straddling the dataset given in Z-- 
Fig. 3.8 for a fault rock permeability of 0.01 mD, were used in this study. The two curves were 
linearly scaled from an original curve derived using equation-3.5. The derived curve was 
doubled to represent the high capillary curve, and divided by a factor of 80 to represent the low 
capillary curve. Both capillary pressure curves were well within the limits of those measured 
from natural fault rocks (Knipe et al., 1997). In all simulations, the undeformed reservoir was 
given the same capillary pressure curve, which was lower than that used for the fault (Fig. 3.9). 
All of the models contained a single producer, within Compartment 2, which was produced at 
an initial rate of 1000 barrels/day. Four different models are presented. 
0 The first model, Model 1, has an injector placed at the opposite side of the fault, which 
iRjects fluid into the aquifer at the same rate that fluid is produced (Fig. 3.10a). 
0 The second model, Model 2, has an injector at the same side of the fault as the producer, 
which injects fluid into the aquifer at the same rate that fluid is produced (Fig. 3.10b). 
0 The third model, Model 3, has no injector. Instead, an analytical aquifer has been 
incorporated into the model to provide pressure support (Fig. 3.10c). 
0 The fourth model, Model 4, is a gas reservoir produced by gas expansion with a producer 
situated in Compartment 2 (analogous to Model 3, but without an aquifer). 
Z. 
Qý 
Fig. 3.9. Drainage 
Capillary pressure 
P 
,) curves 
for the 
undeformed sediment 
(host rocks) and 
faulted rock. Each fault 
was simulated twice 
using a high- ý, curve, 
open circles, and a 
low- ý, curve, solid 
circles. In all cases the 
host rock has one P 
curve, solid triangles. 
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S. (Fraction) 
Water injectOT Oilproducer 
Fault 
(a) 
Oil producer 
Water injector t 
II Compartment 2 
Fault 
Aquifer connected to reservoir base 
(b) (C) 
Fig. 3.10. Different model layouts presented in the study. (a) Model 1 has a water injector 
placed at the opposite side of the fault to the oil producer. Water is injected into the reservoir 
base at the same rate that oil is produced. (b) Model 2 has a water injector at the same side of 
the fault as the oil producer. Water is injected into the reservoir base at the same rate that oil is 
produced. (c) Model 3 has no injector. Instead, an analytical aquifer has been connected to both 
compartments in the model to provide pressure support. Model 4 (analogous to Model 3, but 
without an aquifer) has no injector. Instead, gas is produced from a single producer; gas 
expansion being the main drive mechanism. 
Models 1-3 are oil/water systems, whereas Model 4 is a gas/water system. Reservoir 
geometry, fluid and rock data for Models 1-4 are summarised in Table-3.1. Figure 3.11 shows 
how gas viscosity and formation volume factor (FVF) change with reservoir pressure for 
Model 4. 
3 
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Fig. 3.11. Variation of gas viscosity and formation volume factor with reservoir pressure for 
Model 4, a gas/water system. 
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Oil producer 
Table-3.1: Reservoir rock, phases, geometry and schedule data for Models 1-3 
(oil/water system) and Model 4 (gas/water system) 
Item Models 1-3 Model 4 
Phases and rock data (Field units) 
" Reference pressure (RP) 0 5500 (psia) 0 7000 (Psia) 
" Bubble point pressure 0 1145 (psia) 
" Reference temperature 0 60 'F) 0 60 (T) 
Dead oil PVT properties: 
" Density at stock tank 0 53 (lbs/ft') 
" Formation volume factor (FVF) at RP 0 1.9 (rb/stb) 
" Compressibility 0 2E-5 (psi 
" Viscosity at RP 0 0.8 (cP) 
" Slope of viscosity versus pressure 0 3E-3 (cP/psia) 
0 Slope of FVF versus pressure a 2E4 (rb/stb/psia) 
Undersaturated water properties: 
Density at RP 0 63 (lbs/ ft') 0 63 Obs/ft') 
" FVF 0 1.02 (rb/stb) 0 1.02 (rb/stb) 
" Compressibility 0 3E-6 Mpsii) 0 3.8E-6 (I /psi) 
" Viscosity at RP 0.8 (c P) 0 0.3 (c P) 
" Viscosibility at RP 0 (1/psi) 0 5.2E-5 (I /psi) 
Gas PVT properties: 
" Density at stock tank 0.053 (lbs/ft') 
" Formation volume factor (FVF) at RP 0.566 (rb/Mcf) 
" Viscosity at RP 0.032 (c P) 
" Slope of viscosity versus pressure See Fig. 3.9 
" Slope of FVF versus pressure See Fig. 3.9 
Rock properties: 
Compressibility at RP 4E-6 (I /psi) 4E-6 I /psi) 
Reservoir and gridblocks geometry data (Field units) 
Number of grid nodes 50 x5x8 50 x5x8 
Spacing DX = 40 ft DX = 40 ft DY = 200 ft DY = 200 ft 
DZ = 25 ft DZ = 25 ft 
Grid type Cartesian Cartesian 
Grid geometry Corner point Corner point 
Depth to reservoir top 8000 ft 8000 ft 
Reservoir pressure, ph es' contacts and schedule data (Field units) 
Initial phases contacts Oil-water contact (OWC) at 8175 ft 
Gas-water contact (GWC) at 8125 
ft 
Reservoir pressure 5500 psia at 8000 ft 7000 psia at 8000 ft 
- 1000 (stb/day) controlled by liquid Controlled by BHP upper limit of Production rate flow rate 1000 psi 
100'7, voiclage replacement Pfimary gas cap expansion drive Injection rate (Models 1-2) (no injector) 
1200 (steps) x 15 (days) (total 180 (steps) x1.5 (days) (total Time step size simulation time = 18.000 days) simulation time = 270 days) 
Six individual simulations were conducted for each of these models: 
Two simulations were conducted for 0.3 ft and 3 ft thick faults whose single-phase 
properties were incorporated using transmissibility multipliers, which were calculated using 
the same host and fault rock permeabilities as for the other models 
0 Two simulations were conducted for 0.3 ft and 3 ft thick faults whose multiphase properties 
were incorporated discretely; in these simulations the fault was given a low threshold 
pressure. 
0 Two simulations were conducted for 0.3 ft and 3 ft thick faults whose multiphase properties 
were incorporated discretely; in these simulations the fault was given a high threshold r-I L- 
pressure. 
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To include the faults discretely in the simulation models, a LGR scheme was used for the 
middle two cells in the simulation models (Fig. 3.12a). LGR cells were added in such a way so 
as to produce a gradual transition in the cell pore volumes from the fault cells to the host cells. 
This is done to avoid any numefical instability that may result when placing a fault with low 
permeability next to a host cell with relatively very high permeability. To test that the LGR 
scheme used was sufficient to prevent numerical dispersion, we compared the numerical results 
of a simulated drawdown test in a well situated close to the fault with the analytical solution 
provided by Yaxley (1987), see Appendix C for extended tests on LGR stability. In this test, 
the pressure output from models with different LGR schemes was compared to the analytical 
solution. The results achieved a near-perfect match when 120 LGR cells were used for the two 
parent grid blocks in the middle of the faulted model (see Fig. 3.12b). 
Discrete fault representation 1201 (iR cells- 
(a) 
Fault position 
TM fault representation 
(b 
4300- PROD 
FTFMI IIIII III IIIII III IIII III II ITTM 
9 4zuu LGR for fault discrete representation ............ 
ýZalytical 
result] 
Simulated result 
E 
0 LGR cells in both cells facing the fault Z 
4100 
20 
4000 
Simulation time (hours) 
Fig. 3.12. A model providing justification for the choice of the number of LGR cells in the 
different models used in this study. (a) LGR cells are added to the cells adjacent to the fault 
faces. LGR cells are added in a way, which ensures a gradual transition in the cell pore 
volumes from the fault cells to the host cells. (b) Analytical solutions for a single producer 
bottom hole pressure (BHP) for a draw down test (Yaxley, 1987) were compared against the 
same output from a simple 2D reservoir simulation for a single fault using different LGR 
schemes. The solid lines represent results from different LGR schemes and the doted line is the 
analytical solution. 
Manzocchi et al. (1999) showed that the absolute transmissibility multiplier (TM,, b, ) acting 
between two undistorted cells with different dimensions and properties separated by a fault of 
constant thickness (Fig. 3.13) is given 
by: (see chapter 2 for TM,,,,, calculations between 
distorted cells in corner point ,.,, eometry) 
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Tm I+ 
f kf k, k, 
L, 
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L, 
k, k2 
3.12 
where 4 and 4 are the cell lengths, k, and k2 are the permeabilities of the undeformed cells, 
t is the cumulative fault rock thickness, and k is the fault rock permeability. f 
ýf 
In this study, the following data were used: 
4 =4=40 ft, k, =k2 = 
1000 mD, and kf = 0.0 1 mD. 
For the cases of tf = 0.3 ft and 3 ft, the corresponding transmissibility multipliers are 
TMabs -z 0.00 13 and TM abs = 0.0001333 
*--tf --o- 
Mkj I 
k-2 
Equation-3.12 
, respectively. 
k1 
TM, 6 I 
k2 
4--- L, ----- oo-- 
L2 
------- -*- 
L, 
-**. - 
L2 
Discrete fault representation Transmissibility multiplier representation 
Fig. 3.13. A schematic diagram showing the transformation between the discrete fault 
representation and the transmissibility multiplier representation using equaton-3.12. 
3.4.2. Fluid Flow Modelling Results 
3.4.2.1 Model 1 
Model I has an injector and producer at opposite sides of the fault (Fig. 3.10a). The injector is 
perforated in the lower two layers and the producer is perforated in the upper two layers. All 
simulations predict that most of the oil from the opposite side of the fault (Compartment 1) 
would be produced (Fig. 3.14a). The models in which fault rock properties are included using 
transmissibility multipliers and the models in which the fault is included discretely with a low 
threshold pressure all predict similar cumulative oil production profiles, irrespective of whether 
the fault is 3 ft or 0.3 ft thick. The model in which the fault is given a high threshold pressure 
predicts that less oil is produced from Compartment I than the other models. A rather counter- 
intuitive result is that the simulations indicate less oil is produced from Compartment I when 
the fault is 0.3 ft thick than when it is 3 ft thick. The physical reason behind this result is that a 
t ar higher drawdown occurs in the case of the 3 ft fault (Fig. 3.14c) because less water flow 
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occurs across the fault in the aquifer. The larger drawdown allows higher oil saturations to 
develop within the fault rock and hence increases its relative permeability. 
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Fig. 3.14. (a) Oil in place in Compartment 1 as a function of simulation time (Model 1). Oil in 
place is defined as the remaining oil at any instance starting with the original oil in place. (b) 
Field average pressure as a function of simulation time (Model 1). (c) Bottom hole pressure in 
the producer as a function of simulation time (Model 1). High- ý and low- ý denote high and 
low threshold pressures have been used for the fault zone. TM is where fault rock properties 
were incorporated using transmissibility multipliers. 
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Simulation time (years) 
Large differences exist between the simulation models in terms of their predictions of the 
field average (Fig. 3.14b) and bottom hole pressure within the producer (Fig. 3.14c). It appears 
that the prediction of average field pressures requires that both fault rock thickness and two- 
phase flow properties are incorporated accurately (Fig. 3.14b). The models containing a3 ft- 
thick fault all predict similar bottom hole pressures, which are around 1000 psi lower than the 
models containing a 0.3 ft-thick fault. These results suggest that accurately incorporating fault 
rock thickness into these models is far more important when predicting bottom hole pressures 
than accurately incorporating the capillary properties of the faults (Fig. 3.14c). The reason for 
this is that the pressure in the producing block is rapidly drawn down until the threshold 
pressure of the fault rock has been overcome, after which the rate of movement across the fault 
is almost independent of its capillary pressure characteristics. 
3.4.2.2 Model 2 
Model 2 has the injector and producer on the same side of the fault (Fig. 3.10b). The injector is 
perforated in the lower two layers and the producer is perforated in the upper two layers. In all 
simulations, most oil was produced from the compartment containing the injector and the 
producer; very little oil was produced from the opposite side of the fault (Fig. 3.15a). As with 
Model 1, there is very little difference between the models in terms of predicting the oil 
production rate (Fig. 3.15b). For the faults with the higher threshold pressures, it seems that it is 
more valuable to accurately incorporate the two-phase flow properties of fault rocks than their 
thickness when predicting the bottom hole pressure in the producer (Fig. 3.15c). 
3.4.2.3 Model 3 
Model 3 does not contain an injector; instead, total pressure support comes from an analytical 
aquifer connected to both compartments (Fig. 3.10c). The producer is situated in Compartment 
2 and is perforated in the upper two layers. In this model, the results when the fault rock was 
included discretely with high P, and when its properties were included using transmissibility 
multipliers differ greatly. On the other hand, low 1ý results are very similar to transmissibility 
multipliers representations for both fault thicknesses. In particular, the model predicts that only 
minimal oil would be produced from the opposite side of the fault when the two-phase flow 
properties are included with high ý. (Fig. 3.16a). On the other hand, the model predicts that 
most oil would be produced from both compartments in the model when fault rock properties 
are included as transmissibility multipliers (Fig. 3.16a). These differences are reflected in both 
the rate of oil production (Fig. 3.16b) and the bottom hole pressure in the producer (Fig. 3.16c). 
Clearly, in this situation it seems that it is more valuable to accurately incorporate the two-phase 
flow properties of the fault rocks than the fault rock thickness when predicting the bottom hole 
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pressure in the producer if the fault is high ý. At low 1ý., however, the fault thickness has a 
bigger effect on petroleum production than it has at high P: implying that predicting fault rock 
thickness is more vital when considering petroleum production across low Tý faults. 
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Fig. 3.15. (a) Oil in place in Compartment 1 as a function of simulation time (Model 2). Oil in 
place is defined as the remaining oil at any instance starting with the original oil in place. (b) 
Field oil production rate as a function of simulation time (Model 2). (c) Bottom hole pressure in 
the producer as a function of simulation time (Model 2). High- ý. and low- ý denote high and 
low threshold pressures have been used for the fault zone. TM is where fault rock properties 
were incorporated using transmissibility multipliers. 
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Fig. 3.16. (a) Oil in place in Compartment 1 as a function of simulation time (Model 3). Oil in 
place is defined as the remaining oil at any instance starting with the original oil in place. (b) 
Field oil production rate as a function of simulation time (Model 3). (c) Bottom hole pressure in 
the producer as a function of simulation time (Model 3). High- ý. and low- ý denote high and 
low threshold pressures have been used for the fault zone. TM is where fault rock properties 
were incorporated using transmissibility multipliers. 
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Fig. 3.17 (a) Gas in place in Compartment 1 as a function of simulation time (Model 4). Gas in 
place is defined as the remaining gas at any instance starting with the original gas in place. (b) 
Field gas production total as a function of simulation time (Model 4). (c) Field water production 
total as a function of simulation time (Model 4). High- P and low- P denote high and low 
threshold pressures have been used for the fault zone. TM is where fault rock properties were 
incorporated using transmissibility multipliers. 
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Simulation time (days) 
3.4.2.4 Model 4 
Model 4 is a gas reservoir produced by gas expansion drive without an injector. The gas 
producer is situated in Compartment 2 of the reservoir. In this case, the bottom hole pressure 
with a lower limit of 1000 psi controls the gas production rate. The model predicts that, unlike 
the oiUwater system (e. g. Model 1), a 0.3 ft fault allows more gas to be produced from the 
opposite compartment to the producing well than a3 ft fault (Fig. 3.17a) and thus gives more 
cumulative gas production (Fig. 3.17b). The predictions of cumulative gas production do not 
appear to be particularly sensitive to whether the fault rock properties are included using 
transmissibility multipliers or as discrete cells when the fault is only 0.3 ft thick. The cumulative 
gas production is, however, very sensitive to the method of incorporating fault rock properties 
for a fault thickness of 3 ft. In particular, the model predicts that around half as much gas is 
produced by the end of the simulation when the threshold pressure of the fault is high and the 
fault is incorporated discretely compared to when its properties are incorporated using 
transmissibility multipliers. The opposite effect occurs in terms of predicting the cumulative 
water production (Fig. 3.17c). In particular, the model predicts similar water production profiles 
for a3 ft fault independent of whether it has a high or low threshold pressure, or whether 
capillary pressure is ignored and the fault properties are incorporated using transmissibility 
multipliers. 
3.4.3. Discussion 
3.4.3.1 Effect of prod uction/i njection on fluid flow across sealing faults 
There has not been significant published discussion on the effect of production on fluid flow 
across sealing faults (cf. Watts, 1987). A notable exception is BjOrkum et al. (1996), which 
proposed that the communication between overpressured compartments separated by a fault that 
was sealing to petroleum prior to production is unlikely (petroleum production was unlikely to 
result in the flow of petroleum across a fault that has 100% water saturation). A significant 
amount of discussion does, however, occur internally within industry as to the influence of 
production on fluid flow across faults. Usually such discussion arises when a change in fault 
rock properties is needed to gain a history match of production data. More precisely, it is often 
necessary to increase the transmissibility of faults as more petroleum is produced from a 
reservoir. In such cases, there is often a debate as to whether the fault has "mechanically broken 
down" or whether production has resulted in its threshold pressure being overcome. The 
simulations conducted during this study indicate that this latter mechanism may result in the 
flow of petroleum across a fault that is sealing prior to production. ne physical reason for the 
change in sealing behaviour is two fold. First, increase in phase pressure of the petroleum in any t-- L" 
compartment in which iRiection is occurring can result in the threshold pressure of the fault rock 
being overcome. Second, a reduction in the pressure in the compartment in which production is 
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occurring allows a reduction of phase pressure of the water within the fault allowing the 
capillary pressure of the fault rock to be overcome (e. g. Model 3). 
3.4.3.2 Capillary end effect and its play in controlling petroleum flows across 
high capillary pressure faults 
When the rock in a fault has a higher threshold pressure to the surrounding host rock, the water 
contact may be elevated in the fault and the resulting water saturation will represent a barrier to 
the cross-fault flow of petroleum. To drive oil though the fault a minimum pressure differential 
across the fault is required. Once this threshold pressure has been exceeded, flow occurs. 
Model I shows that, starting with a capillary pressure smaller than the threshold entry pressure 
of the high capillary pressure fault; petroleum has crossed the fault from compartment I to 
compartment 2 (Fig. 3.14a) as a result of water injection in compartment 1. However, 
increasing water saturation in the undeformed sediment rock means reduction in capillary 
pressure, see Fig. 3.9. A key question raised in the face of this fact is 'for a 100% water 
saturated fault with a high entry pressure, how can oil be forced to cross the fault by increasing 
water saturation, and thus reducing capillary pressure, in the upstream compartmentT The 
answer to this question comes from understanding a phenomenon taking place on the 
boundaries between fault and host rock zones. This phenomenon is termed capillary pressure 
end-effect. Such effects was first observed by Holditch (1979) when examining the impact of 
water blocks that form during stimulation on productivity of gas wells. 
To illustrate the concept of capillary pressure end-effect, consider a fault region within a 
host rock (Fig. 3.18a). The capillary pressure, P,., in the fault region is assumed larger than in 
the host rock. For simplicity, we will assume 1ý in the host is zero, i. e. water pressure ( P,,, ) is 
equal to oil pressure ( Fý ). The ý, in the fault region, which is assumed to range between frnin 
an d 1ý7 ax , causes the water contact to rise. Three scenarios will 
be addressed, related to 
pressure variation in the upstream side of the fault, for the threshold pressure in a drainage 
process, i. e. decreasing wetting phase (water), within the fault zone. Concentration is paid on 
cases in which the P, in the fault is sufficiently strong for the elevated contact in the fault zone 
to rise though the reservoir layer being considered - i. e. a region just above the host OWC but 
below the fault OWC, see profile line in Fig. 3.18a. At this depth the host contains oil and 
connate water, or irreducible water S,,, i,,, and the fault contains 100% water. These scenarios 
are: 
0 Threshold pressure blocking (Fig. 3.18b). This is a stable position: oil is mobile in the 
host, but cannot flow into the fault as the oil phase pressure is higher in the fault. Water is 
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mobile in the fault but cannot flow out into the host as the water phase pressure is higher in 
the host. 
Threshold pressure blocking just before oil starts flowing into the fault (Fig. 3.18c). To 
cause oil to flow through the fault from left to right, the pressure on the left hand (upstream) 
side of the fault need to be increased. Suppose that the maximum pressure that is achievable 
in this compartment was just equal to the 1ý"' in the fault. This is the maximum pressure 
difference across the fault that can be held - any increase will enable oil to flow into the 
fault from the upstream side and water to flow out of the fault from the downstream side. 
Threshold pressure when oil flow occurs at a steady state (Fig. 3.18d). Suppose the 
in 
pressure difference is increased above ý"` . Water will flow out of the fault, reducing the 
water saturation within the fault and allowing oil to flow through the fault material. Note 
that this causes the capillary pressure in the fault to increase as the water saturation falls. 
The water saturation falls until a steady state is reached. In the new steady state, the oil 
pressure must be continuous at both upstream and downstream edges, and the water 
pressure must be continuous at the downstream edge, as the steady state is reached just as 
water ceases to flow. 
At first it seems that such a state cannot be found - there will always be a capillary pressure 
difference of ý7"' in the fault, yet we need continuity with the oil and water pressures in the 
downstream host rock, in which the capillary pressure is zero. However, the water saturation at 
which p= pmin is one for which the oil mobility approaches zero - so the Darcy flow pressure C 
gradient across the region for which the oil mobility approaches zero equalises the oil phase 
pressure. As a result, a water hold-up region forms at the downstream side of the fault to reduce 
oil mobility and achieve the required continuity in phase pressures. This is the capillary end- 
point effect. 
The above has only considered the case in which the fault is holding up oil flow (i. e. for flow 
through the reservoir ahead of a displacement front). However, at some point there will be a 
water inflow as well as an oil inflow. The capillary pressure hold-up at the downstream edge of 
the fault will not vanish - it is required to allow the oil and water phase pressures to match. 
However, a similar hold-up distribution of oil will appear in the host rock at the upstream edge 
of the fault block, see Fig. 8.19 for an example. This impedes the flow of water and drops the 
water phase pressure to achieve continuity at the upstream edge of the fault block. The overall 
effect is that the threshold pressure drop is seen in both phases - although the actual phase 
pressure variation occurs at one or other of the host rock/fault rock interfaces. 
It is the formation of this fault upstream oil zone that can be used to provide an answer to 
why oil flow occurs across the high capillary pressure fault in Model I presented in this study. 
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The accumulation of oil in this zone forces water saturation in the host rock to decrease further 
and hence the host capillary pressure to increase to a point where the fault entry pressure is 
overcome. Without this effect it would be impossible to drive oil across the fault in this 
particular case unless a mechanical break down takes place. 
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Fig. 3.18. (a) A static model showing the elevated water column in the fault zone owing to its 
capillary pressure characteristics. (b) Phase pressures (red solid line is oil pressure, dark blue 
solid line is water pressure) and water saturation (dotted light blue line) profiles along the profile 
line shown in (a). (c) Changes on phase pressures and saturations when pressure in the left 
compartment to the fault zone is increased to pinin in the fault. (c) Changes on phase 
pressures and saturations when pressure in the left compartment to the fault zone is increased 
to > P"' in the fault. (d) Shows the profiles after a steady state oil flow across the fault zone. 
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Fig. 3.19. Simulation results showing the oil hold-up region to reduce water mobility in the host 
and the water hold-up region to reduce oil mobility in the fault. These regions form to achieve 
phase pressure continuities at both sides of the fault. The results are for water injection on an 
initially oil saturated, to irreducible water saturation, host rock and 100% water saturation 
elevated in the fault zone by capillary pressure. 
3.4.3.3 Production mechanisms and the incorporation of fault rock properties 
into simulation models 
The main aim of the simulation modelling conducted during this chapter was to provide an 
answer to the question "under what circumstances is it better to incorporate the multiphase flow 
properties offtiults into production simulation models than to accuratelY accountforfault rock 
thickness? " The results suggest that there are no simple answers to this question. In some 
circumstances (e. g. injector and producer on the opposite sides of a fault), it is clearly more 
important to accurately take into account fault rock thickness in the simulations. In other 
circumstances (e. g. producing from one side of a fault when pressure support comes from the 
aquifer), it is clearly more important to incorporate the multiphase flow properties into the 
simulation. In other circumstances (e. g. predicting field pressure when the injector and producer 
are in different compartments), it is necessary to incorporate both the fault thickness and the 
two-phase flow properties into the production simulation model. The latter example indicates 
that, when considering how to incorporate the properties of faults into production simulation 
models, it is important to identify which are the most important parameters that must be 
predicted. For example, in Model I where the producer and the injector are at opposite sides of 
the fault, the fault rock thickness had a large impact on prediction of the pressures, whereas the 
two-phase properties had more of an impact on predicting the oil production rates. 
The gas reservoir, Model 4, behaves much differently to the oil models. In particular, for two L- 
compartments separated by a thin fault, the high mobility of the gas can replace the need for an t-- Z-- 
injector in the opposite compartment and this is true irrespective of the fault representation (cf. 
Model 3). Overall, the gas model predicts that accounting for fault rock thickness variation is 
generally more important than incorporating the two-phase properties of the fault rock. Very L_ 
thick faults, however, are expected to violate this latter rule. 
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3.5. Conclusions 
Dynamic phase pressures and saturations behaviour across low permeability fault zones has 
been addressed. Faults that possess different capillary characteristics from their surrounding 
undeformed reservoirs exhibit different flow profiles and must be handled carefully in 
simulation models. Depending on drive mechanisms and flow regime, incorporating the 
multiphase flow properties of faults in simulation models has various degrees of importance. 
Two-phase fluid flow modelling has been conducted to answer the question "under what 
circumstances is it better to incorporate the multiphase flow properties offaults into production 
simulation models than accurately accountforfault rock thickness? " The results show that in 
some circumstances accurately determining fault rock thickness does not have a huge impact on 
the modelling. In these situations, incorporation of multiphase flow properties of fault rocks in 
production simulations models is far more important. Generally, the relative importance of fault 
rock thickness and capillary pressure is a function of the relative strengths of viscous forces 
(e. g. those characterised by high flow rates or large length-scales) and capillary forces (e. g. 
those characterised by low flow rates or small length-scales). For example, when predicting 
bottom hole pressure in Model I (with high across-fault flow rates) and Model 2 (with a much 
lower across-fault flow rates), different conclusions were reached in the case of a high capillary 
pressure fault. In such cases, Model I suggested that fault thickness has more impact than 
capillary charactersitcs of the fault, whereas Model 2 results suggested that fault capillary 
pressure had more impact on the results than the fault rock thickness. 
It is important to identify which are the most important parameters that need to be predicted 
when considering how to model faults in flow simulations. It is possible that more work in this 
area may provide 'rules of thumb' which will indicate which parameters are important to 
consider when modelling fluid flow in faulted reservoirs. However, each case may be so 
specific that it is necessary to construct simple numerical models to determine which are the 
most important parameters to include in full field production simulation models. 
As a final conclusion, the present study offers important constraints that should assist 
in providing 'quality control' on the parameters used to generate history matches of 
production data. The study also suggests that in many situations the uncertainty in 
predicting fault rock thickness does not necessarily reduce our ability to model fluid 
flow in petroleum reservoirs. 
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Microstructural and petrophysical properties of 
fault rocks within the Pierce Field 
" Mode"i laull seal anal * vsis methods use an arraY of 
data. These data include seismic, structural and Inicrostrm tural 
injOrmation ftom high-resolution core analysis, and well bore and production data to predict jault behaviour and to reduce 
uncertainn, and risk. " 
Rob Knipe 
Director of Rock Deformation Research (RDR) at the University of Leeds 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents the results of microstructural and petrophysical property analysis 
conducted on 7 fault rocks and their associated undeformed sandstones from well 23/27-8 in the 
Pierce Field, North Sea. The chapter is divided into the following parts. The first section (§ 4.2) 
gives an overview of the Pierce Field, North Sea. This section summarises the first and the 
currently updated fluid flow simulation model of the field. The descriptions outlined and data 
presented about the Pierce Field are those obtained from Shell. The second part (§ 4.3 and § 4.4) 
presents the methodologies and results of microstructural and petrophysical property analyses of 
7 fault rocks and their associated undeformed sandstones from well in the Pierce Field. These 
studies were undertaken as a part of this research to determine the transmissibility multiplier 
distributions along fault rocks in the Pierce Field and account for the multiphase flow properties 
of faults in production simulation models. The microstructural and petrophysical properties of 
individual specimens are described in Appendix A. The implications of these results for fluid 
flow modelling within the Pierce Field is the main theme of the next chapter (Chapter 5). 
4.2. An overview of the Pierce Field, North Sea 
The Pierce Field is located in UK blocks 23/22a and 23/27 in the Central North Sea, 
approximately 265 km from Aberdeen, Fig. 4.1. The field comprises the two accumulations of 
Pierce North and Pierce South discovered 14 years apart by well UK 23/27-3 in 1976 and well 
UK 23/22a-2 in 1990. The field structure comprises two salt diapirs, which fully penetrate the 
reservoirs, giving structural dips of up to 70" adýjacent to the diapirs. L- L- 
Each accumulation is associated with a separate salt diapir and has an oil column with a 
common oil leg and an associated gas cap. The reservoir is a Paleocene-aged basin-floor L_ L_ 
sandstone draped over two salt-cored structural closures (Fig. 4.2). Early in the development, 
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radial faults around the eastern structure were thought to compartmental i se the reservoir, 
because oil-water contacts varied significantly across the field (Dennis et al., 1998). Once 
sufficient pressure data was available, it became apparent that the oil-water contact dip was 
affected by the regional potentiometric gradient (Dennis et al., 1998). Log and pressure data 
(Fig. 4-3) from 12 wells were used to construct a map of the oil-water contact (OWC). An 
interesting aspect is the large variation in depth to the OWC across the field, varying by 300 m 
from west to east (Fig. 4.4), which is thought to be caused by a tilted OWC within the Pierce 
Field. The OWC surface dips to the west with an average gradient of 5' (90 nVkm). The OWC 
tilt is interpreted by Dennis et al. (1998) to be due to a hydrodynamic flow from east to west, 
i. e. a hydrodynamic pressure gradient. We can use a very simplified analysis using the steady 
state Darcy Law to support the interpretation given by Dennis et al. (1998). For a steady state 
flow, the flow rates within both the undeformed sediments and the deformed material is equal, 
so the pressure ratio across an imaginary boundary within the undeformed sediments and an 
imaginary boundary within the fault material according to Darcy Law is: 
APf 
- -ALf 
kh 
APh ALh kf 
4.1 
where APf and APh are, respectively, the pressure differences each across two points covering 
the entire lengths of the fault material (ALf ) and across the undeformed sediment material 
(ALI, ). The reservoir is assumed to be homogenous with undeformed sediment permeability of 
kh and fault permeability of kf , For some typical Pierce 
fault thickness of -0.3 m, and kf of 
-0.05, and an average kh of -10 mD containing one fault every -I km (i. e. ALh is I km), see 
next sections and Chapter 5, APf /A. P1, is -3/50. This is saying that a pressure difference of 
50 units across the Pierce host material will correspond to a pressure difference of 3 units across 
a single fault. Using the interpreted average tilt of 90 m/km caused by the hydrodynamic flow, 
the host material is attributed to a tilt of 90x(50/53) m, or about 84.9 m, whereas the fault can be 
attributed to a tilt of 90x(3/53) m, or about 5.1 m. Such simple analysis indicates that the 
contribution of Pierce faults to the observed OWC tilt can be judged very small or even 
negligible. 
The average aquifer pressure gradient is 3 bars/km (approximately 45 psi/km). The gas-oil 
contact (GOC) is flat because only the water is moving; the oil is stationary in a state of 
hydrodynamic equilibrium with pressure communication through the oil leg. 
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Fig. 4.1. The Pierce Field is located in UK blocks 23/22a and 23/27 in the Central North Sea, 
approximately 265 km from Aberdeen. The field comprises the two accumulations of Pierce 
North and Pierce South discovered 14 years apart by well UK 23/27-3 in 1976 and well UK 
23/22a-2 in 1990. 
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Fig. 4.2. Left: map showing the classification of the wells in the Pierce Field: 6 producers, 2 gas 
injectors and 13 appraisal wells. Right: 3D view of the deviated wells in the field with depth 
contours. Red is structure top at about 6632 ft and blue is structure base at about 10050 ft. 
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Summary of Initial Pierce Pressures 
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Fig. 4.3. Pressure data (gained from repeat formation tester, RFT, results) suggest that North 
and South Pierce have separate GOCs and OWCs. 
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Fig. 4.4. Schematic tilted OWC model for the Pierce Field, indicating the proposed tilted contact. 
Depths (TVDss) show the variation in the OWC and GOC in each region of the model. 
4.2.1. Pierce Field Eclipse 1 OOTM simulation model 
The Pierce full field simulation model (FFSM) was updated as part of this study, based on 
inte, grated input from all subsurface disciplines, and drawing on a number of pieces of work: 
0 updated Paleocene reservoir depth maps (Autglust and October 2000); 
Forties fault maps (December 2001); 
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Pierce Field geological model and hydrocarbons in place updates (September 2001); 
previous FFSM (2000). 
Model layering followed the geological sequence of Upper Forties (FIL, F2U, F2L), Lower 
Forties (F4) and the intervening shales and poor quality sands (FlU, F3,175). The simulation 
model replicated the net-to-gross ratio (NTG), porosity (0) and permeability (k, ), Table-4.1 
and Fig. 4.5 described by the geological model. 
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Fig. 4.5. Different cell properties displays of the Pierce Field F1 L layer. (a) Tops data, (b) X- 
directional permeabilities, (c) net/gross and (d) porosity data. 
Table-4.1. Thickness-weighted average petrophysical parameters for the Forties reservoir at 
Pierce. 
Lay" 
Ibick-ness It) A-,, (inD) () (Fraction) NTG (Fraction) 
Alul I ? %1'a I Mem Mw I I%IxK I Ale"In Min I I\ lax I Mean Mul I IýLxt I Mean 
I (Flu) Shale Shale Shale Shale 
2 (FIL) 001 4SKS 24-62 3ý94 49.2- 1038 
1 
016 0.21 0,18 0,11 1 0 
34 (F2V) 0.06 103-54 34 -6 3,85 30.60 11-01 01- 0.22 0119 0.20 0.9- 0-1 
5-6 (FZAf) 3.08 0-4.69 38.38 38S 24.39 1020 0,1- 0.22 0.18 0.23 1 075 
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1 
0.11 0.18 0.23 0-8- 0.69 
1 
9 (F3) 0.01 35 42 22.04 1 5- 428 195 013 0,20 0 15 0 0.43 0 2-4 
10-13 (N) l 92 I" 801 6 4400 2 -4 133 816 
- 
01 021 oi- 0.25 0.85 061 
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North and South Pierce share a common oil gradient, but are intersected by different offsets 
of gas and water gradients. The two GOCs reflect the different gas compositions observed 
within the gas caps. To resolve the different offsets in water gradients upon init, al I sation, a 
localised compartmental i sed model with horizontal OWCs was developed. Regional OWCs are 
made discontinuous across selected fault boundaries in the aquifer to honour initial saturations 
observed in the exploration and appraisal wells, thus isolating the different observed pressure 
regimes. 
Irreducible water saturation and moveable oil volume data was distributed according to rock 
quality, with initial water saturations derived from capillary pressure data. A single set of three- 
phase relative permeability functions was applied across the model, with saturation end-points 
scaled to the moveable saturation range. The relative permeability curves were generated using 
Corey exponents (Corey, 1954) adjusted to achieve the closest history match in each region. 
The oil-water relative permeability curve was initially generated by fitting Corey relationships 
to end-point laboratory steady-state measurements ('original' curve in Fig. 4.6). In April 2003, a 
new experimentally determined oil-water relative permeability curve ('new' curve in Fig. 4.6) 
was used to replace the original curve. 
Oil-Mater Relative Permeability 
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Fig. 4.6. Left: Model input gas-oil relative permeability curves. Right: Model input original and 
updated (experimentally determined) oil-water relative permeability curves. 'new' curves are the 
experimentally determined curves, 'rock' curves are those used in the simulation studies after 
fitting Corey exponents to 'new' curves. 
The following data (Table-4.2) summarises the simulation model (see Fig. 4.7 for a grid display Z: ý 
of the model): 
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Table-4.2. Summary of the data input to the Pierce full field simulation model. 
Grid dimensions (Nx, Ny, Nz) l30x67x 14 (total 121,940 cells) 
Active cells 80,619 
Cell size 75x75 rn with varying thickness (see Table-4.1) 
k,, k, and k- See Table-4.1, k k, k 0.1 xk 
Reservoir pressure Initial average pressure - 4600 psia (see Fig. 4.8B) 
PVT data 
At P= 3750 psia: B', = 0.85 rb/Mcf, /, I,, =0.03 cP 
P= 3645 psia, B, = 1.55 rb/stb, U,, i 0.19 cl? . vat 
Iýf = 5000 psia, B,, = 1.04 rb/stb, U,,, 0.3 cP 
Phase contacts See Fig. 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 
Initial water saturation S,, i = 12% at 
k, > 100 rnD to 50% at k, <I rnD 
Saturation functions See Fig. 4.6 
Regions Eight regions around the structure corresponding to observed OWCs 
Phases Oil, water, gas + dissolved gas/vaporised oil 
Production and injection 
Six producers and two gas injectors (see Fig. 4.2). (See Fig. 4.8 A-B 
for field production and injection history) 
Model Layering 
1 FlU Shale 
2 FIL Upper Forties 
3 F2U 
4 
6 F2M 
6 
7 F21- 
8 
9 F3 Poor Quality Sands 
10 F4 Lower Forties 
11 
12 
13 
14 F6 Poor Quality Sands 
Fig. 4.7. Corner point grid display of the Pierce Field simulation model. The model consists of 
14 layers. The compositions of the main Forties are shown on the left. Some Forties are split up 
into more than one layer for simulation stability and data distribution, e. g. phase saturations to 
honour the tilted OWC. Red lines represent the vertical layering; green lines represent the x-y 
grids. 
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Fig. 4.8. Production (A) and injection (B) history of the Pierce Field. (B) also shows the field 
average pressure history. Dots are the observed data, continuous lines are the results of Shell's 
2003 simulation. 
Production from Pierce is via six subsea wells (Fig. 4.2) with produced gas re-Injected into two 
subsea gas injectors. With the exception of production wells AR and A5, all production and gas 
iRlection wells functioned normally throughout 2001. A3x was shut in from January to October 
2001 due to a subsea safety valve failure, and A5 was shut in for one month due to a subsea tree 
malfunction. Production and injection started simultaneously at the beginning of 1999 
(Fig. 4.8). According to 2001 production and injection performance, the field average daily 
production rates of oil, gas and water productions were, respectively, 37779 stb/d, 95.8 
MMscf/d, and 976 stb/d. The average gas re-injection rate during the same period in 2001 was 
88.1 MMscf/d. Field average pressure is declining at an average rate of about 180 psi/year, Z-- 4-- 
Fig. 4.8, indicating that only limited pressure support was available from the aquifer. Producer 
B2, see Fig. 4.2, was the only well that produced significant volumes of water, reaching a water 
cut of about 16% by end of 2001. 
4.2.2. Faults in the Pierce Field 
The formation of the two salt domes in the Pierce Field resulted in the formation of radial faults 
around them with varying clegrees of throw and extension. The original field development plan Z- C7 Z-- 
attributed the observed variations in OWC to the presence of sealing radial faults. Recent Z-- 
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development drilling has indicated this early model to be largely incorrect. It has shown that 
most of the areas of South Pierce are in direct communication, and that most radial faults are not 
sealing; at worst they provide zones of reduced transmissibility. The only radial faults that have 
enough vertical displacement to seal (>200 ft) are those that overlie major NW-SE and NE-SW 
trending basement fault zones. However, in common with other radial faults at Pierce, the 
displacements rapidly decrease away from the diapir, and it is considered that sealed 
compartments can only be formed in conjunction with concentric faults (which are far more 
laterally extensive than the radial faults) and/or stratigraphic trapping elements (Fig. 4.8). It is 
possible that concentric faults are important, yet difficult to image, baffles to fluid flow within 
the Pierce Field. These faults accommodate most of the vertical strain involved in diapir growth, 
providing several hundred feet of vertical displacement at a low angle (or parallel) to the steeply 
dipping beds on the diapir flank. The largest concentric faults are interpreted as forming finked- 
fault systems, which produce a ring fault around much of the diapir, offset by large 
displacement radial faults. Such a combination of concentric and radial faults is most likely to 
create structurally isolated reservoir compartments high on a diapir flank, particularly in areas of 
the field characterised by a low net/gross reservoir. 
South Pierce 
salt 
Pierce 
A' 
A 
"GasS (DO-ID) 
"O, lS (D-tO 
"trS (00- (0) 
I km L___j Vertical geometrical exageration of 2z 
Fig. 4.9. Right: Top view (Top F1 L) of the Pierce Field showing the distribution of faults and 
structure contours of GOCs (green contours) and OWCs (blue contours). Left: A cross-section 
along A-A' showing the vertical extension of the vertical faults and the initial distribution of 
phases in the reservoir (blue = water, green = oil, red = gas). 
4.3. Microstructural and petrophysical properties of fault rocks from well 
23/27-8, Pierce Field 
4.3.1. Introduction 
This section presents the results of microstructural and petrophysical property analyses of seven 
fault rocks and their associated undeformed sandstones from the well 23/27-8 in the Pierce 
Field. These studies were undertaken to determine the transmissibility multiplier distributions 
along fault rocks in the Pierce Field and account for the multiphase flow properties of these Z-- 
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North Pierce 
faults in production simulation models. The main aims of the microstructural and petrophysical 
property analysis are as follows: 
0 characterise the microstructure of the reservoir sandstones and deformation features within 
Pierce; 
determine the permeability and Hg-injection characteristics of the deformed and 
undeformed sandstones within Pierce; 
identify the deformation processes and sealing mechanisms that have affected the Pierce 
reservoir; 
0 constrain the timing of deformation relative to the burial and diagenetic history; 
explore the implications of these core analysis results for fluid flow across faults within the 
Pierce Field. 
4.3.2. Materials studied 
A total of 7 fault rocks and their undeformed host rocks were selected from well 23/27-8 for 
microstructural and petrophysical property analysis. The mineralogies, microstructures and 
diagenetic histories of the undeformed sandstones and the fault rocks were investigated using a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM). 
The permeabilities and capillary pressures of the undeformed and deformed lithologies were 
determined using water flow permeametry and Hg-Injection porosimetry. 
4.3.3. Analytical methodologies 
This section summarises the petrographic and petrophysical characterisation methodologies that 
were employed. 
4.3.3.1 Petrographic characterisation techniques 
Polished blocks and stubs of fractured surfaces were examined with a CAMSCAN CS44 high 
performance scanning electron microscope equipped with a secondary electron (SE) detector, a 
high resolution solid-state four-quadrant back-scattered electron (BSE) detector, a 
cathodoluminescence (CL) detector and an EDAX energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS). 
The SE signal provides topographic information and is therefore extremely useful for 
investigating the relationships between detrital and authigenic components and establishing 
their relative timing. The BSE signal is directly proportional to the mean atorrdc number of the I-- 
mineral; so phases of different mass have different brightness levels. The BSE signal can be 
combined with an image analysis system for obtaining quantitative data on mineralogical 
abundances, grain sizes, porosity and cement distributions. The CL signal is extremely sensitive I= 
to trace element abundances and provides information on the growth zonations where different 
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growth zones incorporate slightly different trace element levels. Some elements (e. g. Fe) are 
known to suppress the luminescence signal, whereas others (e. g. Ti and Mn) are known to 
enhance the signal. Therefore different mineral generations (which have very similar chemical 
compositions and cannot be differentiated using BSE microscopy or the EDS system) can 
frequently be identified using cathode luminescence. 
The diagenetic history of samples taken from both inside and outside faults are determined 
and used to establish the timing of deformation in relation to the major diagenetic events. The 
microstructures of the deformation features were used to assess/identify the active rock 
deformation mechanisms (e. g. diffusive mass transfer, grain fracturing, etc. ) and the history of 
deformation. Representative images using BSE and CL are taken from inside and outside of the 
fault zone as well as traverses across the border zone areas. These images were saved in 8-bit 
(256 grey levels) digital form, and then imported into an image analysis package. The 
processing of these images according to the philosophy and approach of Evans et al. (1994) 
yielded estimates of porosity and mineral abundance. This data set is then used to assess the 
effect of deformation on the porosity/permeability relations, and deformation/diagenetic history 
of the rock. 
4.3.3.2 Mercury injection porosimetry 
An investigation of reservoir capillary pressures was conducted using a Micromeretics Autopore 
11 9220 mercury porosimeter. This equipment is capable of injecting mercury in step-like 
increments up to pressures of 60,000 psi (-413 MPa) into an evacuated, cleaned and dried core 
plug or cut sample. 
Capillary forces in the reservoir are functions of the surface and interfacial liquid tensions, 
pore size and shape, and the wetting properties of the rock. In the case of a non-wetting liquid 
like mercury and assuming cylindrical pores, this relationship is expressed by the Washburn 
( 192 1) equation: 
-2 ý cos(O) / ý, 4.2 
where: P is the capillary pressure 
(dyneS/CM2), )/ is the interfacial tension for air-mercury C 
0 is the contact angle (in degrees) of Ha in air, and r is the radius of the pore aperture I= C 
([tm) for a cylindrical pore. The interfacial tension of mercury varies with purity. The accepted 
interfacial tension for air-Hg is 480 dynes/c M2 (Showalter et al., 1979). The contact angle 
between clean Hg and the solid containing the pore varies with solid composition, although a 
value of 140' (or -40" measured from the solid surface to the surface of the non-wetting phase 
Hg along the anticlockwise direction) is generally accepted (Showalter et al., 1979). t: ' r-I 
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In evaluating seal potential the most important factor is the pressure required to form a 
connecting filament of non-wetting fluid through the pore space of the sample. As Hg is a non- 
wetting fluid, pressure must be built up before it displaces the partial vacuum and intrudes into a 
certain pore size. At a certain pressure, which is dependant on the pore size, the percentage of 
Hg intruded increases rapidly. This is the threshold pressure and corresponds to a convex 
upward inflexion point on the Hg-injection curve (Katz and Thompson, 1986,1987). The Hg- 
injection curves of samples with sealed sleeves containing both fault rock and undeformed 
sandstone should have two such inflexions, the first (lower) representing the initial ly-intruded 
host lithology and the second (higher) representing the pressure at which the fault seal is 
breached. 
4.3.3.3 Water permeametry 
Of all the formation parameters that petroleum geologists employ, permeability is one of the 
most important. Traditional methods of gas permeability for reservoir appraisal, such as the 
Hassler sleeve (Hassler, 1942), are unable to measure below -0.01 mD, and the results below 
I mD are not very accurate because of lateral sealing problems and uncertainties in the 
Klinkenberg correction (Kiinkenberg, 1941). For many applications this is not a significant 
cause for concern since all lithologies with a permeability below a certain level can simply be 
considered to have very poor reservoir properties; however, more precise measurements are 
required for a detailed study of fault seal behaviour. 
In this study, hydraulic conductivity tests were performed on fault rock samples and 
undeformed reservoir sandstones using a custom-designed flow-pump permeameter (Olson and 
Daniel, 1981; Olsen et al., 1991). This computerised permeameter, which uses an accurate 
constant-rate-of-flow pump and a highly linear differential pressure transducer, is capable of 
accurately measuring permeabilities in the range of a few Darcies to a few tens of mD. 
Permeability measurements are made on 26 mm diameter plugs or across rectilinear blocks 
oriented perpendicular with respect to the deformation features of interest. The cylindrical cores 
are fitted into tightly fitting silicone rubber sleeves, whilst the rectilinear samples are confined 
in polymer sleeves (Zetalabor dental moulding putty) individually moulded to exactly fit the 
specimen. All samples are de-aired for a minimum period of 24 hours prior to testing. The 
sleeved samples are placed in a secondary rubber membrane and confined in a triaxial cell at a 
pressure of -800 kPa to prevent leakage of permeant down the sides of the sample. A back 
pressure of 260-270 kPa is also used during testing. Prior to the hydraulic conductivity analysis, 
any air in the samples and the confining fluid is allowed to equilibrate in order to ensure no 
destabilising effect on flow rate measurement. 
To ensure the validity of the hydraulic conductivity permeability results, the steady-state 
method was calibrated with the pulse-decay technique of Brace et al. ( 1968). In general, values I-- 
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derived via steady-state analyses showed excellent correlations with those derived through 
transient flow analyses in the pulse-decay method. For example, RDR has recently measured the 
absolute permeability of a cataclastice fault rock from the Hopernan sandstone (near Elgin, 
Aberdeen coast) using steady-state water permeameter, steady-state gas permeameter and the 
pulse-decay technique. The results were not identical but pretty encouraging. The results were 
as follows: 
9 Steady-state (with water phase) gave 0.003 mD 
0 Steady-state (with gas phase) gave 0.005 mD 
o Pulse decay gave 0.003 mD 
This would suggest a maximum error bar for these results of ± 0.002 mD. The match between 
the steady-state water permeameter (the adopted method in this study) and the pulse-decay 
technique confirms the validity of the former method. 
4.4. Results 
4.4.1. Introduction 
Microstructural and petrophysical property analyses have been conducted on 7 fault rocks and 
their associated undeformed sandstones from well 23/27-8 in the Pierce Field. The results of this 
study are summarised in Table-4.3 and more detailed information about these results is given in 
the following sections: 
0 the diagenesis review is present in § 4.4.2; 
0 the deformation features present are summarised in § 4.4.3; 
0 the microstructural and petrophysical properties of individual specimens are described in 
Appendix A. 
Table-4.3. Microstructural and petrophysical property results for the samples examined from 
well 23/27-8, Pierce Field. 
Top Permeability Hg-air threshold 
Well Sample Depth (mD) pressure (psi) Deformation Features ID (ft) Host Fault Host Fault 
1 8270' 8" 9-1 25 Cataclastic fault 
2 8278'8" 11-7 0.067 25 140 Cataclastic fault 
3 8303' 60.2 0056 15 170 Cataclastic fault 
C 9 
4 8305' 63.1 0010 15 410 Cataclastic fault 
CN 5 8307' 9" Cataclastic fault 
7 8322' 2.4 0-001 35 1 
750 Calcite cemented fracture 
ý8465' 2" 52 0.13 37 270 Cataclastic fault 
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4.4-2. Diagenesis review 
This section briefly reviews the mineralogy and diagenesis of reservoir sandstones from 7 
samples that have been examined from well 23/27-8 in the Pierce Field (refer to Table-4.3 for 
sample depths). The main aims are to identify the diagenetic processes that operated and assess 
their relative timing as an aid to assessing the timing of deformation. 
The cletrital mineralogy of the undeformed sandstones is dominated by quartz, K-feldspar 
and plagioclase, with subordinate quantities of clay and mica. Most of the sandstones examined 
are fine grained, and moderately to moderately-well sorted subarkosic arenites. 
The main diagenetic processes to affect the mineralogy and poroperm properties of the 
sandstones were compaction as well as the precipitation of kaolin and quartz. The samples have 
also experienced the precipitation of K-feldspar, dolomite, albite, calcite and 1111te. The 
diagenetic history that has been inferred is summarised schematically in Fig. 4.10 and each 
diagenetic process is discussed separately below. 
Burial Depth Shallow :: ýommoommillow- Deep 
Pyrite ppt. 
Dolomite ppt. 
Kaolin ppl. 
Quartz ppt. 
K-feldspar Dissolution 
Calcite ppt. 
Illite ppt. 
Defonnation 
4.4.2.1 Mechanical and chemical compaction 
Fig. 4.10. Diagram 
summarising the 
diagenetic and 
deformation history for 
samples analysed 
from well 23/27-8 in 
the Pierce Field (ppt. is 
precipitation). The later 
deformation event 
produced carbonate 
cemented fractured 
The mechanical compaction of sediments, involvinc, arain rearranuement and the crushinc, of 
soft lithoclasts, has been discussed by a number of authors (e. g. Houseknecht, 1987; Pittman 
and Larese, 1991; Giles et al., 2000). Operating alone it can reduce the porosity of clay-free, 
well-sorted sandstones to values of around 30% (Houseknecht, 1987); in clay-rich sandstones it 
can be more effective. Porosity-depth trends (e. g. Ramm, 1992; Ramm and Bjorlykke, 1994) 
suggest that mechanical compaction occurs in a li r. -L- inear manner unt 
Ia temperature threshold 
beyond which chemical compaction dominates (-90 "C in Jurassic sandstones of the North Sea). 
overpressuring may decrease the rate of mechanical compaction by reducing the effective 
stresses at orain contacts. Early cementation can also retard mechanical compaction (Fisher et L_ 
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al., 1999). Chemical compaction (pressure solution) refers to the process of mineral dissolution 
at stressed grain contacts. In quartzose sandstones, the time-temperature history is probably the 
most important variable affecting the diffusive mass transfer (DMT) processes involved, with 
quartz dissolution being very slow at temperatures below 90 'C but significant at higher L_ L_ 
temperatures. The rate of pressure solution can be enhanced by small concentrations of 
phyllosilicates at grain contacts. 
The sandstones in the samples examined show ample evidence of mechanical compaction, 
such as the presence of detrital muscovite grains bent around quartz grains. The samples L- 
examined have experienced only incipient chemical compaction, probably because they contain 
only a small concentration of clays between grain contacts. 
4.4.2.2 Pyrite precipitation 
Authigenic pyrite was observed in many of the samples examined during this study, although it 
was always found in small quantities (<I%). It most commonly occurs as -10ýtm wide 
framboids (Fig. 4.11) and euhedral grains, which probably grew close to the sediment-water 
interface as a product of microbially mediated sulphate reduction. 
Fig. 4.11. BSE micrographs 
showing the authigenic fine- 
grained framboidal pyrite (light 
phases) in sample 23/27-8.2. 
4.4.2.3 K-feldspar precipitation 
Authiaenic K-feldspar was observed in many samples examined during this study, althouah it Z-- L- 
was always found in small quantities (<0.5'7c of rock volume). It usually occurs as overgrowths 
of up to 25 ýtrri in width on detrital K-feldspar grains. The authigenic K-feldspar is deformed in L- 
the cataclastic faults, indicating that it precipitated at a shallow depth. An early diagenetic i gi L- i ori in 
is consistent with the theoretical results of B, 'orlykke and Egeberg (1993) which show that sea I L- C-1 
water is in thermodynamic equilibrium with K-feldspar at - 10 'C. 
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4.4-2.4 Dolomite precipitation 
Dolomite was only observed in one sample examined during this study (sample 23/27-8.1, depth 
8270' 8"), where it occupies <0.5% of the rock volume. In this sample, it occurs as -20 [im 
wide, compositionally zoned rhombs (Fig. 4.12). The centres of these rhombs have a pure 
dolomite composition whereas their peripheries are Fe-rich. Dolomite is deformed within the 
cataclastic fault that cuts this sample, indicating that dolomite cementation pre-dated the 
cataclastic faulting. It is possible that the dolomite began to precipitate close to the sediment- 
water interface, although the Fe-dolomite overgrowths probably grew much later after the 
sediment had become more reduced. 
Fig. 4.12. BSE micrographs 
showing euhedral dolomite 
(D) in sample 23/27-8.1. 
4.4.2.5 Kaolin precipitation 
Kaolin is the dominant authig-enic clay in all samples examined; its abundance ranges from 4% t-- 
to - 12% of rock volume. Several generations of kaolin were observed, including vermiform 
kaolin (Fig. 4.13), expanded-mica kaolin (Fig. 4.13), microcrystal line kaolin (Fig. 4.14), and 
blocky/pseudo-hexagonal kaolin (Fig. 4.14). Studies of the distribution of kaolin within North 
Sea reservoirs suggest that it is likely that the first three varieties precipitated during shallow 
burial, whereas the latter variety is a late-stage precipitate (Erhenberc, et al., 1993). L_ L_ 
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4.4.2.6 Quartz precipitation 
Authigenic quartz is a ubiquitous and volumetrically important component of the sandstones Z__ 
examined. It occurs in mesocrystalline form, as up to 20 [tm thick overgrowths on detrital quartz 
grains (Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16). An image analysis of CL photornicrographs suggests that it 
typically makes up <5% of the rock volume. The well-developed nature of the quartz 
overgrowth demonstrates that the sandstones have spent significant amounts of time buried to In L_ 
temperatures beyond -90 'C (see the following discussions). Silica for quartz cementation was 
probably sourced locally through grain-contact quartz dissolution. Key factors controlling the 
abundance of mesocrystallme quartz cement in reservoir sandstones are now quite well 
understood and include cla content, gram size, mineralogy, hydrocarbon emplacement, and y r_- L_ 
tempcrature-timc history (c. g. B"Orlykke and Egebero,, 1993; Giles, 1997; Oelkers et al., 1996; I L- t- 
WaIderhaug, 1996; Worden et (il., 1998; Fisher et til., 22000). These factors are reviewed briefly 
below. 
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Fig. 4.13. SE (left) and BSE (right) micrographs showing vermiform (left arrow) and expanded 
mica (right arrow) kaolin in samples from well 23/27-8, Pierce Field. 
Fig. 4.14. SE micrographs showing mi crocrystal line (left arrow) and pseudo-hexagonal (right 
arrows) kaolin in samples from well 23/27-8, Pierce Field. 
Fig. 4.16. SE micrograph 
showing authigenic quartz 
(Q) overgrowing kaolin (K) 
in sample 23/27-8.2. 
Clay content: The presence of clay influences both silica generation and quartz precipitation 
processes. Low concentrations of clay at zggrain-grain contacts may increase the rate of quartz 
dissolution because: (i) they enhance the rate of solute diffusion away from stressed dissolution 
sites due to the presence of enlarged absorbed water films; and/or (ii) they locally increase pH 
and hence quartz solubility. In contrast, high concentrations of grain-coating clays may suppress L_ 
quartz cementation by: (i) retarding solute diffusion to grain surfaces; and/or (ii) increasing pH 
and quartz solubility; and/or (iii) blocking nucleation sites. 
Grain size: The rate of quartz cementation is often controlled by the quartz surface area, which 
decreases with increasing grain size in clean sandstones. Fine-grained sandstones are commonly L_ L_ 
observed to have experienced more quartz cementation than their coarse r-grai ned equivalents. t-- 
Sandstone mineralogy: As the quartz surface area often controls the rate of quartz cementation, 
sandstones with lower concentrations of quartz grains tend to experience less cementation than 
quartz arenites. 
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Fig. 4.15. BSE (left) and CL (right) micrographs from the same area of sample 23/27-8.2 
showing the authigenic quartz (arrows). 
HYdrocarbon emplacement: Whilst quartz cementation may continue subsequent to 
hydrocarbon emplacement due to solute diffusion through thin adsorbed water films, the rate of 
solute supply may be reduced, leading to a decrease in the rate of quartz cementation. 
Tempe rat u re-time history: The rate-governing step in quartz cementation is usually quartz 
precipitation, which is temperature dependent and not significant until sediments have been 
buried beyond 90 'C. Quartz cementation should thus be of reduced importance in reservoirs 
that have not been buried beyond 90 'C. In reservoirs buried beyond this temperature the extent 
of quartz cementation should be controlled by the temperature-time history. 
4.4.2.7 Albite precipitation 
Authigenic albite was observed in most samples examined during this study, although it is 
volumetrically insignificant and occupies <<0.5% of the rock volume. It is likely that the albite 
is a late-stage precipitate. 
4.4.2.8 K-feldspar dissolution 
All samples examined had experienced minor K-feldspar dissolution. It is likely that this 
occurred during deep burial by reaction with kaolin to produce illite (BjOrlkke, 1998). 
4.4.2.9 Calcite precipitation 
Calcite was only observed in one sample examined during this study (sample 23/27-8.7, depth 
8322'). In this sample, the calcite occupies around 17% of the rock volume and occurs as a 
fracture fill. The calcite overgrows authigenic quartz (Fig. 4.17), suggesting it was a late-stage tn 
precipitate. 
Fig. 4.17. BSE images 
showing calcite (C) 
overgrowing authigenic quartz 
(arrow) in sample 23/27-8.7. 
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4.4.2.10 Illite precipitation 
Authigenic illite was observed in the samples studied, although at an abundance not exceeding 
0.5% of the rock volume. The authigenic Illite that is present tends to have a hairy morphology 
(Fig. 4.18), which is known to be particularly effective at lowering permeability because of its 
high surface area to volume ratio. The illite was observed overgrowing authic'enic quartz 
suggesting that it precipitated at a relatively late stage of the geohistory. It is likely that it 
formed as a product of the dissolution of kaolinite and K-feldspar during deep burial. L- 
.4 
0 
io I 
Fig. 4.18. SE images 
showing the authigenic 
hairy illite in the 
sample 23/27-8.2. 
4.4.3. Review of deformation feature present 
This section provides an overview of the deformation features present in samples from well 
23/27-8. The main aims are to: (i) review the microstructural characteristics of the fault rocks; 
(h) identify the processes and mechanisms associated with deformation; and (iii) constrain the 
timinc, of deformation within the burial history. I-- 
The deformation features present in the 7 samples studied include cataclastic fault rocks and 
calcite cemented fractures. Contextual information for the samples and the results of the SEM 
are summarised in Table-4.3. A review of the microstructure of each type of deformation/seal 
eature is aiven in following sections. I-- L- 
4.4.3.1 Cataclastic fault rocks 
Fault rocks where the processes of grain fracturing and frictional sliding dominate and induce a Z71 Z!: I 
reduction in both permeability and porosity are grouped together as cataclastic faults. Fault 
rocks in which cataclasis is the main process responsible for porosity collapse generally, but not 
exclusively, develop from clean porous sandstones. The petrophysical properties of cataclastic 
fault rocks developed from clean sandstones are usually reduced in comparison to the host 
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sandstones as a result of three processes. Firstly, the reduction in grain size and grain sorting 
that accompany deformation produce a collapse of macroporosity and allow the grain fragments 
to be packed more efficiently than in the host sandstone. Secondly, cataclastic faults often 
experience enhanced quartz cementation following deformation; this cement need not 
precipitate from exotic fault-related fluids, but instead can be generated by local reactions (e. g. 
grain-contact quartz dissolution) and preferential precipitation within the fault rock due to the 
presence of clean fracture surfaces. Thirdly, some fault rocks experience enhanced grain-to- 
grain dissolution following deformation; this process is enhanced by the presence of clays 
between quartz grain contacts (Fisher and Knipe, 1998; 2001). Cataclastic fault rocks were 
identified in 6 samples examined during this study. Key observations and conclusions from the 
SEM studies that were conducted on these samples are summarised below. 
0 The grain-size reduction experienced by the cataclastic fault rocks is generally small. This 
suggests that faulting occurred during shallow burial (<I km depth) rather than deep burial. 
0 In comparison to the surrounding reservoir, the cataclasites experienced enhanced post- 4: ý 
deformation lithification as a result of post-deformation grain-contact quartz dissolution. 
This process was slightly enhanced within the fault rock because deformation increased the 
proportion of clay at grain contacts. 
Petrophysical property analyses from four cataclastic faults gave permeability values of 
0.0 1 to 0.13 mD (geometric average = 0.05 mD) and Hg-injection threshold pressures of 
140 to 4 10 psi (average = 250 psi). Photographs showing the typical form of cataclastic 
faults from well 23/27-8 in hand-specimen are shown in Fig. 4.19. A micrograph showing a 
typical cataclastic fault and its host sandstone from well 23/27-8 are shown in Fig. 4.20. 
Graphs showing typical Ho, -IRjection results from cataclastic faults in well 23/27-8 and their 
host are shown in Fig. 4.21. 
Fig. 4.19. Core photos showing the cataclastic fault rocks (arrows) in samples: (A) sample 
23/27-8.1 (depth 8270" 8"); (B) sample 23/27-8.2 (depth 8278'8"); and (C) sample 23/27-8.8 
(depth 8465' 2"). 
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Fig. 4.20. BSE 
micrograph showing the 
undeformed sandstone 
and the cataclastic fault in 
sample 23/27-8.4, Pierce 
Field. 
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Fig. 4.21. Hg-injection results from (A) the undeformed sandstone in sample 23/27-8.8 and (B) 
the fault rock that it contains. 
4.4.3.2 Calcite-cemented fractures 
The only cemented deformation feature analysed during this study was a calcite-cemented L_ 
fracture in sample 23/27-8.7 (depth 8322'). A petrographic analysis showed that the ca cite t__ II* 
overorows authigenic quartz, suggesting that the fracture formed at a very late staue in the burial L_ 1-: 1 Cý L_ L_ C_ 
and diagenctic history of the reservoir. Petrophysical property analyses showed that the L_ 
cemented fractures have a permeability of 0.001 mD and a Ha threshold pressure of 750psi. L_ 
Clearly, these cemented fractures have very low permeabilities and hNgh Hig, threshold pressures, 
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but it is unlikely that they will be laterally continuous; they are therefore unlikely to influence 
large-scale fluid flow. 
A photograph showing the calcite-cemented fractures from sample 23/27-8.7 in hand- 
specimen is shown in Fig. 4.22. Micrographs showing a typical cataclastic fault and its host 
sandstone from sample 23/27-8.7 are shown in Fig. 4.23. Gra hs showing the Ha-injection p 
results from the calcite-cemented fractures in sample 23/27-8.7 and the host sandstone are 
shown in Fig. 4.24. 
Fig. 4.22. Core photo 
showing the calcite- 
cemented fractures (arrows) 
in sample 23/27-8.7 (depth 
8322') 
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Fig. 4.23. BSE micrograph showing the undeformed sandstone (left) and the calcite-cemented 
fractures (right) in sample 23/27-8.7, Pierce Field. 
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Fig. 4.24. Hg-injection results from (A) the undeformed sandstone in sample 23/27-8.7 and (B) 
a calcite-cemented fracture that it contains. 
4.5. Conclusions 
The deformation features examined during this study have formed at different times during the 
burial and structural evolution of the reservoir. The characteristics of the deformation features 
are dependent upon the timing of the fault activity as well as the host rock lithology. t-- 
Integration of the diagenetic history and the deformation characteristics has allowed the 
timing of faulting in individual samples to be established. This provides a platform for the 
assessment of the fault rock development in the field. The deformation features preserved in the 
cores can be assigned to different combinations of history involving: Cý 
Deformation of poorly lithified sediments at moderate burial depths. The deformation 
features developed during this period of deformation are characterised by grain-size V. n 
reductions resulting from cataclasis. These cataclastic faults appear to have formed later 
than the vermiform kaolin, but before quartz and calcite cement. The moderate grain-size L_ 
reductions experienced indicate that the deformation features probably formed at burial 
depths of <I km. 
Deformation of lithified sediments during deep burial resulted in the formation of 
calcite-cemented fractures. These calcite-cemented fractures appear to have formed later 
than the quartz cement. 
The implications of these microstructural and petrophysical fault property measurements for 
fluid flow within the Pierce Field are explored in the next chapter (Chapter 5). 
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Modelling the effects of faulting on fluid flow and 
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LauriDake 
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Introduction 
After a production simulation model has been constructed, it must be tested to determine 
whether it can reproduce the previous production behaviour (i. e. fluid flow rates, pressures, etc. ) 
of the reservoir. Modelling past performance will identify weaknesses in the input parameters to 
the model, suggest possible modifications and demonstrate the quality of the reservoir 
description that is eventually accepted before future reservoir performance is modelled. In 
structurally complex reservoirs (e. g. densely faulted), history matching can be a time- 
consuming and frustrating process due to the large number of parameters that affect 
performance. Indeed, history matches are inevitably non-unique and therefore the best efforts 
should be made to ensure that all input parameters are physical ly/geologically realistic. New 
technologies are providing increased amounts of data that allow the non-uniqueness in the 
history match to be reduced. For example, time-lapse (4D) seismic surveys can be used to place 
constraints on the fluid flow behaviour of reservoirs (Greaves et al., 1987). To use time-lapse 
seismic effectively, acquisition and processing must be as similar as possible for each survey in 
the series to ensure that differences can be related to production effects and not merely survey 
artefacts. The power of this technique lies in its ability to map fluid movements in the lateral 
and vertical space of the reservoir, thus enabling reservoir engineers to locate unswept zones. A 
classic example that highlights the usefulness of this technique comes from the Gullfaks Field, L_ L_ 
North Sea. Two successive 3D seismic surveys taken in 1996 and 1999 over the whole field 
were used to characterise the reservoir (Evans et al., 2003). The time-lapse evaluations based on 
these surveys have resulted in several successful drilling targets; provincy that this technology r__ L_ L_ 4: -- 
has an important role in the reservoir management of the field. Of particular interest for the L_ 
present study is the possibility of using time-lapse seismic to identify the presence of seah C!, ing 
faults (Lumley and Behrens, 1998; Koster and Gabriels, 2000). 
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Significant benefit from 4D surveys is gained if the timing between the two seismic 
acquisitions covers a period of field development within which the results are likely to have a 
significant effect on well planning. Oil companies aim to gain time-lapse seismic with big 
residual impedance response in the shortest possible time to achieve an early, reliable reservoir 
model description. Due to changes in production and injection strategies with time, or non- 
linear reservoir compaction of the reservoir, the magnitude of the expected impedance residuals 
may not be proportional to the length of time since the start of production. Initial reservoir 
models, with acceptable history matches, can be used to predict the tim=ing for optimum 
forthcoming acquisition by creating a synthetic acoustic impedance response from the fluid flow 
information. Such initial assessment can be a vital step in quantifying a company's business 
objectives. 
The aim of this chapter is threefold. First, a detailed seal analysis has been conducted on the 
Pierce Field (see Chapter 4) to investigate whether this improves the history match obtained 
from the production data. Second, the chapter aims to establish if simulated 4D seismic can be 
used to help calibrate the fault seal analysis. In particular, the chapter aims to identify whether 
the simulated 4D seismic data has the potential to identify whether the transmissibility 
multipliers (TMs, Chapter 2) calculated during the fault seal analysis are more accurate than the 
ones estimated previously by the operators. Third, the study aims to identify the optimal timing 
for performing repeat 3D survey, which would have maximum benefit for future development 
decisions 
Five models of the Pierce Field were used and their results were compared. The reservoir 
models are similar apart from the fault representations. These models comprise: 
0 Old-fault TM Model: In this model, fault TMs were adjusted and the faults were extended, 
by editing the TM values in the simulation model, in a trial and error manner to improve the 
match to fluid contacts and production history. 
e New-fault TM Model: In this model, all the faults in the 'Old-fault TM Model' were 
removed and a new fault map was obtained by a direct detection to grid cell throws. Two 
steps of TMs assignment were followed. First, a step-by-step derivation of all faults TMs in 
the Pierce Field was adopted based upon the integration of upscaled properties of the host 
rock (Chapter 2). Second, the fault seal analysis conducted in Chapter 4 was used to 
derive new definitions of TMs to number of faults in the field. The use of the small-scale 
features properties as a direct representative to large-scale faults has been intensively argued 
and experimentally validated to number of field in the work of Fisher and Knipe (2001), see 
§2.3.4 in Chapter 2 for more details. Laboratory measurements of microstructural and 
petrophysical properties of fault rocks from a single well in the Pierce Field were conducted 
(see Chapter 4) and appropriate TMs were derived from permeability and capillary pressure 
measurements. The derived TMs from the measurements conducted were applied to specific 
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number of faults (faults numbered (1)-(3) in Fig. 5.2) in the reservoir that are stated by the 
reservoir operators in Shell to be the faults that require most careful representations due to 
their least known behaviour. 
TM Model: In this model all faults detected directly by grid block throws were given TMs 
calculated using the algorithms in Manzocchi et al. (1999) (Chapter 2). This latter model is 
identical to the 'New-fault TM Model' except it is not complemented with the fault seal 
analysis. 
TM=O Model: In this model all faults detected directly by grid block throws in the model 
were closed by setting their transmissibility multipliers to zero. 
TM=1 Model: In this model all faults detected directly by grid block throws in the model 
were opened by setting their transmissibility multipliers to unity. 
The 'TM=O' and 'TM=I' models are used for fault sensitivity studies representing the two 
extreme cases of faults behaviour in the field. The chapter starts by defining the 'Old-fault TM 
Model' and the 'New-fault TM Model'. Historical production data is then used to compare the 
reliability of each model. Finally, a synthetic seismic impedance response is generated from 
both simulation models, using a petro-elastic model based on the Gassmann-Biot theory of 
elastic wave propagation in a fluid-saturated porous solid (Gassmann, 1951; Biot, 1956). The 
chapter workflow is summarised in Fig. 5.1. 
Microstructural and 
petrophysical faults 
properties measurements 
TM derived using 41 Manzocchi et al. (1999) 
model 
New-fault TM Model 
TM updated based on 
trial and error history 
match 
Old-fault TM Model 
Compare history match 
Apply a petro-elastic 
model 
Compare simulated seismic 
impedance with fime 
Apply a petro-elastic 
model 
Fig. 5.1. Workflow used in this chapter to address the effects of faults on fluid flow 
and simulation-generated seismic impedance. 
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5.2. Old-fault TM Model 
Since the first history match in 2002, the transmissibility multipliers associated with the faults 
within Pierce have been tuned and the faults have been extended by simply editing the 
transmissibilities of number of faults in the field (Fig. 5.2) to improve the history match on a 
trial and error basis. For example, injected free gas was prevented from dominating well B2 
(Fig. 5-2) by adding a fault with a low transmissibility multiplier (0.05), labelled as fault (1) in 
Fig. 5.2. The resultant history match on the producing gas-liquld ratio (GLR) from well B2 
before and after adding fault (1) is shown in Fig. 5.3. The addition of the low permeability fault 
improved the history match at the early stage of reservoir life, but by the end of the simulation it 
was having the effect of preventing a sufficient quantity of injected gas reaching the well B2. 
The 'Old-fault TM Model' was supplied by Shell at the start of this proýject and is a 
conventional model in which the fluid flow behaviour of the faults is independent of host rock 
properties or depth, i. e. the TM for each fault is the same whether the fault cuts water, oil or "as L- 
zones. Most of the faults in this model were represented as either completely sealing faults or 
completely open faults, with few faults having intermediated TMs (baffle faults; Fig. 5.2). 
Geological faults 
Simulation sealing faults 
Simulation low TM faults 
Simulation inten-nediate TM faults 
A31 Simulation open faults 
--- Well trajectory projection 
+ 
Z.. Salt 
VV, -, -. V Radial 
Concentri fault 
0, V ;! 4 VI A%' faults 
3 
,"0-"4, & 
Extended faults with Salt 
trial and error TMs to B" 
i prove history match 
rop reservoir depth (feet) 
M 10000-12500 AA, 
95W I*- ,ý 
(- %#-)I 0000 
9000-9"- 2 
8500-9000 
7500-850 
6000-7500 1 km 
Fig. 5.2. Most of the faults in the field were simulated as open faults, with no 
resistance to flow (thin black lines). In this study, faults numbered (1)-(3) were 
given a special treatment and their sealing capacities were varied depending on 
their relative position with respect to the free water level (FWL), see § 5.3.2. 
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Fig. 5.3. Producing gas- 
liquid ratio (GLR) at well B2 
(Fig. 5.2) as a function of 
simulation time. Top: Before 
adding a low transmissibility 
multiplier (TM) fault, fault 
labelled as (1) in Fig. 5.2. 
Bottom: After adding fault (1) 
with TW-0.05 to prevent 
injected free gas (gas 
injected at north-west edge 
of the south salt dome) from 
dominating well B2. 
Connected dots are historical 
data, continuous thick lines 
are simulation data. 
5.3.1. Transmissibility multipliers (TMs) from empirical relationships 
In this model, and also in the 'TM Model', TMs were computed using the methodology of 
Manzocchi et al. (1999). To capture the static properties of fault zones using TMs, knowledge of Z: 1 
both the permeability and thickness of the fault rock and the undeformed reservoir of the grid 
blocks immediately adjacent to the fault are required. The TM between two cells with different 
permeabilities juxtaposing a fault with estimated thickness and permeability can be defined as a 
ratio between the reciprocals of the undeformed cell transmissibilities and the faulted cells 
transmissibilities (refer to § 2.3.5 for detailed equations). 
In this model, fault rock thickness, tf , was estimated 
from fault displacement using the 
harmonic average relationship of the observed data compiled by Hull (1988), and data from 
faults in mixed sandstone/shale sequences in Sinai (Knott et al., 1996), SE Utah (Foxford et al., 
1998) and Lancashire, UK (Walsh et al., 1998a), see Manzocchi et al. (1999). The harmonic 
average of these data follow the relationship tf =d/170, where d is the absolute fault 
displacement. Fault permeability can be estimated based on the clay content of the fault zone 
(e. g. Fisher and Knipe, 2001) using different clay mixing algorithms (Chapter 1). The clay L- : _- Z-- 
content of the fault rock is estimated using algorithms such as the shale gouge ratio (SGR), Z-- t-- L- 
which is the fraction of shale in the sequence that has passed each point on the fault (Yielding et L- 
al., 1997; see § 2.3.3). In this study, shale volume was estimated from neUgross assuminu that L- 
ail rock volume in a cell that is not "net" is "shale". Such a treatment gives the maximum shale 
content and therefore may result in an overestimation of SGR and hence underestimation of the 
fault permeability. 
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The value of SGR is assumed to approximate the percentage of clay in the fault zone 
(Yielding et al., 1997). Thus SGR can be converted to permeability using experimental 
determinations of permeability for fault gouges with varying clay content and appropriate 
geological history (see Fisher and Knipe, 1999,2001; Manzocchi et al., 1999; Sperrevik et al., 
2002). The calibration of Manzocchi et al. (1999) indicates that a fault gouge with clay content 
of approximately 20% will be expected to have a single-phase permeability of between 0.03 and 
0.3 mD. They approximated a relationship from an empirical prediction of fault zone 
permeability as a function of shale content and displacement. This relationship is given by 
equation-2.20: 
logkf =AlxSGR-A2xlog(d)x(I_SGR)A3 2.20 
where kf is fault permeability (in mD) and d is fault displacement (in metres). A I, A2, and A3, 
are empirical constants fit to observed data, typically derived from outcrop and core data. In 
actual practice, it would be best to apply constant factors that are appropriate for the local field, 
play, or basin. In this 'New-fault TM model' the values suggested by Manzocchi et al., (1999) 
for A /, A2, and A3 of -4,0.25 and 5, respectively, were used to approximate fault permeability. 
Fault rock thickness, clay estimate from SGR, permeability and transmissibility multipliers 
are shown in Fig. 5.4. The fault rock thickness takes a maximum value of 2 ft (corresponding to 
a fault displacement of about 347 ft). As reflected in the fault thickness, fault displacement 
reduces away from the salt domes for the radial faults. Fault plane maps suggest that concentric 
faults should have a larger impact on fluid flow than radial faults as a result of the low net/gross 
around them. The simple mean average transmissibility multiplier of faults in the Pierce Field is 
about 0.6 (Fig. 5.4d). This figure indicates that these faults do not seem to have a large impact 
on fluid flow, primarily owing to their small throws and low host/fault permeability contrast. 
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Fig. 5.4. (a) Fault thickness, 
linearly derived from fault 
displacement. (b) Fault clay 
estimate from SGR. (c) Fault 
permeability, derived from fault 
thickness and SGR, see 
equation 2.20. (d) Fault 
transmissibility multiplier as 
derived from equation-2.29. 
The derivation follows the 
methodology of Manzocchi et 
al. (1999). Fault rock 
thicknesses become thinner 
radiating away from the salt 
domes. Concentric faults (see 
Fig. 5.2) have less 
transmissibility than radial 
faults. Generally, radial faults 
become less transmissible with 
depth. 
5.3.2. Transmissibility multipliers (TMs) from the microstructural and 
petrophysical fault property measurements 
Microstructural and petrophysical fault property measurements conducted during this study 
(Chapter4) indicate that cataclasites are the main fault rock type in Pierce and have a 
geometric average permeability of 0.05 mD and a mean Hg-injection threshold pressure of 
250 psi (Table-4.3). The average permeability of the undeformed reservoir is around 10 mD 
(Table-4.1). To take into account the presence of aI ft thick fault with this permeability within 
the aquifer in the production simulation model (the grid block width in the simulation model is 
75 m (around 246 ft)) would require, according to Manzocchi et al. (1999), the t-- use of the 
following transmissibility multiplier (TM) equation of a fault impeded between two units of Cý 
identical properties and geometries: 
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where k, and kf are, respectively, the absolute permeabilities of the host unIts and the fault 
material, and Li and tf are the width of each host unit and the fault width, respectively. A TM 
of around 0.55 must therefore be applied between these adjacent grid blocks. To convert the 
mercury-air threshold pressure (P, )Hg value of 250 psi to a subsurface petroleum-water 
threshold pressure we use the following equation (Purcell, 1949): 
(-p Yhw COS(Ohw) 
'Fýc 
)hw 
:(c 
)Hg 
rHg COS(oHg) 
5.2 
where the typical laboratory data (see Schowalter, 1979) for hydrocarbon-water interfacial 
tension ( is 30 dyne/cm for a contact angle (0,,,, ) of 0', and for mercury-air interfacial 
tension ( yHg ) Is 480 dyne/cm for a contact angle (OHg ) of 40'. With these data, equation-5.2 
converts the (P,. )Hg value of 250 psi Hg-threshold pressure to a subsurface of around 
25 psi. To estimate the maximum vertical hydrocarbon column height, Hhw I in feet, above the 
free water level (FWL) that can be sealed by faults having a threshold pressure T)hw Of 
around 25 psi, we use the following equation (Schowalter, 1979; Watts, 1987): 
Hhvv --": 
T )/Ist. 
0.433(p., - p,, ) 
5.3 
where 0.433 is a conversion constant, which also takes into account the effect of gravitational 
force, and p,, and p,, are in-situ reservoir water and hydrocarbon (in this case oil) densities 
measured in g/CM3 , respectively. Fluid 
densities can be estimated from repeat formation tester 
(RFr) measurements (Fig. 4.3). Equation-5.3 can be re-written in terms of the pressure 
gradients from the RFT data as follows: 
Hhw 
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where Aw and Ah are water and hydrocarbon RFI' gradients measured in psi/ft. According to 
RFIF pressure gradients and the converted subsurface petroleum-water capillary pressure 
T-)hw 
ý equation-5.4 predicts that faults in South Pierce would be able to seal an oil column of 
about 70 ft. In other words, the results from this study indicate that the faults would be totally 
sealing to oil for the first 70 ft directly above the FWL within Pierce. 
At higher levels above the FWL, we need to take into account relative permeability effects in 
calculating the transmissibility multipliers that need to be applied to take into account the 
presence of faults within Pierce. Unfortunately, there have not been any robust studies to 
measure the multiphase flow properties of faults. As an alternative, proprietary data on the end- 
point relative permeabilities of low permeability rocks as well as the data from shales generated 
by Hildenbrand et al. (2002) have been used. When compared with the results from a single 
measurement performed on a tight sandstone sample, it appears that these results are very 
consistent, showing that rocks with low absolute permeabilities tend to have low relative 
permeabilities to gas at irreducible water saturation (Fig. 5.5). 
Fig. 5.5. Plot of gas relative 
0.5- 
permeability, krg I end points (i. e. at y 0.0638jx - 0.034 
0.4- Fý = 0.932 irreducible water saturation, Swirr 
0.3- against absolute permeability 
from 
'j U 
shales (Hildenbrand et al., 2002) and 
Rock Deformation Research (RDR) 
0.2- sample measurement during this 
0 Unj 
0 40 
e study. To constrain the best fit at 0.1- 000 Hildenbramnd el aL (2002) 
E*RDR 
relatively higher permeability 
A Unpublished source samples, we used some proprietary 
0.0- 
046 10 data from an unpublished source. 
Log (k,,,,, ) nD 
If we assume that once the threshold pressure of a fault rock is overcome (i. e. higher than 70 
ft above the FWL) its water saturation will be at irreducible values, we can calculate relative 
TMs using the measured absolute permeability (0.05 mD) of the fault and the regression line 
through the data in Fig. 5.5, which gives an end-point gas relative permeability of 
approximately 0.27. Thus, the required relative transmissibility multiplier can be estimated by 
modifying equation-5.1 to the f'ollowing form: 
t2 k. f . 
(kg )s. 
" 
k, k, 5.5 
TM I+ 
k, k, 
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Equation-5.5 will be used to take into account the presence of faults within the oil and gas 
column of Pierce once the petroleum column height is sufficient to overcome the threshold 
pressure of the fault rock. The assumption regarding the lack of a transition zone within the fault 
will appear rather counterintuitive to most petrophysicists who are used to low permeability 
rocks having broad pore-size distributions. However, Hg-injection results indicate that 
cataclastic faults, as observed within this study, may differ in that they have a narrow range of 
pore-throat sizes, in which case the transition zone will be very thin. 
In summary, the following parameters have been applied to take into account the presence of 
faults within the Pierce reservoir model. These were applied to those faults thought to have 
significant effects on fluid flow in Pierce (faults numbered (1)-(3) in Fig. 5.2): 
9 TMs calculated using equation-5.1 were applied to take into account the presence of faults, 
with average permeability of 0.05 mD, in the aquifer (region 1, Fig. 5.6). Host rock 
permeabilities and geometries are read directly from the simulation model blocks at both 
sides of each fault. Fault rock thickness is estimated using the harmonic-average 
relationship between fault-rock thickness and throw (§ 5.3.1). 
0A transmissibility multiplier of 0 was applied for the first 70 ft above the FWL to take into 
account the presence of a fault that is totally sealing to oil (region 2, Fig. 5.6). 
0 Relative TMs calculated using equation-5.5 were applied in the reminder of the petroleum 
column to take into account the relative permeability of the fault rock (region 3, Fig. 5.6). 
These Relative TMs were estimated using the measured absolute permeability (0.05 mD) of 
the fault and the end-point gas relative permeability of about 0.27 that was estimated from 
the regression line through the data in Fig. 5.5. Host rock permeabilities and geometries are 
read directly from the simulation model blocks at both sides of each fault. Fault rock 
thickness is estimated using the harmonic- average relationship between fault-rock thickness 
and throw (§ 5.3.1). 
The above treatment assumes that the FWL does not change during the simulation. It is 
important to note, however, that as the simulation progresses, the FWL is likely to change and, 
therefore, the maximum sealed petroleum column height above the FAIL needs dynamic 
updating. In this study, it is assumed that the FWL change is negligible, and therefore, no 
dynamic updating is performed. 
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Fig. 5.6. A schematic diagram summarising the input parameters into the Pierce 
production simulation model. Point 1 is below the FWL and hence the 
transmissibility multiplier (T" needs to be calculated based on the single-phase 
permeability of the fault (i. e. using equation-5.11). Point 2 is above the FWL in the 
reservoir but at this point the buoyancy force in the oil is not sufficient to overcome 
the threshold pressure of the fault rock and therefore a TM of 0 is applied. At point 
3, the fault has a finite relative permeability to oil/gas and a TM value is calculated 
assuming the fault is at irreducible water saturation (i. e. using equation-5.5). 
5.4. Models history match comparison 
History matches using the cumulative field gas, oil and water productions have been performed 
for each model presented in § 5.1 to test their validity. In this study the history match was 
conducted using production data up to November 2003. Figure 5.7 and Fig. 5.8 show that there 
is a dramatic improvement in history match using the 'New-fault TM Model' simulation, 
especially in the water and oil production data. Gas production data seem to be the least affected 
data by the different representations of faults whereas water production is the most sensitive to 
the different representations. The reason for this is twofold. The first is attributed to fault 
continuity and fluid mobilities. The three treated faults are not continuous in the oil and the gas 
legs, see Fig. 5.2, but are continuous in the water leg. In the Pierce Field, gas is injected at the 
crest of the reservoir in the gas leg. This injected gas has low viscosities (ranging from 0.01 cP 
to 0.04 cP). The resultant high mobilities of gas enable it to move around the discontinuous 
faults and thus they become insensitive to the TM values applied to those faults. Pierce Field oil 
and water have similar range of viscosities (oil viscosities range between 0.5 cP and 0.2 cP and L_ 
Pierce water average viscosity is about 0.3). With such low range of viscosities, and hence high 
mobilities, one might expect that these phases to show close behaviour to gas in being able to L_ 
move around discontinuous faults during the simulated period of production. However, due to Z__ 
the Iona extension of faults in the oil leg, unlike gas, oil shows some sensitivity to the different r__ L_ I- 
fault representations, especially at the end of the simulation time, see Fig. 5.8. On the other 
hand, most of the water is forced to go throw the baffle faults to reach the horizontal production Z__ 
wells in the oil leg above and, therefore, it is the component most affected by the faults. The L_ 
second reason for the differences in production among the three phases Is attributed production 
wells designs. Production wells are designed to produce oil and/or gas, and therefore production L_ L_ r_1 
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of these phases in the right quantities is more or less guaranteed if the well controls are 
honoured. Water production is not designed for, and therefore getting the right match of its 
production is both the hardest and most revealing factor. 
The plots of the two extreme representations of faults, i. e. TM=1 and TM=O models, indicate 
that the 'TM=O' is the worst model of water production for this field, whereas the 'TM=I' 
Model is among the best models giving almost similar results to the 'New-fault TM Model'. 
Gas production data do not distinguish even between these two extreme representations of 
faults, whereas oil production data manifest relatively small differences compared to water 
production data. 
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Fig. 5.7. Field water production total as a function of simulation time (in years). The 'Old-fault TM 
Model' (blue line) represents the best history match and results from extending the reservoir faults 
and using trial and error history match TMs. The 'New-fault TM Model' (red line) represents the 
history match results using geologically derived TMs; also faults numbered (1)-(3) (see Fig. 5.2) 
were given a special treatment and their sealing capacities were varied depending on their relative 
position to the FWL (§ 5.3.2). The 'TM Model' (thin dotted line) represents the history match 
results using geologically derived TMs for all faults in the model. The extreme cases of TMs are 
also shown for comparison purposes. 
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Fig. 5.8. Field oil and gas production totals as a function of simulation time (in years). The 
'New-fault TM Model' gives an excellent match with observed data for the oil production. 
Faults do not have a clear impact on gas production because of the high gas mobility. 
Furthermore, most of the gas accumulation is around faults with high TMs (mostly in the top 
of the reservoir). The extreme cases of TMs are also shown for comparison purposes. 
While Fig. 5.3 shows the type of non-unique history match that can result when adding or 
extending faults by attempting a trial and error history match, Fig. 5.9 shows the potential 
improvement in history match gained when including geological ly-based faults. Although the 
'New-fault TM Model' has manifested a clear improvement over the old model, there are still 
some parameters (e. g. water cut and bottom-hole pressures at some wells) which did not 
improve by implementing this new model. 
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Fig. 5.9. Well B2 (see 
Fig. 5.2 for well position) 
gas-liquid ratio (GLR) 
history match until the end 
of 2003. The figure 
compares the two different 
faults representations 
discussed in the text with 
the observed historical 
measurement (triangles). 
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5.5. Generating seismic impedance response from simulation model outputs 
A synthetic seismic impedance response was generated from both simulation models, using a 
velocity model based on the Gassmann-Biot theory of elastic wave propagation in a fluid- 
saturated porous solid (Gassmann, 1951; Biot, 1956). The purpose of this was to identify 
whether 4D seismic has the potential to discriminate between the two fault property models that 
have been proposed for the Pierce Field. If positive, the secondary aim was to use the reliable 
model to identify the best time to shoot a follow-up survey that would have the most bearing on 
future production strategies. The petro-elastic model, part of the Geoquest Eclipse 100T. "I 
simulator (Geoquest, 2003), has been used to generate the simulated acoustic impedance. The 
petro-elastic model uses the Gassmann fluid substitution equations (Gassmann, 1951) to 
generate simulated seismic-derived quantities (such as acoustic impedance) in each active 
gridcell in a reservoir simulation model. The acoustic response of the reservoir is a combination 
of the acoustic responses of the different rocks and fluids that constitute the reservoir. 
The simulations of both the 'Old-fault TM Model' and the 'New-fault TM Model' were 
extended to predict the impact that faults have on both reservoir pressure and water cut before, 
during and after commencing a waterflooding project (§ 5.5.1). § 5.5.2 presents the theory of 
the adopted petro-elastic model. 
5.5.1. Pierce Field waterflooding project and future prediction 
A waterflooding project was implemented on the Pierce Field at the end of 2004 to sweep 
basement oil, which is not accessed by the current gas re-injection scheme, nor swept by the 
weak aquifer. The flooding was initiated by two horizontal wells in the western part of the 
North Pierce salt dome. Figure 5.10 shows the expected plan of the reservoir development as 
envisaged by the field operators. The figure shows that, by commencing the waterflooding 
project, the reservoir is re-energised with a pressure support. This pressure support will assist in 
accelerating production as higher drawdowns become achievable and in eliminating difficulties 
associated with production start-up from low-pressure wells. At some point the water injection 
will be stopped and the gas caps (North and South) produced (gas cap blow-down). 
In this study, seismic impedance changes are investigated based on changes in pressure and 
saturations at three different instances: before, during and after waterflooding, see Fig. 5.10. 
These production stages, indicated by grey circles in Fig. 5.10, are referred to as stage I (about 
I year before launching the waterflooding project), stage 2 (after II years of waterflooding) and 
stage 3 (about 5 years after stoppinLc-, the waterflooding project and producing and exporting the 
gas). The main focus is on which of the two parameters, i. e. pressure or water saturation, has the 
most effect on creating residual seismic features around faults. TM=I and TM=O models are 
shown for comparison purpose and no seismic response is created for these models. 
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Fig. 5.10. Simulated field average pressure and water cut before, during and after 
commencing the waterflood project. The difference between the two models does not seem 
to be considerable in the long run. This study investigates if the impact is similar for the 
future generated seismic properties. P-wave impedance maps are generated at three 
different stages (indicated by the grey circles) during the three phases of the reservoir 
production life. The extreme cases of TMs are also shown for comparison purposes. 
5.5.2. Velocity model theory 
The effective acoustic response of the fluids is calculated from conventional simulation 
properties (such as pressure, fluid density, fluid saturations and effective porosities). The overall 
acoustic response of the reservoir is given by combining the effective acoustic response with the 
acoustic response of the rocks (both frame and minerals). This study uses the petro-elastic 
model available in Eclipse IOOTNI simulator (Geoquest, 2003) to calculate the acoustic response 
of the reservoir. 
The use of the Gassmann fluid substitution equations in the petro-elastic model relies on the 
following assumptions: 
The seismic frequencies used are sufficiently low (less than 100 Hz), so that the induced 
pore pressures have equilibrated throughout the pore space (that is, there is sufficient time C_ 
for the pore volume fluid to flow and eliminate wave-induced pore pressure gradients). This 
limitation to low frequencies explains why Gassmann's relation works best for very low 
frequency in sitit seismic data (<I 00 Hz) and may perform less well as frequencies increase, 
such as during sonic wire-line logging (_ 104 Hz) and laboratory ultrasonic measurements Z__ r_- L_ r_- 
(- 106 Hz). 
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The rock is isotropic (i. e. the seismic wave speed is directional independent). 
There is a homogeneous elastic modulus for the minerals present. 
The fluid-bearing rock is completely saturated. 
In addition, the fluids are assumed to be not "too" viscous, so that the shear stiffness of the 
reservoir is entirely due to the shear stiffness of the dry rock frame. 
In this study, the impedance to pressure waves, IP , is computed for every gridcell in the Pierce 
Field top layer using the following definition: 
Ip= PVII 5.6 
where pis the effective density of the composite material (fluids and minerals) in the gridcell 
and V is the effective P-wave velocity in the simulation gridcell. The effective velocities are p 
calculated bY: 
'o 
Vil + (4G / 3) 5.7 
where K is the effective bulk modulus of the simulation gridcell and G is the effective shear 
modulus of the simulation gridcell. The effective bulk modulus of the simulation gridcell is a 
combination of the effects of the fluids, the frame and the minerals in the gridcell. 
The following form of Gassmann's equation is used in the petro-elastic model: 
K= Kfiraine +- Olff 
K. fluid 
Km 
0, ff ) K. fine 
Km (Km) 2 
5.8 
where Kfiraine is the effective bulk modulus of the dry rock frame for this gridcell, Kin is the 
effective bulk modulus of the minerals in this gridcell, Kfluid is the effective bulk modulus of 
the pore fluid in this oridcell and Off is the effective porosity of this gridcell. In 
The overall shear modulus, assuming that the fluids are not too viscous, e. g. >200 cP for 
non-Newtonian oils (Mavko and Nolen-Hocksema, 1994), is just the shear modulus of the dry 
roc rame: 
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G=Gframe 5.9 
where G frume is the shear modulus of the dry rock frame for this gridcell. This assumption Is 
quite true for Pierce oil, which has an average viscosity of about 0.2 at reservoir pressure of 
3600 psi. 
The effective density in a gridcell is given by the effective porosity-weighted average of the 
fluid density and the mineral density: 
to = 
Oýff 
*Pfluid +0- Oeff )'Pm 5.10 
where p. and Pfluid are the effective densities of the minerals and fluids, respectively, in each 
gridcell. The effective density of the minerals is supplied directly as an input for each petro- 
elastic region in the simulation model. The density of the minerals in the Pierce Field, as 
averaged from core sample measurements, is 2.65 g/cc. 
The calculation of the effective porosity for a gridcell is based on the porosity at the 
reference pressure, 00, in the gridcell and the effects of rock compressibility or rock 
compaction (depending on which type of pressure effect is present in the model). The petro- 
elastic model uses a rock model that relates rock effective porosity, Olff I and compressibility 
by: 
O, 
ff = 
00(l +X+ 
x2 
5.11 
2 
where 
X= C(P - P"d 5.12 
and C, P and P,, f are the rock compressibility, the pressure and the rock compressibility 
reference pressure, respectively, for each gridcell. The rock porosity, compressibility and their 
reference pressures as well as the pressure itself are available within the simulator. The effective 
fluid density is the saturation -weighted average of the individual fluid component densities: 
pfluid S()p() + SVVIOW + 
sgpg 5.13 
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where So,..,,, is the saturation of oiVwater/gas in the gridcell and is the density of 
oil/water/gas in the gridcell. These quantities are also available within the simulator for each 
gridcell. 
Under an isostress situation, i. e. pressure equilibration of all the present phases when they 
are thoroughly mixed at the pore scale, the effective bulk modulus of the mixture of phases is 
described by the Reuss average (Reuss, 1929) as a saturation-weighted harmonic average of the 
individual phase bulk moduli, that is: 
s0+sW+ s9 
K. fl, lid 
Ko Kw Kg 
5.14 
where K, ), w, g 
is the bulk modulus of the oil/water/gas in the gridcell determined by the phases 
densities and velocities (see Geoquest (2003) manual for details). 
Phase velocities are computed from the gridcell pressure and temperature using empirical 
relations similar to those summarised by Batzle and Wang (1992), see Geoquest (2003) manual. 
The Pierce Field temperature varies due to the large petroleum column height and the proximity 
to salt. RFT data indicate that the temperature is 245 'F at the top of the reservoir, with a 
gradient of 0.0 171 'F/ft. 
The rock moduli can often be predicted quite accurately by inserting the effective fluid 
modulus into Gassmann's relation (Domenico, 1976; Murphy, 1984; Cadoret, 1993; Mavko and 
Nolen-Hoeksema, 1994). 
5.5.3. Petro-elastic model results 
The results of the petro-elastic model are presented and discussed via a visual process aided 
with acoustic impedance maps generated from the velocity model described above. Figure 5.13 
shows water saturation, pressure and P-wave impedance residual maps at three different 
instances during stage 1, stage 2 and stage 3, see Fig. 5.10. These residual maps represent the 
differences between the 'Old-fault TM model' (Fig. 5.11) and the 'New-fault TM model' 
(Fig. 5.12) at the corresponding stages. At the early stage of production and prior to the 
waterflooding project, the P-wave impedance residual map, stage 1, seems to have a good L_ L_ 
correlation with the pressure residual map (see Fig. 5.13, top maps). There are high seismic 
amplitude changes (or seismic features) around faults in South Pierce. At present there are L- 
abundant amounts of compressible phases, i. e. oil and gas, and these are capable of creating the 
observed seismic amplitudes c\, cn with little change in reservoir pressure. For this reason, one 
can scc that the seismic features are well correlated with the pressure residuals. 
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The simulations suggest that in stage 2 and after about II years of waterflooding, there are 
almost no seismic features created by faults, irrespective of their representations (see Fig. 5.13, 
middle maps). At this stage of the reservoir life, most of the gas and oil in South Pierce and the 
saddle region between the two salt domes will have been swept by the flooded water (Fig. 5.11 
and Fig. 5.12, middle maps). The absence of the seismic features at this stage can be explained 
by the phase distribution. The field water cut jumps from about 5'/(- in stage I to about 60% in 
stage 2 (Fig. 5.10). The faults would be surrounded by the least compressible phase, water, 
except at the top of the salt domes. Although the pressure residual is larger than that in stage 1, 
the seismic features do not correlate with the pressure distribution. The generated seismic 
impedance is almost identical for both fault representations at this stage, even though the 
residuals in pressure and saturation are greater than those in stage I (Fig. 5.13, middle maps). 
In stage 3 and 5 years after stopping the waterflooding project and producing and exporting 
the remaining gas, a big drop in reservoir pressure takes place (Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12, bottom 
maps). In contrast, there is a small change in water saturation compared to stage 2. This pressure 
drop allows the light-end hydrocarbons to come out of solution and gas features appear as it 
drops below its bubble point pressure (see saturation maps in Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12 bottom 
maps). From the stage 3 pressure residual map (Fig. 5.13, bottom maps) North Pierce is 
dominated by a negative pressure residual (light grey). The 'New-fault TM Model' predicts 
more pressure compartmental i sation in North Pierce. On the other hand, South Pierce is 
dominated by a positive pressure residual (dark grey), meaning that the 'Old-fault TM Model' 
predicts more pressure compartmentalisation in this part of the reservoir. This pressure residual 
is not well correlated with the P-wave impedance residual. There is, however, some degree of 
correlation in other parts of the reservoir. 
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Fig. 5.11. 'Old-fault TM Model' results. Simulated phase saturations (left column), field 
pressure distribution (middle column) and P-wave impedance (right column) for stage 
1 (about 1 year before launching the waterflooding project), stage 2 (after 11 years of 
waterflooding) and stage 3 (about 5 years after stopping the waterflooding project and 
producing and exporting the gas). 
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Fig. 5.12. 'New-fault TM Model' results. Simulated phase saturations (left column), 
field pressure distribution (middle column) and P-wave impedance (right column) for 
stage 1 (about 1 year before launching the waterflooding project), stage 2 (after 11 
years of waterflooding) and stage 3 (about 5 years after stopping the waterflooding 
project and producing and exporting the gas). 
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Fig. 5.13. Simulated phase saturation residuals (left column), field pressure distribution 
residuals (middle column) and P-wave impedance residuals (right column) for stage 1 
(about 1 year before launching the waterflooding project), stage 2 (after 11 years of 
waterflooding) and stage 3 (about 5 years after stopping the waterflooding project and 
producing and exporting the gas). These residual maps represent the differences between 
the 'Old-fault TM Model' (Fig. 5.11) and the 'New-fault TM Model' (Fig. 5.12) at the 
corresponding simulation times. The light grey colour represents the negative residuals 
beyond the shown scale, whereas the dark grey colour represents the positive residuals 
beyond the shown scale. These colours show the areas where the difference is extreme 
(e. g. > ±4% in the P-wave impedance residual). 
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5.5-4. Discussion and implications 
One of the aims of this chapter was to identify whether the generated 41) seismic maps have the 
potential to discriminate between the two fault property models that have been proposed for the 
Pierce Field. It is clear from the presented results that the different representations of faults do 
affect the generated seismic features, despite the fact that they behave similarly when comparing 
their average production and pressure data (Fig. 5.10). Furthermore, the pressure and saturation 
maps of the two fault models can give different suggestions for future well planning in the field. 
For example, at stage 2 of the waterflooding (Fig. 5.11) the 'Old-fault TM Model' predicts 
unswept-oil zone with high pressure support in the saddle region between the two domes. On 
the other hand, the 'New-fault TM Model' predicts that a large portion of the same oil zone has 
been swept and the pressure in the region is not as large as the former model suggests 
(Fig. 5.12). The 'Old-fault TM Model' results might mislead reservoir engineers in making 
crucial decision about drilling the wrong well. 
With the availability of the real 41) seismic data, which is not the case for this study, one can 
assess the reliability of each model presented. 4D seismic information provides a powerful tool 
to identify the distribution of seismic faults, and even subseismic faults, that have some degree 
of resistance to fluid flow by tracking pressure distributions and front movements. The 
difficulty lies in quantifying the magnitude of the fault resistance, i. e. transmissibility 
multipliers, from the observed 4D seismic. Conventionally, observed strong residuals in 
pressures are used to draw a compartmental i sati on map of the reservoir without using the 4D 
seismic information to quantify the sealing behaviour of each detected fault. Correlating the 
observed seismic features around each fault with the applied transmissibility multipliers of a 
reliable simulation model can provide valuable information for quantifying the sealing 
behaviour from the observed 4D seismic. It is important to clarify that, if the real 4D seismic 
had been available for this study, this latter proposed step could have been performed. 
Currently, there is a 3D seismic data set available for the field that was taken in mid-2003, 
about a year before starting the waterflooding project. This study tries to identify the best time 
to shoot a follow-up survey that would have the most bearing on future production strategies 
and to test which method of fault representation is correct. Both models show that, at the early 
stage of the reservoir development and before commencing the waterflooding project, there is 
not much change in fluid distribution. Planning a seismic survey at this stage will not show a 
considerable seismic residual when compared to the 2003 base survey. The waterflooding 
project causes an abrupt change in both fluid distribution and pressure. Such changes suggest 
that it is best to shoot a follow-up survey after the waterflooding project. The remaining 
question is 'How lone, after the waterflooding should the follow-up survey be conductedT This 
question can be simply answered by simulating the seismic variation of the models and 
comparing the results \, vith the 2003 base seismic map. The results of this process show that the t_ 
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seismic residual, with respect to the 2003 base survey, increases with time, but after 2007 the 
increase becomes less apparent. This was also noted at stage 2 presented above (Fig. 5.12), 
where the variation in P-wave seismic distribution across the whole reservoir is the least. 
Conducting a 3D seismic survey at this stage will not help in giving information about which of 
the two proposed models is correct because the models show almost identical seismic residuals 
at this stage (Fig. 5.13). Therefore, shooting a follow-up seismic survey in 2007 will give the 
optimal seismic residual (Fig. 5.14) with the base survey and will also help to test the validity of 
the proposed fault models. The 2007 - 2003 pressure residual map (Fig. 5.14) shows an obvious 
variation in pressures across the reservoir that helps reservoir engineers to answer influential 
production decisions. A good field example where a similar integrated flow model forecast was 
successfully used to help schedule a repeat survey is the Weyburn field on the northeast flank of 
the Williston basin in Southeast Saskatchewan, Canada (Fanchi, 2003). 
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Fig. 5.14.2007 - 2003 simulated field pressure distribution residuals (left) and P-wave 
impedance residuals (right) for the 'New-fault TM Model'. 
5.6. Alternative Model 
5.6.1. Model description 
The 'New-fault TM Model' presented above can raise some issues regarding the relative 
movement of different Phases present in the field. It can be argued that the above modelling of 
faults can cause some unnatural behaviour of both petroleum and water movement around the 
treated faults in the 'New-fault TM Model'. In particular, the scaling parts of the fault 
immediately above the FWL may force some petroleum, mainly oil, to flow across the fault 
within the water leg where the fault should be 
impermeable to petroleum. Furthermore, this L_ 
representation may also restrict the movement of water unnaturally in the upper part of the 
petroleum column and where it is stopped by the sealed parts of the faults in the lower part of 
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the reservoir. These are important issues and if proved to exist in the previous modelling, the 
model may be in serious error 
One possible way to improve the 'New-fault TM Model' and overcome some of the issues 
raised above is to treat different parts of the reservoir using modified phase relative- 
permeability curves to control the movement of each phase at each grid block. For example, to 
restrict the movement of oil below the FVVL, the relative permeability to oil can be multiplied 
by zero for all flows into the fault along this part of the fault. The same process can be 
performed for the calculated height immediately above the FWL where faults are expected to be 
completely sealing to petroleum but not to water. At the upper part of the reservoir in the 
petroleum column, the movement of the petroleum can be treated in a way analocrous to that 
presented in the 'New-fault TM Model' but applied to the petroleum relative permeability rather 
than to the TMs. In other words, a more realistic treatment at this part of the fault is to scale the 
relative permeability curves of the petroleum phases by the estimated end point from Fig. 5.5. 
These two-phase fault-rock effects represented by the relative permeability curves are included 
as directional irreversible relative permeability curves adjacent to faults in a model where all 
faults are initially included as geological ly-based TMs (i. e. to the 'TM Model'). The above 
representation is applied in a model referred to as the 'Alternative Model'. The way that the 
relative-permeability curves are attached as directional irreversible curves to the model is 
summarised in Fig. 5.15. Each grid block adjacent to the fault is given one scaled curve (either 
Curve ( 1) or Curve (2)) for flows into the fault, and five rock curves (Curve R) in the other five 
directions. The water relative permeability curve is identical for all fault zones A, B or C 
corresponding to zones 1,2 and 3, respectively, in Fig. 5.6. Z: ) 
Curve (R) Curve (1) Curve (2) 
k, -Y -Y 
k,, k,, k, x (k, )1- kx 
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Fig. 5.15. A schematic 
diagram illustrating how 
the 'Alternative Model' is 
created by assigning 
scaled relative 
permeability curves to 
different zones in the fault. 
Zones A, B and C 
correspond to regions 1,2 
and 3, respectively, in 
Fig. 5.6. 
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5.6.2. Model results 
In this section the 'New-fault TM Model' presented in § 5.3 is compared with the 'AlternatiVe 
Model' presented in § 5.6.1. Figure 5.16 compares the performance of each model for water 
production for the current and future developments. Oil and gas productions are not affected by 
the new representation and their behaviours are almost identical to those shown in Fig. 5.8. The 
figure also plots the performance of the extreme TM models for compafison purposes. 
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Fig. 5.16. Field water production total as a function of simulation time (in years) for the 'New- 
fault TM Model' (red line) and the 'Alternative Model' (thin dotted line) for (a) the current history 
and (b) future prediction. The two models with extreme TMs are also shown for comparison 
purposes. 
The two models compared in this section behave almost identically when vicwin(y the water 
and P-wave impedance maps (Fig. 5.17) at the last stage of the field development (Stage 3, 
corresponding to the year 2028 in Fig. 5.16; see 
Fig. 5.10 for details). The 'Alternative Model' 
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is slightly restricting the movement of water around the eastern part of the north dome of the 
field (rectangular area in Fig. 5.17). 
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Fig. 5.17. 'New-fault TM Model' results versus the proposed 'Alternative Model'. Simulated 
phase saturations (left column) and P-wave impedance (right column) for stage 3 (about 5 years 
after stopping the waterflooding project and producing and exporting the gas). 
5.6.3. 'Alternative Model' discussion 
The results presented in § 5.6.2 comparing the 'New-fault TM Model' presented in § 5.3 and the 
'Alternative Model' presented in § 5.6.1 indicate that the two models behave very similarly. The 
water production data depicted in Fig. 5.16 shows that sealing the faults in the field before the 
waterflooding pro j ect enhances water production, but suppresses the production in the long run en I 
after implementing the waterflooding pr *ect. The similar behaviour of the three I-- L_ 01 
representations, i. e. the 'New-fault TM Model', the 'Alternative Model' and the 'TM=l Model', 
indicates that the current fault model of the Pierce Field is only slightly affected by the different 
representations. The extreme cases for all the faults in the field, i. e. the 'TM=l Model' and the 
, TM=O Model', do not provide results that would be expected in a field where faults play a 
m *or role in affecting fluid flow behaviour. The results also show that the faults are more likely ik] L- 
to be open when compared to the current history match. Water saturation and impedance 
Water saturatiom (Stage 3) 
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response maps of the field confirmed that the unnatural fluid movements that the 'New-fault TM 
Model' was expected to exhibit are very unlikely. Most of the conclusions and discussions 
presented earlier (§ 5.5.4) about the simulated 4D seismic changes in the field are still valid 
since the new representation in the 'Alternative Model' did not show a considerable impact on 
fluid movements. When comparing the seismic response of the 'Alternative Model', the 2007 
response is still the time that can provide the optimal seismic residual. Figure 5.18 compares 
the 2007 seismic response with respect to the 2003 base survey. 
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Fig. 5.18. 'New-fault TM Model' (bottom maps) results versus the proposed 'Alternative Model' 
(top maps). Simulated P-wave impedance for the base survey 2003 (left column) and the 2007 
survey that shows the optimal residual from the base survey (right column). 
Although the 'Alternative Model' presented here appears to be a more realistic alternative 
model to the 'New-fault TM model', the two models behave almost identically for the Pierce 
Field faults. There are two possible explanations why the unnatural fluid movements that the 
'New-fault TM Model' was expected to exhibit did not manifest in the Pierce Field. One reason 
can be attributed to the relative position of the reservoir base to the FWL. For many of the faults 
in Pierce the base of the reservoir is more than 70 ft above the FWL, and therefore the only 
difference between the two representations compared here is the relative transmissibility to 
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water of the faults. Scaling the fault permeability by the estimated petroleum end point (0-27) in 
the 'New-fault TM Model' makes the relative transm-issibility to water of the faults is 
approximately four times greater in the 'Alternative Model' than in the 'New-fault TM Model'. 
A factor of four is not expected to make much difference to the overall water flow rates and 
reservoir pressures, especially for the Pierce Field with the relatively high fault permeabilities 
(Fig. 5.4) derived from the Manzocchi et al. (1999) relationships. The second reason can be 
attributed to the high mobility of oil in the Pierce Field. With such a high mobility, gravitational 
force can quickly dominate in segregating the water and oil thus allowing them to follow the 
more natural paths. 
To critically compare the two models in a general way, the schematic diagram shown in 
Fig. 5.19 can aid in defining the different scenarios for which the two models are appropriate. 
The figure shows three identical faults with the same sealing capacity. According to the 
representation in the 'New-fault TM Model' (Fig. 5.19a), the first fault, labelled Fl, will seal for 
a height above the FWL to the top of the trap. The second fault, labelled F2, has a comparable 
portion of it sealed above the FWL, whereas the third fault, labelled F3, has only a small portion 
of itself sealed compared to the petroleum column above. In a dynamic case initiated by water 
injection in the aquifer, the oil in the extreme left compartment of the 'New-fault TM Model' 
has nowhere to move except in the water leg, whereas it is confined in the 'Alternative Model 
representation'. For the Fl fault, neither of the two representations may be realistic. In 
particular, the hydrostatic concept that both models are based on (i. e. 70 ft of fault impermeable 
to oil) is wrong, as viscous forces mean that the capillary pressure in the reservoir can exceed 
the capillary threshold pressure of the fault close to the FWL, possibly by the same mechanism 
that was operating in the high ý. Model- I in Chapter 3. However, in the extreme pressure 
gradients, under high injection for example, the 'New-fault TM Model' case could be the most 
natural case, as oil in reality could be forced through the water leg. This is, however, more 
likely to occur in the existing oil column (where the capillary pressure in the reservoir is closer 
to the capillary threshold pressure to start with) than it is in the water leg (where buoyancy 
forces are contributing nothing to the capillary pressure). Therefore, although for the wrong 
reason, the 'New-fault TM Model' could give simulation results that are closer to the natural 
case than the 'Alternative Model' as oil can flow through the water leg. However, if this fault 
(FI) had been modelled as accurately as possible, e. g. using discrete grid blocks with 
independent properties, then much of the oil would naturally flow through the fault above the 
FWL, but not through the fault in the water leg. The movement across fault F2 in the 'New-fault 
TM Model' can be unnatural for both oil and water as oil might be forced to move through the 
water leg, and water might be unnaturally restricted to move only in the top part of the model 
within the petroleum column. Such unnatural behaviour can be overcome in the 'Alternative 
Model' (Fig. 5.19b) by allowing water to move through any part of the fault and restricting the I Z__ 
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petroleum movement to the petroleum column. The case of the F2 fault is the one that could 
demonstrate serious errors in the model in Fig. 5.19a. The overall across-fault flow for the F3 
fault can be similar in the two models due to the small sealed height in comparison to the 
petroleum column. For this part of the model, the small sealed part is not capable of forcing the 
petroleum to move in the water leg and the petroleum will, naturally, move in the upper part. 
Similarly, water movement is very unlikely to be hindered by the small sealed height, and so the 
water has more freedom to move either below or above the sealed part. It is this third case of the 
F3 fault that can provide one explanation for the behaviour observed in Pierce for both models. 
This discussion, however, assumes that the k,, lk,, ratio is high enough not to significantly 
hinder vertical flow, which is almost the case in Pierce (see Table 4-1), but not in a general case 
where the k,, Ik,, ratio is not favouring vertical flow, e. g. multiple horizontal shale layers 
interbedded within high permeability zone. 
(a) Fluid movement in the 'New-fault TM Model' 
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Fig. 5.19. Two models depicting the paths for fluid movement in (a) the 'New-fault TM Model' 
and (b) the proposed 'Alternative Model'. 
5.7. Conclusions 
Microstructural and petrophysical fault rock measurements do not only provide a platform for 
the assessment of fault rock development in the field (Chapter 4)-, here they have been used as 
a basis for calculating the input parameters required to account for the effect of faults on fluid zlý 
flow for production simulation models. Different fault representations of the Pierce Field faulted 
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model were simulated to test the validity of each model by comparing the simulated results 
against about 8 years of history production data. Changing the fault distributions and fluid flow 
properties using the conventional method (i. e. changing properties by trial and error to gain a 
history match) can be a misleading process when predicting the future performance of a 
reservoir. This is because the history matching process is an inevitably non-unique process. 
Basing fault representations on geological and laboratory studies reduces the expected non- 
uniqueness in history matches and provides more confidence in the future predicted results. It is 
worth mentioning that some Pierce faults were originally modelled as sealing to account for the 
observed differences in FWLs and compartmental i sation across the field. This study of fault 
rock properties has concluded that completely sealing faults are unlikely in Pierce because 
average values of measured fault and host rock pen-neabilities suggest a TM of about 0.5 (using 
an average fault thickness of I ft and typical host grid-block geometries from the Pierce 
simulation model). Faults with such a TM value possibly do not affect fluid flow dramatically. 
Thus, in effect, this study has helped in reservoir characterisation. 
Time-lapse seismic studies have the potential to image changes in fluid composition and 
pressure within the subsurface, thus providing valuable data to history match production 
simulation models in a more unique manner. Reservoir simulations provide the link between the 
observed changes in seismic attributes, the produced fluids, and the actual fluid dynamics within 
a reservoir. This can assist in understanding the past history of the reservoir, and, more 
importantly, in making the best of its future. 
This chapter has illustrated the possible potential hazards that can arise from misrepresenting 
faults for production simulation modelling. Placing, what could actually be, a false fault based 
on a forced match of limited historical well data can result in a misleading predicted trapped 
petroleum distribution and, therefore, can cost a company millions of pounds by drilling 
unnecessary wells. The work conducted during this study suggests that 4D seismic has the 
potential to test fault property models, which in turn leads to a more predictive production 
simulation model. 
To overcome some of the limitations, mainly caused by the possibility of some unnatural 
pathways for different phases in the 'New-fault TM Model', an alternative model was proposed 
based on using scaled directional, irreversible, relative permeability curves to control fluid 
movement in different parts of the fault. The new 'Alternative Model' gave similar results, and, 
therefore, similar conclusions to those drawn from the 'New-fault TM Model'. The similarities 
between the two models can be mainly attributed to the high mobility of petroleum and the 
small difference both fault representations can cause to the overall water flow rates and 
reservoir pressures, especially for the Pierce Field with the relatively high fault permeabilities as 
derived from the Manzocchi et al. (1999) relationships. 
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Pseuclofunctions generation using a simple two- 
cell model 
"Compared to u dnl hole, jault seal analysis is an inexpensive technique people can einploY to test ýeological 
interpretations ojJault networks. In a number qfcompanies, fault seal is becoming a necessan, task that prospe(t groups have to go 
through. At some oj'the majors, you have to demonstrate thatjault seal has been taken into account and analyzed - il'appropriate - 
before drilling is approved" 
Graham Yielding 
Technology Director at Badleys Geosciences 
Introduction 
Upscaling is a mathematical process in reservoir simulation which aims to calculate effective 
reservoir properties for a coarse-scale grid that usually has blocks several times larger than the 
fine scale in which the geological and petrophysical descriptions are generated (Christie, 1996; 
Ewing, 1997). Often reservoir properties are described at small scales (often several million 
cells) to capture variations observed in cores, logs, geological models and seismic data. 
However, the resolution of models needed for other applications, such as flow simulations, is 
much coarser (generally 10000-100000 cells) because the maximum number of grid blocks that 
can be used is limited by computer resources. Recently, with the advent of more sophisticated 
gridding algorithms in flow simulators, such as corner point creometry (chapter 2) and local :n4: ý 
, grid refinements (chapter 3), it is possible to tailor grids to account for complexities, such as 
faults. 
Although single-phase upscaling is fairly well understood (Renard et at., 1997), this is not 
the case for two-phase upscaling (Pickup et al., 1996). Two-phase upscaling is not merely 
upscaling static properties, e. g. permeability, transmissibility, porosity, etc., but it involves 
upscaling dynamic properties such as relative permeability and capillary pressure. The effective 
relative permeability and capillary pressure curves are referred to as dynamic pseudofunctions. 
The word 'dynamic' implies that these effective properties, or pseudo properties as we refer to 
them in this chapter, change though time as a function of their saturation dependence. Many 
different methods for developing pseudo-relative permeability and capillary pressure curves 
have been reported in the literature (Barker et al., 1997). 
A number of recent studies (Barker et al., 1996,1997; Darman et al., 2001) have reviewed 
the accuracies and merits of the different two-phase upscaling techniques currently available for 
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simple heterogeneities. Other studies, e. g. Coll et al. (2001), compared the accuracy of different 
pseudofunction methods to predict the effect of more complicated heterogeneities. Most of these 
studies concluded that the best pseudoisation method to use for a particular problem will depend 
upon the flow regime, i. e. viscous-, gravity- or capillary-dominated flow. For example, steady- 
state pseudos (Smith, 1991) can be used for capillary-dominated flows, e. g. those characterised 
by low flow rates. On the other hand, dynamic methods are usually used to model the effects of 
heterogeneities upon viscous-dominated flows, e. g. those characterised by high flow rates. In 
general, many studies characterise the relative importance of viscous, gravity, and capillary 
forces on reservoir flow in terms of the Bond number (ratio of gravity to capillary forces), 
gravity number (ratio of gravity to viscous forces) and the capillary number (ratio of capillary to 
viscous forces). There are many definitions for these dimensionless numbers reported in the 
literature (e. g. de Riz et al., 1997; Sorbie, 1992). In homogeneous reservoirs, the dominant flow 
regime can be determined from an examination of the relevant dimensionless numbers (e. g. 
Rapoport, 1955; Shook et al., 1992). 
This chapter starts by presenting four commonly used dynamic pseudofunctions and 
evaluates their relative accuracies. Although the evaluation of various dynamic pseudofunctions 
has been intensively studied by many authors, there are no common guidelines published, as 
each dynamic pseudofunction is case dependent (see John et al., 1999). Furthermore, the type of 
upscaling for this specific study is slightly different from that commonly studied in the 
literature. In particular, in contrast to the common use of complex models for dynamic pseudo- 
curve generation, simple two-cell models are used in this study to allow us to test as many 
variables as possible that affect pseudo-curve generation, e. g. flow rates, fault rock thickness, 
host/fault permeability contrast. 
Dynamic pseudofunctions are generally used to reduce the size of 3D, multiphase simulation 
models, i. e. directional pseudo-curves are generated for every coarse grid block subjected to 
flow across any of its faces. Here, we attempt to generate effective pseudo-curves for host cells 
that are separated by faults with completely different relative permeability and capillary 
pressure curves. The process is performed to capture flow behaviour across faults without the 
need to include faults discretely in simulation models. We refer to these generated pseudo- 
curves as 'fault-pseudo' curves. The chapter will also examine the relative stability of each 
dynamic pseudofunction tested and outline any associated problem when generating fault- 
pseudo curves. 
6.2. Dynamic pseudofunctions 
The four commonly used pseudofunctions are: 
0 Kyte and Berry (K&B) 
Pore-volume weighted (PVW) C_ 
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Weighted relative permeability (WKR) 
Stone 
The following sections, § 6.2.1 to § 6.2.4, outline the formulation and the main features of each 
pseudofunction for the purpose of the special upscaling techniques addressed in this study. For a 
more comprehensive and general review on some of these methods and their use for a more 
general dynamic upscaling, the reader is refer-red to the work of Barker and Dupouy (1999), 
presenting a comparison among five different methods of dynamic pseudo relative permeability, 
and Baker and Thibeau (1996), reviewing the use of pseudo relative permeability for upscaling. 
A more general description can also be found in the Schlumberger Geoquest manual of the 
pseudoisation program (Geoquest, 2003). 
6.2.1. Kyte and Berry (K&B) 
The Kyte and Berry (1975) method, hereinafter referred to as the K&B method, is one of the 
most popular methods used to generated dynamic pseudo curves; including both pseudo-relatIve 
permeability and pseudo-capillary pressure curves. The method is based on averaging pressures 
for each coarse grid block and the total flow rates of each phase between each pair of aqjacent 
coarse grid blocks. Fine grid simulation results are used as a direct input into the coarse grid 
two-phase Darcy law to infer pseudo-relative permeability and pseudo-capillary pressure values 
at each averaged saturation point. For example, consider a ID water phase flow along the x- 
direction in an oil/water system (Fig. 6.1). 
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The 'pseudo' relative permeability (k, ) is defined from Darcy's law as: 
kn, 
Ak, Aý5$, 
6.1 
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where P,, and Bw are, respectively, the appropriately weighted (usually pore-volume weighted) 
viscosity and formation volume factor of water in the coarse grid block, A is the cross-sectional 
area ( Ay x Az ) of the coarse grid block, and L is the centre-to-centre neighbouring coarse grid 
block distance in the x-direction. For identical host cells each incorporating half of the fault 
material, L can also be expressed as the total length of each upscaled coarse grid block. Here 
kx is an appropri ately- weighted absolute permeability of the combined host and fault materials 
between the two upscaled coarse grid blocks, which, for a homogeneous host rock separated by 
a fault whose thickness is equally divided between the two host cells, is obtained as follows: 
L 
Lt f .+ 
tf 
k_lc k. f 
6.2 
where kx is the x-directional permeability of the host rock, and tf and kf are, respectively, the 
fault thickness and the x-directional permeability of the fault material. Note that, for situations 
in which the permeability is heterogeneous, the host permeabilities at both sides of the fault 
must be considered separately and combined harmonically in the final averaged permeability 
used in equation-6.1. Note also that, for our purpose of upscaling, only half of the fault 
thickness contributes to each upscaled coarse grid block, see Fig. 6.1 and §6.3.3 for more 
details. The value q-,,, is the appropriate sum of the fine grid flows, and the potential difference 
(A(D,,, ) between any two neighbouring coarse grid blocks is estimated from: 
A(DW= A. P, - gp,,, AD 6.3 
where g is the acceleration due to gravity, P,, is the (usually pore-volume weighted) water 
density of the coarse grid block, AD is the central depth difference between two neighbouring 
coarse grid blocks, and AP,,, is the average water phase pressure difference between any two 
neighbouring coarse grid blocks. The water phase pressure P, ) of each coarse grid block is In 
calculated by the weighted average over the central plane of fine grid cells: 
-= 
[kknt. A. Z(P,, - gp,,. D)I=, -entre 6.4 P., [kkn,, A, 7, ]i=c, 
entr-e 
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where in the weighting factor (kkrwAz ), k is the absolute permeability and k, is the relative 
permeability to water. Note that the subscript (i = centre) means that only the values of the i th 
fine grid cells that coincide with the centre of the corresponding coarse grid block are used. If, 
however, the centre coincides with a boundary between two fine grid cells, the average values 
between these two fine grid cells are used. The corresponding pseudo-capillary ( P, ) pressure 
in each coarse grid block is: 
6.5 
It has been noted by many authors, e. g. Stone (1991) and Barker and Dupouy (1999), that if 
A(D has the same sign as q,, then a negative k, arises, and if A(D is zero then k, is W 
infinite. Both of these situations can occur, and this is the root of most problems specific to the 
K&B method (Stone, 1991). John et al. (1999) noted that the use of a different weighting factor 
for each phase in equation-6.5 means that a non-zero pseudo-capillary pressure can arise when 
there is no fine grid capillary pressure. Barker and Dupouy (1999) also noted that averaging 
over the central plane of fine grid cells implies different capillary pressures for different flow 
directions can result from this pseudoisation method. However, most of the current simulators, 
e. g. Eclipse IOOTM , do not handle the use of directional capillary pressures. 
6.2.2. Pore-volume weighted (PVW) 
The pore-volume weighted (PVW; Geoquest, 2003) method is similar to the K&B method with 
the exception that it uses a different average phase pressure weighting. As its name implies, this 
method uses a pore-volume weighted average over the entire coarse grid block to calculate 
upscaled pressures. For example, the pore-volume weighted pressure of the water phase in each 
coarse grid cell is: 
V, (P,, - gp,,. i (Di - D-)) 
Vi 
6.6 
where the sum is over all the fine grid cells contained within each upscaled coarse grid block 
between the inlet fine arid cell (i=Ii) and the outlet fine grid cell (1=If). D is an appropriately 
averaged central depth of all fine grid cells and 1ý is the pore volume of each fine grid cell, t-- 
which is, for each cell i. defined as: 
Ax AN, A, -. ioi 
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where Oi is the porosity of the fine grid cell i. 
A number of authors, e. g. Stone (199 1); Barker et al. (1996) and Barker and Dupouy 0 999), 
view the above formulation of the PVW method, equation-6.6, as a clear improvement over the 
original K&B method, since it overcomes some of the associated problems with the K&B 
method mentioned earlier. With this definition, the 1ý is the same for all directions and is zero 
if there is no fine grid capillary pressure. From its definition, this method should allow the fine 
grid solution to be exactly reproduced on a coarse grid, but the problem of negative or infinite 
pseudo-relative permeabilities remains (Barker and Dupouy, 1999). In addition, when 
addressing a similar upscaling case to that considered in this study, i. e. a low fault material with 
high capillary pressure curve embedded within relatively much lower host cells at both sides 
with low capillary pressure curves (Fig. 6.1), Manzocchi et al. (2002) noted that the PVW 
pressure average has the effect of smearing the high capillary pressure region of the fault 
throughout the upscaled grid block in the upstream side of the fault. Therefore, during typical 
water flooding, this smearing effect can result in oil flow restriction into the fault upstream grid 
block from the rest of the upstream side cells. 
6.2.3. Weighted relative permeability (WKR) 
A very different and less popular method in comparison to the two above-mentioned methods, 
the weighted relative permeability (WKR; Geoquest, 2003) pseudos concentrate on saturation 
effects. The method is based on the fact that the dominant effect in determining the flow of a 
phase between two coarse grid cells is the phase-relative permeability values over the upstream' 
face of the cell (Barker and Dupouy, 1999). Accordingly, the pseudo is defined as a weighted 
sum of these values. The weighting factor should reflect the relative importance of each fine 
grid cell, and so is taken as the transmissibility value across the interface to the upstream coarse 
cell. In this method, the pseudo-relative permeabilities are obtained as follows: 
kr. 
(Tkrw 
nt, = (T, )i=l. 
f 
6.8 
where T, is thex-directional transmissibility (Chapter 2) of the fine grid cell on the outlet face 
of the upscaled coarse grid block. 
These pseudos are rather coarser than the K&B type, as they ignore differences in pressure 
across various parts of the upstream face (Barker and Dupouy, 1999). In situations that are 
1 Note that the definition of upstream and downstream cells is flow direction dependent (i. e. a grid block 
may act simultaneously as an upstream and 
downstream cell if the flow of a specific phase reverses 
direction). 
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conducive for pseudo generation (large pressure differences dominating gravity effects, and 
small pressure variations over the coarse grid cells) these give similar results to the K&B 
approach, but in adverse conditions they will often yield much better results (Coll et al., 1999). 
The pseudo-capillary pressures are obtained in the same manner as for the PVW pseudos. 
6.2.4. Stone 
Stone (Stone, 1991) presented a pseudofunction method that is based on an average total 
mobility in an attempt to avoid calculating phase potential, or average pressures, on the coarser 
grid, as required by the K&B method. In this method, the fractional flow of the water phase, for 
example, is matched at the coarse and fine grid boundaries to obtain pseudo-relative 
permeabilities: 
6.9 
and 
kro = P, (I - f,, )At 6.10 
where the average fractional flow of water is: 
6.11 
q,,, +q, 
and q-,,. and q-0 are the flow rates of water and oil, respectively, obtained by summation of the 
fine grid flows at the interface of the coarse grid block. The averaging of total mobility is 
only over the outlet face of the coarse grid block: 
(T, 
6.12 At - (T, 
with 
At = A,,. Ao 6.13 
and the mobility of the water phase ( 
A,,, ) is defined as: 
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6.14 
/-IW 
with the same expression for the oil phase. 
In the cases of capillary-dominated and/or gravity-dominated flows, or significant variations 
in total mobility, the Stone pseudofunction may fail to reproduce the fine grid results on the Z__ 
coarse grid (Barker and Dupouy, 1999). This is because the formulae for obtaining the pseudo- 
relative permeabilities (equation-6.9 and 6.10) neglect the effect of gravity and capillary Z__ 
pressure on the coarse grid. Furthermore, Baker and Fayers (1991) noted that the averaging of 
total mobility (equation-6.12) is only performed over the outlet face of the upscaled coarse grid 
block, which is inadequate when there are significant variations in total mobility between sub- 
fine-grid cells. 
6.2.5. Other dynamic pseudof unction methods 
In addition to the methods outlined above, there are several other ways to generate pseudos that 
are less commonly used but can reproduce the fine grid solution in some restricted conditions. 
Total mobility methods, similar to Stone's but using a different definition of the average total 
mobility, have been proposed by several authors (Baker and Fayers, 1991; Hewett and Behrens, 
1991; Christie et al., 1995). In the total mobility method proposed by Christie et al. (1995), 
coarse grid gravity effects are taken into account. The attraction of this method is that it may be 
useful in some cases where the K&B or the PVW pseudos are unusable (i. e. the problem of 
directional and phase-dependent pseudo-capillary pressures in the K&B and the problem of 
negative or infinite pseudo-relative permeabilities in the PVW method). Although this method 
makes a minimum of approximations, it does not guarantee reproduction of the fine grid 
solution on the coarse grid; negative values of pseudo-relative permeability can occur if the 
phases are flowing in opposite directions. Furthermore, this method does not usually reproduce 
average pressure gradients and out-of-range pseudo-relative permeability values (i. e. greater 
than the end points) can occur (Baker et al., 1996). The quasi-steady state method is one in 
which the permeability of each phase (kk, ) is upscaled (by solution of a Laplace equation, for 
example) and weighted by the upscaled absolute permeability (Alabert and Corre, 1991; Smith, 
199 1; Sadd et al., 1995). This method has been shown to be inapplicable in viscous dominated 
cases, which generally involve displacements of a frontal nature (Barker and Dupouy, 1999). 
Only when the saturation fronts are favourably smoothed out by capillary forces might the 
method be reliable (Barker et al., 1996). Other methods that are considered to be a simple 
variant of the K&B and have essentially the same properties and pros and cons of that method 
are the method of Jacks et al. ( 1973) and the flux-weighted potential method of Guzman et al. 
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(1994). Dale et al. (1997) showed that in ID, an analytical solution exists for rate-dependent 
steady-state pseudo-relative permeability and pseudo-capillary pressure functions. Manzocchi et 
al. (2002) noted that Dale's analytical method is potentially appealing; hence fine-scale flow 
simulation may not be necessary to determine the pseudos. 
6.3. Generating pseudofunction curves for low permeability rocks 
In this section, pseudofunction curves are generated for low permeability faults (- 0.001 mD) 
for an oil/water system. The model used is very simple ID model consisting of two coarse grid 
blocks separated by a narrow region of high capillary pressure fault rock. The generated pseudo 
curves depend on many factors, e. g. both fault and host cell geometries, rock permeabilities, 
net-to-gross ratios, relative permeability and capillary pressure curves, drainage and imbibition 
processes, fluid properties, and on the across-fault total Darcy flow rates (Manzzochi et al., 
2002). In this study, however, only a few of these factors will be examined. The simplicity of 
the model used, two grid blocks separated by fault material, enables us to vary the tested factors 
with great ease for the purpose of comparison. 
6.3.1. Model description 
A ID, two-phase, oil-water, model was used to upscale the multiphase behaviour, i. e. relative 
permeability and capillary pressure data, of a3 ft-thick and 0.001 mD-permeability fault zone. 
The fault is embedded in a host rock with a permeability of 1000 mD. The model geometry is 
illustrated in Fig. 6.2. The water and oil viscosities are 0.5 cP and 5 cP, respectively, and the 
model is initially water saturated to a residual oil saturation of 0.15. Although this implies that 
the model has already been swept, this setup was done to map the full range of water saturations 
in the upstream side of the fault, for the purpose of pseudo-curve generation, by injecting both 
oil and water (see next section). If the model is initially oil saturated and water is injected, 
capillary trapping limits the maximum water saturation in the upstream side of the fault to a 
lower value by trapping oil. The relative permeability and capillary pressure curves were 
derived using the same empirical relationship between capillary pressure, porosity and 
permeability as that used by Ringrose et al. (1993), for the host rock, and Manzocchi et al. 
(2002), for the fault rock, see Chapter3. Imbibition capillary pressure curves for the 
undeformed reservoir and fault rock are displayed in Fig. 6.3. Local grid refinements, LGRs, are 
applied around the fault to increase solution accuracy and simulation stability (see Chapter3 
and Appendix Q. 
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Fig. 6.2. Discrete model geometry 
The model inlet is given a very high permeability, but a very low porosity to allow for the 
inlet end effect. A zero capillary pressure curve is used for the inlet so that no increase in 
pressure is required for fluid to enter even the smallest pore space in this system. On the other 
hand, a very large pore volume is used for the outlet to act as an infinite consumer to expelled 
fluids. The large volume of the outlet cell retains its initial pressure throughout the simulation; 
this is equivalent to producing fluids from that cell using a well with a bottom hole pressure 
(BHP) lower limit equal to the outlet pressure. To allow for end effects in this side of the model, 
a zero capillary pressure curve is used. 
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Fig. 6.3. Imbibition capillary pressure curves for the undeformed reservoir and fault rock. 
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6.3-2. Injection scheme 
The main purpose of generating pseudo-curves for fault rocks is to create saturation function 
curves that carry the characteristics of the multiphase behaviour of fault rocks. These curves are 
very useful in simulation when modelling the effect of faults on multiphase flow. This 
usefulness arises from the fact that these curves can be attached to the cells that juxtapose the 
faults (mainly fault upstream cells) without the need to include the fault zone in the model, 
which can be a very time consuming process, both for the user and the simulator. 
For these generated curves to be standard and useful, they must cover the complete possible 
saturation range (from irreducible water saturation to residual oil saturation, for an oil/water 
system). This means that the simulation must be run for enough time to make sure that the 
average saturation, e. g. pore-volume weighted saturations of the fault and the host cells, cover 
the desired range. To ensure that these saturations are obtained during the simulation run, the 
relative permeability curve of the upstream fault cell is converted to a corresponding fractional 
flow curve. The reason this is done becomes clearer when the process of pseudoisation is 
understood. To construct a single point on the pseudo curve, water saturation is first averaged 
using pore-volume weighting of both the host and the fault cell saturations. Since the pore 
volume of the fault rock is much smaller than that of the host rock, the saturation of the latter 
always domains the weighting. The relative permeability curve of a particular cell enables us to 
control the saturation in that cell during simulation by controlling the fractional flow. The 
relative permeability curve of the upstream fault cell is converted to fractional flow using fluid 
viscosities according to the following equation: 
q t, 
ýl 
I 
(kro )s,,, 
suit, 
q,,, +qo 
/ý (k, )s,,, U, 
6.15 
This transformation is shown graphically below, Fig. 6.4, for a water-wet relative permeability 
curve derived using Ringrose's (Ringrose et al., 1993) derivation, for a host rock permeability Cý 
of 1000 mD. 
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Fig. 6.4. Converting relative-permeability curves to fractional flows using equation-6.15 
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Fig. 6.5. Fractional injection scheme for the model described in Fig. 6.2. 
The fractional flow curve shown in Fig. 6.4 can be used to control the saturation range of the 
generated pseudo-relative permeability curve. For example, the curve shows that using a 
fractional flow of 0.1 ens ures the appearance of a pseudo-relative value at about 0.2 water 
saturation in the generated pseudo-curve. For this model, this gives a total flow rate of L_ 
0.045 stb/day, which corresponds to a lateral Darcy velocity of approximately 2x 10-4 ft/day for 
the model shown in Fig. 6.1. Ranges of fractional flows are used in the simulation to obtain 
water saturations at a resolution of 0.05 fraction. The fractional iRjection scheme is shown in 
Fig. 6.5. 
The results of the fine-scale model presented above will be used to generate different 
i c, 
f the previously discussed pseudofunctions, pseudocurves, using sorne 011 that can be used to 
reproduce the sarne results in a coarse model without the need to include the fault as a 3D zone. 
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To compare the performance of each pseudofunction, an upscaled simulation run was performed 
using the new generated pseudo-curves attached to the upstream side of the fault (i. e. coarse 
block 2 in Fig. 6.6). The fault rock permeability and thickness were accounted for in the 
upscaled run using an absolute transmissibility multiplier, TM,, bs (Chapter 2), derived from 
these data using the following expression (Manzocchi et al., 1999): 
211 
TMabs 
f kf k, k2 
L, 
+ 
L2 
k, k, 
6.16 
where 4 and 4 are the lengths of the upstream and downstream cells, respectively, that 
juxtapose the fault, and k, and k2 are the permeabilities of these cells. In this model, the 
upstream and downstream cells are identical, each with a length of 50 ft and permeability of 
1000 mD. With this information, and the fault data presented above, Equation-6.16 results in a 
TM. b., of about 0.1667x 10-4. Conventionally, faults are represented in simulation models using 
this single-phase TMb, and the multiphase behaviour of faults, which in this study is 
represented using pseudofunction curves, is completely ignored. We refer to this latter model as 
the 'TM model'. The model where the two-phase behaviour is accounted for using 
pseudofunction curves and TMb,, Fig. 6.6, is referred to using the pseudofunction name. It is 
always important to understand the way simulators handle different representations of a fault, 
namely the TM and discrete representations. One can think of the discrete representation as a 
combination of two behaviours: static and dynamic. The static part is attributed to the static 
properties of the fault, e. g. permeability, thickness, storage, net-to-gross ratio, etc., all of which 
can be used to derive the transmissibility across the fault. This is a static treatment because this 
derived resistance to the transmissibility of fluids between adjacent cells is independent of the 
saturation history of the phases present. The dynamic part, which is the important part that is 
usually ignored in the conventional TM representation, is the relative movement of the phases 
present within the fault region as a function of a given wetting phase, i. e. relative permeability 
and capillary pressure curves of the fault zone. 
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Fig. 6.6. An alternative 
model geometry to that 
shown in Fig. 6.2 to account 
for faults multiphase 
behaviour using pseudo- 
curves. 
6.3.3. Different methods of pseudo curves generation 
6.3.3.1 Description of tests performed 
The dynamic upscaling of pseudofunctions in this study is performed between host and fault 
material. In this section two different methods of upscaling are compared, namely using half of 
the fault material or all of the fault material (Fig. 6.7). The rectangular area represented by the 
thick line in Fig. 6.7 represents the upscaled region in each case. Note that the amount of host 
rock material is kept identical within each upscaled coarse cell. 
............ I ................................ 
host host 
............................................ 
............................... 
host 
................................ 
Dynamic pseudofunction 
..................................... ............................................ 
..................................... J ............................................ 
Fig. 6.7. A schematic diagram comparing two possible methods of pseudo generation, namely 
using half of the fault thickness (left), or using the full-fault thickness (right). Note that the host 
rock material is identical in each upscaled grid block. 
To test the performance of each upscalinc, method presented in Fig. 6.7, the simple two-cell L_ I 
model described in § 6.3.1 was run using the IRIection scheme shown in Fig. 6.5. Furthermore, 
and to test the effects of each upscaling method on further cells in the upstream side of the fault, L_ I 
the model described in § 6.3.1 was extended alono, one direction by adding more host cells at C_ 
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4 
both sides of the fault (see Fig. 6.8). The original model properties are kept unaltered in the 
extended model. A number of tests were performed on this latter model including the following: 
0A test of the performance of each upscaling method shown in Fig. 6.7 using the K&B, 
PVW, Stone and WKR pseudoisation methods by comparing the results of the upscaled 
models with those of the discrete one. 
0A comparison of the results of water saturation profiles in the two coarse grid Mocks 
immediatelY upstream of the fault (i. e. Blocks 4 and 3 in Fig. 6.8). 
0A comparison of the results of water saturation profiles using pseudo capillary pressure 
curves and unaltered parent grid block capillary curves. 
A test of the performance of each upscaling method shown In Fig. 6.7 usIng a reallstIc water 
injection scheme with pseudo curves generated from the fractional injection scheme shown 
in Fig. 6.5. Both schemes retain the same total flow rate. 
Inlet Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6 Block 7 Outlet 
Fig. 6.8. An extended version of the simple model presented in § 6.3.1. 
6.3.3.2 Pseudofunctions comparison 
The four dynamic pseudofunctions discussed in this chapter were generated using the results of 
the simple discrete model described in § 6.3.1 as input to the Geoquest pseudoisation program 
(Geoquest, 2003). Pseudos were generated using the fractional injection scheme shown in 
Fig. 6.5. Figure 6.9 shows the host and fault rock relative permeability curves and the generated 
curves for the four different pseudofunctions for each upscaling method shown in Fig. 6.7. 
There is a very good match between the K&B method and the PVW pseudos, and also between 
the Stone and the WKR pseudos. The different upscaling methods have an influence on the 
shape of the pseudo relative permeability curves derived using the Stone or WKR methods. On 
the other hand, those curves oenerated from the K&B or PVW methods are only slightly L_ tý 
affected by the different tested methods of upscaling. Generally, the generated curves using the L_ L_ 4-- 
half-fault thickness method are smoother than those generated using the full-fault thickness 
upscaling method. The generated pseudo-capillary curves are almost for all the four 
pseudofunctions and they tend to follow the original undeformed sediment curve shown in L_ 
Fig. 6.3. The reliability of each generated pseudo curve will be investioated using the tests Cý 1 Z7, L_ 
described in § 6.3.3.1. 
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Fig. 6.9. A comparison of different pseudofunctions and upscaling methods. The host and fault 
curves are also shown. 
6.3.3.3 Test results 
Figure 6.10 compares the performance of each upscaling method, using the representation 
shown in Fig. 6.7, in duplicating the discrete model results. The results compare average water 
saturation and pressure in the coarse grid block upstream of the fault for the simple two-cell 
model described in § 6.3.1. In this test the K&B and the PVW pseudoisation methods were used 
for each upscaling case. The tested pseudofunctions seem to perform very well using the two Z71 
upscaling methods. A closer look at the results indicates that upscaling using the half-fault L_ 
upscaling method gives a slightly closer match to the high-resolution discrete model than using 
the full-fault upscaling method. 
Figures 6.11 to 6.13 show the results obtained over the extended ID model. The model grid 
blocks are numbered as in Fig. 6.8. Saturation profiles are plotted as a function of model PVI 
for the coarse blocks 3 and 4 (Fig. 6.8). Figure 6.11 compares the performance of both the 
K&B and the PVW pseudofunctions for the two upscaling techniques. The results of associating 
either the pseudo capillary pressure curves or the parent grid block (i. e. the host grid block) 
unaltered capillary pressure curve with the pseudo-relative permeability curves k) are rp 
compared f. or both the half-fault (It ) and full-fault (t ff) upscaling methods illustrated r__ in 
Fig. 6.7. Note that the results of the K&B and the PVW are virtually identical for each 
Lipscalin", Method when their 
k, curves are associated with the unaltered P- This was C-- 
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expected from Fig. 6.7 except at very low water saturation (less than -7%), where differences 
may become apparent between the -Lt and t upscaling methods. Similar tests are presented 2ff 
in Fig. 6.12 but for the Stone and the WKR pseudo functions. While Fig. 6.11 and Fig. 6.12 
show the results from an initially water-saturated model subjected to a fractional flow scheme, 
Fig. 6.13 shows the results from an initially oil-saturated model to the irreducible water 
saturation subject to the same total flow rate. The pseudo curves in all models were generated 
using the fractional scheme shown in Fig. 6.5. In all cases, and for comparison purposes, the 
results from the TM and discrete models are shown. 
(a) 
W 
cm 
(b) 
9: 6 
10 
1. 
cs 
.4 
Discrete K&B or PNrW pseudo using half fault thickness 
TM K&B or PVW pseudo using full fault thickness 
Fig. 6.10. Half-fault upscaling versus full-fault upscaling for a3 ft thick fault: (a) average water 
saturation and (b) average pressure. Discrete and TM results are shown for comparison. The 
results compare the Block 2 average values for the discrete model (see Fig. 6-2) and the TM 
and pseudo models (see Fig. 6-6). 
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Fig. 6.11. Half-fau It (it ) upscaling versus fu I I-fau It( tf ) upscaling saturation results for the 2f 
coarse blocks 4 (a) and 3 (b) in the extended model shown in Fig. 6.8 and for the model 
properties described in §6.3.1. The results compare the performance of the pseudo capillary 
curves from the K&B and PVW pseudos and the results of using unaltered parent host 
block capillary pressure curves (ý). See the legend and text for a description of the different 
upscaling tests. The TM and discrete results are also shown for comparison. 
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Fig. 6.12. Half-fault ( it ) upscaling versus full-fault ( tf ) upscaling saturation results for the 2f 
coarse blocks 4 (a) and 3 (b) in the extended model shown in Fig. 6.8 and for the model 
properties described in §6.3.1. The results compare the performance of the pseudo capillary 
curves from the Stone and WKR pseudos and the results of using unaltered parent host 
block capillary pressure curves P ). See the legend and text for a description of the different 
upscaling tests. The TM and discrete results are also shown for comparison. Oil saturation 
profiles exhibited the same comparisons. 
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Fig. 6.13. Half-fault (it upscaling versus full-fault (tf ) upscaling water phase saturation 2 
results for the coarse blocks 4 (a) and 3 (b) in the extended model shown in Fig. 6.8 and for the 
model properties described in §6.3.1. The results are for a water flood test on an initially oil- 
saturated model to the irreducible water saturation. The pseudo curves used are those 
generated using the fractional flow scheme shown in Fig. 6.5. The results compare the 
performance of the pseudo capillary curves (P, ) from the K&B and PVW pseudos and the 
results of using unaltered parent host block capillary pressure curves (, ý). See the legend and 
text for a description of the different upscaling tests. The TM and discrete results are also 
shown for comparison. 
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6.3-3.4 Test observations 
From the results shown in Fig. 6.10 to 6.13, the following key observation points can be drawn. 
0 The match between the discrete and the coarse models is very good for the grid block 
immediately upstream of the fault, but not as good for the grid block upstream of this latter 
block. Such results indicate that these sensitivity tests are required not only for the grid 
block where the pseudo curves are attached, i. e. the one immediately upstream of the fault, 
but must extend to more cells further in the upstream side of the fault. This observation was 
also noted by Manzocchi et al. (2002) when comparing the performance of the K&B and 
the PVW methods for similar types of tests. 
e The K&B and the PVW pseuclofunctions seem to perform equally well for a given 
upscaling method and they give much better results than the Stone or WKR methods, which 
also give almost identical results for a given upscaling method. 
0 For all the pseudofunctions tested in the study, using half-fault thickness upscaling gives 
closer results to the discrete model than full-fault thickness upscaling. 
0 When using the unaltered host cell capillary pressure curve, instead of the pse udo- generated 
curve, in conjunction with the pseudo-relative permeability curves, the K&B and the PVW 
pseudofunctions give almost identical results irrespective of the upscaling method adopted. 
0 When using the unaltered host cell capillary pressure curve, instead of the p seudo- generated 
curve, in conjunction with the pseudo-relative permeability curves, the Stone and the WKR 
pseudofunctions give different results for each upscaling method, with the half-fault method 
giving better results than the full-fault method. 
0 The use of the unaltered capillary pressure curve can have a large positive impact on 
improving the mismatches in those cells further upstream of the fault. Furthermore, the use 
of the unaltered capillary pressure curve can alleviate the differences between the different 
pseudoisation methods, e. g. between the K&B and the PVW methods. 
0 The results from using the unaltered capillary pressure curves are very close to those from 
using pseudo curves. Generally, using the original unaltered capillary pressure curve in 
conjunction with the pseudo-relative permeability curves generated using the half-fault 
upscaling method gives the most satisfactory results. 
When extending the upscaling tests to a more realistic water injection scheme, rather than a 
fractional injection scheme, similar conclusions were drawn regarding the evaluation of the 
two different upscaling methods and different pseudofunctions for the type of upscaling 
required for this study. 
In summary, the above tests show that using the parent grid block, i. e. the host, I-- unaltered 
capillary pressure in conjunction with the K&B or the PVW pseudo-relative permeability curves 
generated from the hall'-fault upscaling method, gives the closest match to the high-resolution 
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discrete model results. An equally good performance is achieved when using the K&B pseudo- 
capillary pressure and relative permeability curves generated using the half-fault upscaling 
method. One point that needs clarification about the use of unaltered parent grid block capillary 
pressure values is the process of recalculating the pressure values for the new saturation points 
in the generated pseudo-relative permeability curves. This is a straightforward process in two 
cases: first, when the saturation points and capillary pressure values are a well-defined function 
of each other; and second when the saturation points and spacing are identical to those in the 
original rock curves defining the capillary pressure values. However, neither of these two cases 
is guaranteed in reality. Capillary pressure values may not be easily related to saturation points 
via a well-defined function and the required recalculation may require an extrapolation process. 
The rest of this study adopts the K&B pseudoisation method to test the effects of three main 
variables affecting the shape of the generated pseudo-relative permeability curves; namely, fault 
thickness, fault permeability and across-fault Darcy flow rate. The stability and performance of 
the method within the above tests has favoured the K&B as the method of choice. The use of the 
parent grid block capillary pressure curves, despite giving excellent results when used with the 
K&B or the PVW pseudo-relative permeability curves, is not necessary since the K&B PI still C 
gives an adequate match. Manzocchi et al. (2002) showed that the use of the K&B P, gives a 
very satisfactory result for a similar type of upscaling to that tested in this study. 
6.3.4. Pseudo curve resolution 
Figure 6.14a compares the performance of each pseudofunction generated using the half-fault 
thickness for the prediction of the average pressure; Eclipse 10OTM uses oil-phase pressure to 
refer to the average pressure, output in the coarse block 2 (see Fig. 6.6). The results show that 
the K&B and PVW pseudos perform much better, in terms of duplicating the discrete results, 
than the Stone and WKR methods. There is a region of mismatch at a PVI value of about 0.5. 
From Fig. 6.10a, this region corresponds to the lowest water saturation points in the coarse 
block 2. Thus one can conclude that this mismatch is simply caused by the low resolution of 
points on the adopted pseudo curves at low water saturation (Fig. 6.9). Extra points at low water 
saturations on the pseudo-curves can be obtained by re-running the discrete simulation, i. e. the 
one that is used to generate the pseudofunctions, starting with a model that is initially oil 
saturated. Note that this will only generate a few points on the pseudo-curve at low water 
saturations, but not at high water saturations because of the capillary oil trapping. It should be 
noted also that total flow rates must be kept fixed for the pseudo-curves to be unique. 
Figure 6.14b shows that the mismatch region can be considerably minimised by running a very 
refined water iRjection scheme, with the same total flow rate to that of the fractional scheme. 
When using a very refined iRiection to improve the resolution of the generated pseudo curves, 
the required time steps can be extremely excessive. One of the limitations of the Geoquest 
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(Geoquest, 2003) pseudoisation program used in this study is that it accepts a limited number of 
time steps (maximum of 1000). Because of this limitation, it is sometimes difficult to generate a 
full-saturation pseudo curve when using low flow rates. One way around this, but rather a time- 
consuming method, is to split the high resolution run, i. e. the one that is used to generate 
pseudofunctions, into more than one run with a limited number of time steps in each run and 
then combine the generated pseudo curves into one curve. For the sake of simplicity and to 
allow time to test various variables affecting p seu do -generated curves, lower resolution curves, 
but ones with a reasonable performance, are used throughout the rest of this study. 
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Fig. 6.14. Coarse block 2, see Fig. 6.6, average, or oil-phase, pressure for different models: (a) 
before improving the resolution of the generated pseudo curves; (b) after improving the 
resolution of the generated pseudo curves at low water saturations. 
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6.4. Injection scheme effects on generated pseudo curves 
For the same across-fault total flow rate and mobility ratio, there is one unique pseudo-curve 
even when the weight of each phase flow rate, i. e. fractional flow, is changed. Generating 
pseudo-curves using fractional flows, while keeping the total flow rate constant, only affects the 
resolution, i. e. number of points generated, but not the general shape of the pseudo-curve. This 
is because some combinations of flow rates do not allow a full saturation sweep in the upscaled 
blocks to construct the full curve. Figure 6.15 compares two curves generated using different 
injection schemes, for the same total flow rate, for the coarse grid block 2 shown in Fig. 6.6. 
Both curves were generated dynamically using the K&B pseudofunction method. One is 
generated using the fractional flow rate injection schemes shown in Fig. 6.5, whereas the other 
is generated using water injection on an initially oil saturated model to an irreducible water 
saturation of 15%. Although the points from the two models follow the same path, unlike the 
former model, the latter does not have enough points to define the full saturation range of the 
pseudo-curve. This is because the fractional-flow injection rule discussed in § 6.3.2 is not 
obeyed in the water injection model. 
,* Generated using fractional flow rate scheme 
0.9- Generated using water injection 
0 0.81 
U CIS 0.7-z 
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Fig. 6.15. Comparing two pseudo-relative permeability curves generated using different 
injection schemes with a single total flow rate. 
The uniqueness of the full-saturation pseudo-curves arises because they can duplicate the 
results of'high-resolution model runs using different flow schemes but with the same total t1ow. t-- Z. - 
Figure 6.16 confirms this fact and shows that pseudo-curves generated from their parent 
discrete runs, where full-saturation sweep is not reached in the target region, are not able to 
duplicate the discrete results. However, full-saturation resolution curves, generated using 
fractional flows, give a much better match to the discrete run. Note that the TM results, where r-- 
fault multiphase behaviour is ignored, are far from being close to the discrete results. This L- Cý 
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highlights the need for such pseudo-curves to account for the actual flow behaviour across 
partially sealing faults. 
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Fig. 6.16A. Comparing 
the performance of the 
two pseudo-relative 
permeability curves 
shown in Fig. 6.15 for 
coarse block 2 average 
water saturation. The TM 
and discrete results are 
shown for comparison. 
Fig. 6.16B. Comparing 
the performance of the 
two pseudo-relative 
permeability curves 
shown in Fig. 6.10 for 
coarse block 2 average, 
or oil-phase, pressure. 
The TM and discrete 
results are shown for 
comparison. See 
Fig. 6.16A for legend. 
6.5 Effects of fault properties on the generated pseudo-curves 
In this section, the effects of fault permeability, fault thickness and across-fault Darcy velocity 
on the shape, resolution and stability of the fault pseudo-generated curves are investigated. 
6.5.1. Fault permeability effects 
As fault permeability changes, its associated relative permeability and capillary pressure curves 
also change. In this section we test the shape, resolution and stability of K&B generated pseudo- 
curves for different fault rocks. Fault zones with varying permeabilities, but single thickness, Z__ 
are used by the K&B pseudo-generation function. The faults are embedded within the same host 
rock as in the previous models described, i. e. a permeability of 1000 mD. Three models are 
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compared, namely Discrete, TM and Pseudo plus TM, usIng the water injection scheme shown 
in Fig. 6.5, with a total flow rate of 0.0005 May, applied to the model shown in Fig. 6.2, as the 
discrete model, and in Fig. 6.6, as the TM and the Pseudo models. TMs are derived using C, 
Equation-6.16 and are surnmarised in Table-6.1. 
Table-6.1. TMs for different fault permeabilities, kf , and fixed fault thickness, tf , The 
host rock 
Dermeabilitv is 1000 mD and the host cell lenoth is 50 ft (Fia. 6.2). 
kf (mD) TM (Dimensionless) 
3 1 0.0164 
3 0.1 0.001664 
3 0.01 0.000167 
3 0.001 0.0000167 
The relative permeability and capillary pressure curves for the host rock are fixed for every 
case. The fault rock relative permeability and capillary pressure curves are derived from the 
fault permeability and end points (Chapter 3). The model fluid properties are those summarised 
in § 6.3.1. The K&B pseudo-relative permeability curves are shown in Fig. 6.17. Figure 6.18 
and Fig. 6.19 show the performance of each model when predicting coarse block 2, see Fig. 6.2, 
average water saturation and pressure respectively. The results in both figures show that a very 
good match is obtained between the models with the K&B pseudos and the Discrete Models. 
The TM results for block 2 water saturation are identical for different fault permeabilities 
(Fig. 6.19). The observed pressure mismatch between the K&B and the Discrete Models at 
about 0.5 PVI (Fig. 6.19) can be explained in a similar way to that observed in Fig. 6.14. 
Ho,, t rock lae k, =I nil) 19 e kf = 0.1 nil) 
kj =0 Ol nil) -- 
kf = 0.001 nil) 
I 
0 
0 
C 
.M cl u 
(U 
'A 
C13 
0 
0 
Fig. 6.17. Original 
fault rock curves 
(large symbols) and 
their corresponding 
K&B pseudo-relative 
permeability curves 
(small symbols). The 
host rock curve is 
also shown. 
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Fig. 6.18. Coarse block 2, Fig. 6.2, water average saturation as a function of pore volume 
injected (PVI) dimensionless time. The TM results are identical for different fault permeabilities. 
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Fig. 6.19. Coarse block 2, Fig. 6.2, oil-phase average pressure as a function of pore volume 
injected (PVI) dimensionless time. 
6.5.2. Fault thickness effects 
Unlike fault permeability, fault thickness does not affect the shape of the relative permeability 
or the capillary pressure saturation functions. However, when generating pseudo-curves for 
different fault thicknesses, but fixed fault permeability using the method described above, one 
can expect to produce a range L_ of pseudo-curves. 
This is because changing the L_ L_ fault zone 
thickness affects the size of the averaged, e. g. pore-volume weighted, parameters used the 
calculation of dynamic pseudofunctions. In this section, different fault zones with various 
thicknesses, but a single permeability, are used by the K&B pseudo- generation function. The L- tý 
Discrete 
TM 
K&B 
........ Discrete 
-TM 
=ý K&B 
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faults are embedded within the same host rock, with a permeability of 1000 MD. Three models 
are compared, namely Discrete, TM and Pseudo plus TM, using the water injection scheme 
shown in Fig. 6.5, with a total flow rate of 0.0005 ft/day, applied to the model shown in 
Fig. 6.2, as the discrete model, and in Fig. 6.6, as the TM and the Pseudo models. The TMs are 
derived using Equation-6.16, and are summarised in Table-6.2. 
The host and fault rock capillary pressure curves are those shown in Fig. 6.9. The model 
fluid properties are those summarised in § 6.3.1. The K&B pseudo-relative permeability curves 
for different fault thicknesses are shown in Fig. 6.20 together with the undeformed reservoir 
rock and fault rock curves. Figure 6.21 and Fig. 6.22 compare the results of the three models 
described when predicting the coarse block 2, see Fig. 6.2, average pressure and saturation, 
respectively. The observed pressure mismatch between the K&B and the Discrete Models at 
about 0.5 PVI (Fig. 6.21) can be explained in a similar way to that observed in Fig. 6.14. The 
TM results for block 2 water saturation are identical for different fault thicknesses (Fig. 6.22). 
As the fault thickness increases, the gap between the TM and the Discrete results, when 
predicting the average pressure (Fig. 6.22), decreases, indicating that it is more important to 
account for fault multiphase properties in thin faults than in thick ones. 
Table-6.2. TMs for different fault thicknesses, tf , and fixed fault permeabilities, 
k, 
, The host 
rock r)ermeabilitv is 1000 mD and the host cell lenath is 50 ft (Fia. 6.2). 
tf (ft) k. f (mD) TM (Dimensionless) 
0.5 0.001 0.0001 
1 0.001 0.00005 
1.5 0.001 0.000033 
2 0.001 0.000025 
2.5 0.001 0.00002 
3 0.001 0.0000167 
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Fig. 6.20. Pseudo-relative permeability curves for different fault thicknesses, see legend, for a 
0.001 mD fault rock and 1000 mD host rock. The fault and host rock curves are also displayed. 
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Fig. 6.21. Coarse block 2, Fig. 6.2, oil-phase average pressure as a function of pore volume 
injected (PVI) dimensionless time. Results are for kf = O. ool mD. 
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Fig. 6.22. Coarse block 2, Fig. 6.2, water average saturation as a function of pore volume 
injected (PVI) dimensionless time. The TM results are identical for different fault thicknesses. 
Results are for k,. = 0.001 mD. 
6.5.3. Flow rate effects 
Here the effect of the across-fault flow rate on the shape of the pseudo-o enerated curves is C 
investluated. Identical models were run using the injection scheme shown in Fig. 6.5, except C, 
that the total flow rate is different for each model. The effects of different flow rates are 
addressed for two fault permeabilities, namely 0.001 mD and 0.1 mD, and a single fault 
thickness of 3 ft. The host rock permeability is always 1000 mD. Figure 6.23 and Fig. 6.24 
show the resultant K&B pseudo-relative permeability and pseudo-capillary pressure curves for 
different across-fault lateral Darcy velocities for the 0.001 mD fault. Across-fault lateral Darcy 
velocities have a significant impact on the shape of the resultant K&B pseudo-relative 
permeability (Fig. 6.23). However, there is almost a negligible effect of different flow rates on 
the generated pseudo-capillary pressure curves (Fig. 6.24). The resultant K&B pseudo-relative Z__ 
permeability curves for different across-fault lateral Darcy velocities for the 0.1 mD fault are 
displayed in Fig. 6.25. Pseudo-capillary pressure curves for the 0.1 mD fault exhibit very little 
difference for different flow rates. 
Discrete 
ýTM 
K&B 
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Fig. 6.23. Pseudo- 
relative permeability 
curves generated 
using one injection 
scheme (Fig. 6.5) 
with different total 
flow rates. Results 
are for 
kf = 0.00, mD. 
Fig. 6.24. Pseudo- 
capillary pressure 
curves generated 
using one injection 
scheme (Fig. 6.5) 
with different total 
flow rates. Results 
are for 
kf = 0.001 mD. 
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Fig. 6.25. Pseudo-relative permeability curves generated using one injection scheme (Fig. 6.5) 
with different total flow rates. Results are for kf = 0.1 mD. 
6.5.4. Instability under high flow rates 
We have seen that as flow rates increase the generated pseudo-curves tend to be similar to those 
of the undeformed reservoir (refer to Fig. 6.23 and Fig. 6.25). This means that the pseudo- 
curves become insensitive to the presence of the fault at high flow rates. Figure 6.26 shows 
K&B pseudo-curves generated for the coarse grid block 2 shown in Fig. 6.2, using the flow 
scheme shown in Fig. 6.5, for a total lateral Darcy velocity of 0.1 ft/day. The fault and host 
curves are similar to those shown in Fig. 6.3 and Fig. 6.9. The oil pseudo-relative permeability 
curve is identical to the undeformed sediment curve, but the water pseudo-relative permeability 
curve differs. Figure 6.27 and Fig. 6.28 show the performance of three different representations 
of faults for the same model described in § 6.3.1, using fault permeabilities of 0.001 mD and 
0.1 mD, respectively, and a single fault thickness of 3 ft. Unlike when the flow rates are low 
(refer to Fig. 6.18 through Fig. 6.22), pseudo-curves generated under high flow rates do not Z__ L_ 
perform well in duplicating the result of the high resolution model, i. e. the discrete model. r_- C- 
dy, the TM model performs much better that the pseudo model. This means that r Surprisin,,, fo 
important to take into account the multiphase high flow rates, e. g. > 0.1 ft/day, it is not 
behaviour of fault rocks for very low fault rock permeability (e. g. k, = 0.001 mD, see Fig. 6.27, 
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q Fig. 6.28 for k=0.1 mD ), and using the single-phase TM can duplicate the actual ff 
behaviour of the fault zone. It is important to mention at this stage that this insensitivity of the 
generated pseudo-curves to the presence of faults at high flow rates can be attributed to the 
simple Corey-B rook s-type relationships assumed for both the fault and the reservoir rocks (e. g. 
Ringrose et al., 1993; Manzocchi et al., 2002). In reality, fault rocks could have very different 
relative permeability behaviour to the undeformed reservoir, i. e. they are not expected to be 
related by simple relationships, and such behaviour under high flow rates may be erroneous. 
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Fig. 6.26. Pseudo-relative permeability curves (Left) and pseudo-capillary pressure curve 
(Right) generated using a total flow rate of 0.1 ft/day. The host rock curves are also displayed. 
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Fig. 6.27. Coarse block 2, see Fig. 6.2, average pressure and saturation for a flow rate of 
0.1 ft/day across a fault of permeability 0.001 mD and 3 ft thickness. 
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Fig. 6.28. Coarse block 2, see Fig. 6.2, average pressure and saturation for a flow rate of 
0.1 ft/day across a fault of permeability 0.1 mD and 3 ft thickness. 
6.5.5. Observations 
The following observations can be summarised from Fig. 6.12 to Fig. 6.23 in § 6.5. 
0 
0 
0 
0 
There are clear trends (see Fig. 6.17 and Fig. 6.20) in the shape of the pseudo-curves 
generated for varying fault permeability and thickness. 
Figure 6.18 shows that as the host/fault permeability contrast increases, it becomes more 
important to account for fault multiphase properties using dynamic pseudo-curves. 
Generally, for a host/fault permeability contrast of less than 1000, it is unnecessary to 
account for fault multiphase fluid properties when predicting pressure data for the addressed 
flow rate, i. e. a lateral Darcy velocity of approximately 2x 10-4 ft/day. 
As the permeability of the faults decreases, it becomes more important to account for their 
multiphase behaviour when generating pseudo-curves to predict pressure variation in the 
upstream side of the fault (see Fig. 6.19). 
As the thickness of the fault rock decreases, it becomes more important to account for fault 
multiphase properties when generating pseudo-curves to predict pressure variation in the 
upstream side of the fault (see Fig. 6.21). 
Flow rates have a substantial impact on the shape of pseudo-relative permeability curves, 
but little impact on the shape of the pseudo-capillary pressure curves (see Fig. 6.23 and 
Fig. 6.24). 
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0 As flow rate increases, the generated pseudo-relative permeability curves tend to converge 
toward the undeformed reservoir rock curve, and vice versa. 
0 Increasing flow rate has a negative impact on the accuracy of the generated pseudo-capillary 
pressure curves, i. e. as flow rate increases the generated pseudo-capillary curves tend to 
diverge away from the undeformed reservoir rock curve, and vice versa. 
0 As flow rate increases, the generated pseudo-relative permeability curves become unstable 
and suffer from a lack of monotonicity and out of range points (i. e. k>I or k,. < 0). 
6.6. Implication in 3D models 
Most reservoirs are simulated using 3D geometries to capture their complexity and 
heterogeneity. The simplest way to incorporate fault rock properties into production simulation 
models is to use transmissibility multipliers, TMs. Alternatively, pseudo-curves can be 
generated and attached to those cells that are believed to juxtapose faults from the upstream 
sides. In the test considered in this section, pseudo-curves are generated individually for every 
pair of cells that juxtapose a fault in a large 3D model. These tests are conducted for two 
reasons. Firstly, to test if the generated library of pseudo-curves using the proposed simple two- 
cell model can approximate the results of fine-grid runs with non-neighbour connections. 
Secondly, to test the validity of the method on non-trivial, faulted 3D models with a significant 
amount of heterogeneity. For large 3D models, pseudos are generated for every pair of cells 
juxtaposed across a fault using the model geometry shown in Fig. 6.2. 
The adopted workflow is illustrated in Fig. 6.29. A slightly different practical workflow 
proposed for the same purpose, but uses across-fault Darcy flow rates estimated from a single- 
phase simulation run containing TMs, was also outlined by Manzocchi et al. (2002). A high- 
resolution model, using a discrete representation of faults, is first run to output the fine-scale 
data for dynamic pseudoisation at every time step. The data is stored in a readable 
Eclipse IOOTM output file. This discrete model will also be used to validate the results of the 
upscaled model at the end of the workflow. A simple two-cell model is then used to generate a 
library of pseudo-curves, using the K&B dynamic pseudofunction. This model is dynamically 
updated for every across-fault pair of cells in the discrete model. The input to this two-cell 
model is derived from the pre-stored Eclipse 
IOOTM output file, where cell geometries, rock 
properties, initial saturations, pressure, and across-fault fractional flows, including those 
between non-neighbour connections, can be read. In the new upscaled 3D model, only pseudo- in 
curves generated for the upstream cells to the fault are attached to their corresponding cells in 
the full-field model and TMs are used to account for fault thickness and permeability. This latter 
model is referred to as the TM+Pseudo Model. 
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Fig. 6.29. A simplified workflow showing the typical procedures for pseudo generation using a 
simple two-cell model. Note that if a fault upstream cell is neighboured by two cells in the 
downstream side, these latter cells are replaced by a single downstream cell in the two-cell 
model with averaged properties of the two cells. A slightly different practical workflow, using 
different way of estimating across-fault Darcy flow rates, was proposed in the work of 
Manzocchi et aL (2002). 
In the following two sections (§ 6.7 and § 6.8), two 3D models, homogeneous and 
heterogeneous, are tested for the validity of the pseudo-generated curves. Each model was 
constructed in a specific way to put the proposed pseudo-generation method under different 
severe tests. For each test, we first consider the model where fault fluid flow properties are 
included using TMs and observe its ability to duplicate the discrete model results, which are 
considered to be a high-resolution true model but computationally expensive, under a range of 
flow rates. For a case where the TM model fails to represent the fault fluid flow properties, a 
new model, analogous to the TM model but supplemented with pseudo-curves for all fault In 
upstream cells, is proposed as a practical model that carries the characteristics of the multiphase 
fault rock properties. 
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6.7. Faulted Model-1 (homogeneous case) 
6.7.1. Model-1 description 
In this section we will investigate whether the simple two-cell model of § 6.6 can be used to 
generate a valid library of pseudo-curves for a pair of faulted cells covering a range of throws. 
A 3D, two-phase simulation model was constructed and compartmental i sed by two vertical 
faults, the first being 3 ft thick with a permeability of 0.01 mD and a constant throw of 100 ft, 
and the second a 0.5 ft thick fault with a permeability of 0.1 mD and a constant throw of 20 ft 
(Fig. 6.30). The model contains homogeneous host rock of permeability 1000 mD in the x- and 
y-directions, and 100 mD in the z-direction. The model description is summarised in Table-6.3. 
Table-6.3: Reservoir rock, phases, geometry and schedule data for Model-1 (oil/water 
svstem). 
Item Model parameters 
Phases and rock d ata (Field units) 
Reference pressure (RP) 0 5000 (psia) 
Reference temperature 0 60 0 F) 
Dead oil PVT properties: 
Density at stock tank 0 49 (lbs/ft') 
Formation volume factor (FVF) at RP 0 1.9 (rb/stb) 
Compressibility 0 2E-5 (psi-') 
Viscosity at RP 0 2.0 (c P) 
Slope of viscosity versus pressure 0 0.0 (cP/psia) 
Slope of FVF versus pressure 0 0.0 (rb/stb/psia) 
Undersaturated water properties: 
Density at RP 0 63 Obs/ ft 
3 
FVF 0 1.02 (rb/stb) 
Compressibility 0 313-6 (1/psi) 
Viscosity at RP 0 1.0 (CP) 
Viscosibility at RP 0 0.0 (1/psi) 
Rock properties: 
41 Compressibility at RP 0 4E-6 (I /psi) 
Reservoir and grid block g ometry data (Field units) 
Number of grid nodes 50 x5x8 
DX = 50 (ft) Spacing DY = 50 (ft) 
DZ = 40 (ft) 
Grid type Cartesian 
Grid geometry Corner point 
Depth to reservoir top 3000 (ft) 
Reservoir pressure, phase contacts and schedule data (Field units) 
Initial phase contacts Oil-water contact (OWC) at 3400 (ft) 
Reservoir pressure 5000 (psia) at 3000 (ft) 
Production rate Varied, see text, controlled by liquid flow rate 
Injection rate 100% voidage replacement 
1000 (steps) x 60 (days) (total simulation time Time step size = 60,000 days) 
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OWC at 3400 ft 
Fig. 6.30. Model-1 geometry and initial OWC. Compartments are labelled for results 
representation. Note that the faults are along the y-direction. 
The fluid flow properties for each fault were represented in the simulation using the Z-- 
following three models (all are identical in geometry with a single water iRlector and an oil t-ý 4-- 
producer). 
0 TM Model: Faults are represented using transmissibility multipliers. TMs for the 3 ft thick 
and the 0.5 ft thick faults are, respectively, 0.00017 and 0.0099 (calculated using equation- 
6.16, with host rock permeability of 1000 mD). 
Discrete Model: Faults are represented with multiphase (imbibition capillary-pressure and 
relative-permeability curves, Fig. 6.31) properties incorporated discretely (curve derivation 
is analogous to that proposed by Manzocchi et (11. (2002) for a water-wet, oil/water system, 
see Chapter 3). Local grid refinements are used to define the fault zones and reduce 
numerical dispersion. 
0 TM+Pseudo Model: As well as the TM representations, dynamic K&B pseudofunction 
curves are attached to the upstream cells of the faults, see Fig. 6.31, to account for the 
multiphase behaviour of the fault zone. As the faults are aligned along the Y-direction, only 
x-directional pseudo-curves are generated (flow is mainly alone, the x-direction and hardly Z__ 
any across-fault flow takes place along the y- orzdirections). 
In addition to the original fault rock and the undeformed reservoir, or host rock, curves, 
Fig. 6.31 also shows two pseudo-curves, relative-permeability and capillary-pressure, 
g to each fault. These are representative curves, Le averaged curves for each set correspondin. -- 
generated using a mean flow rate for all the across-fault t1ow rates for every fault. The total 
generated pseudo-curves is 30 curves for the thick fault and 40 curv s number of __ 
Ie for the thin 
fault. 
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Fig. 6.31. Fault and host rock original curves. The figure also shows representative 
pseudofunction curves for each set of K&B pseudo-generated curves for both faults, obtained 
using an across-fault Darcy flow rate of 0.005 ft/day. These curves are attached to the upstream 
cells of the fault to account for its multiphase behaviour in the simulation model. Note that the 
pseudofunction capillary-pressure curves are almost identical to the host rock curves. 
6.7-2. Fluid flow modelling results 
6.7.2.1 TM Model versus Discrete Model for various Darcy flow rates 
Figure 6.32 shows the oil in place in compartments 2 and 3 (see Fig. 6.30) as a function of the 
pore volume injected (PVI) into compartment 3 for three different lateral Darcy flow rates (q), 
namely 0.0005 ft/day, 0.005 ft/day and 0.05 ft/day. These flow rates approximately correspond 
to well injection rates of, respectively, 5 stb/day, 50 stb/day and 500 stb/day, for the addressed 
model geometry. The simulation is performed to test the ability of the TM Model to duplicate 
the high-resolution Discrete Model. The TM Model results, for all flow rates, show less 
differences between them than the Discrete Model results do. As the simulation progresses, The 
TM Model results converge together, especially at the end of simulation when the model is 
dominated by a single-phase flow. At this stage, i. e. for single-phase flow, theory predicts that 
both The TM and discrete results should be almost identical. However, the results show that this 
proves true for compartment 2 results (Fig. 6.32a) but not for compartment 3 results 
(Fig. 6.32b). One explanation for this is that the flow out of compartment 3 is affected by both 
faults, whereas that out of compartment 2 is only affected by one fault. For this reason, capillary 
trapping phenomena, which only manifest for discrete fault representations, are more dominant 
for flows out of compartment 3, especially at low flow rates (see Fig. 6.32b). The common 
observation in both plots is that as the flow rate increases, the discrepancy between the discrete 
and the TM fault representations decreases. 
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Fig. 6.32. Some simulation results to compare the TM and the Discrete Models for different 
lateral Darcy flow rates: (a) Compartment 2 oil in place; (b) Compartment 3 oil in place. Results 
are plotted as a function of compartment 3 pore volume injected (PVI), see Fig. 6.30. 
6.7.2.2 Modell-1 improvement using the K&B pseudo-generated curves 
The discrepancy between the TM Model and the Discrete Model can be significantly improved 
by attaching the pseudo-curves to the fault upstream cells in the TM+Pseudo Model. The results Z__ 
after applying the full set (70 pseudo-curves in total) and the representative curves (single 
pseudo-curves for every fault) in the simulation model are shown in Fig. 6.33. These results are 
for the intermediate Darcy velocity of 0.005 ft/day (see Fig. 6.32). Figure 6.33a shows the 
compartment 3 remaining oil in place, Fig. 6.33b shows the water cut at the producer site 
(Fig. 6.30), and Fig. 6.33c shows the field oil production rate. For consistency and comparison 
purposes, all of the results are plotted as a function of compartment 3 PVI. In Fig. 6.33b and 
Fig. 6.33c, the results are plotted starting with a compartment 3 PV1 of 0.8 for scaling purposes, 
as no water breakthrough is observed at the producer until the compartment 3 PVI reaches about 
1.01. The TM Model results do not reproduce well the results of the 'fine' Discrete Model. All 
of the plots show a clear improvement in the TM Model after supplementing TMs with the 
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generated pseudo-curves. Using the representative curve for each fault produces much better 
results than the TM representation. 
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Fig. 6.33. Some simulation results showing the improvement over the TM Model when 
incorporating pseudo-curves in the TM simulations for a Darcy velocity of 0.005 ft/day: (a) 
compartment (3) oil in place, (b) field water cut, (c) field oil production rate. Results are plotted 
as a function of the compartment (3) pore volume injected (PVI), see Fig. 6.30. 
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6.7.3. Discussion (Model-1) 
Flow rates have a very significant impact on the match between the TM and the Discrete 
Models. TMs provide a good approximation for the effects of faults on fluid flow under high 
flow rates, i. e. under a viscous driven flow regime. On the other hand, a very significant 
discrepancy between the two models can result when subjecting the system to low flow rates, 
i. e. under a capillary dominated flow regime (Fig. 6.32). For high flow rates, full pseudos might 
not be needed. It is therefore worthwhile running simple models to test whether or not pseudos 
are needed before running the full simulation models. 
Figure 6.34 shows oil saturation after one pore volume injection (PVI) into compartment 3. 
Before the water flood hits a fault, no distinction between the models can be observed. As the 
water front hits the first fault, the TM Model starts to exhibit different behaviour from the other 
two models and the difference becomes more apparent as the flood front crosses the second 
fault. The TM+Pseudo Model seems to approximate the behaviour of the Discrete Model in all 
of the layers with a very small advance in the flood front (cf. layer 8). The TM Model predicts 
less oil being trapped in compartment 3, the injector location, than the other two models. A 
significant improvement in representing the fluid flow properties of the faults can be achieved 
by complementing the TM simulation with dynamic pseudofunction curves (Fig. 6.33). For very 
large complex faulted reservoirs, it may be necessary to significantly reduce the number of 
pseudo-curves placed within the final simulation model by grouping the curves and choosing a 
representative curve for each group (Christie, 1996). These representative curves can improve 
the accuracy of the fault representation to a large degree (Fig. 6.33). 
(4) 
(6) 
(8) 
Fig. 6.34. Cross-sectioned 
(x-z) oil saturation maps for 
different layers in the three 
fault representations, after 
about one pore volume 
injection (PVI) of 
compartment 3. 
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6.8. Faulted Model-2 (heterogeneous case) 
6.8.1. Model-2 description 
The following model will be used to test the effect of permeability heterogeneity on the 
generated pseudo-curves. A 3D, two-phase simulation model was constructed and 
compartmental i sed by one vertical fault, 3 ft thick with a permeability of 0.01 mD (Fig. 6.35). 
The model contains dipping layers of heterogeneous host rock with permeability ranging from t__ ýt_ 
50 mD to 1047.7 mD in all directions. The fault has a constant throw of 47 ft. The model 
description is summarised in Table-6.4. 
Table-6.4: Reservoir rock, phases, geometry and schedule data for Model-2 (oil/water 
svstem). 
Item I Model parameters 
Phases and rock da ta (Field units) 
" Reference pressure (RP) 0 5000 (psia) 
" Reference temperature 0 60 0 F) 
Dead ol I PVT properties: 
Density at stock tank 0 49 (, bS/ft3) 
Formation volume factor (FVF) at RP 0 1.0 (rb/stb) 
Compressibility 0 2E-5 (psi-') 
Viscosity at RP 0 2.0 (c P) 
Slope of viscosity versus pressure 0 0.0 (cP/psia) 
Slope of FVF versus pressure 0 0.0 (rb/stb/psia) 
Undersaturated water properties: 
Density at RP 0 63 (lbS/ ft3) 
FVF 1.0 (rb/stb) 
Compressibility 0 3E-6 (I /psi) 
Viscosity at RP 0 1.0 (cP) 
40 Viscosibility at RP 00 (1/psi) 
Rock properties: 
Compressibility at RP 0 4E-6 (I /psi) 
Reservoir and grid block geometry data (Field units) 
Number of grid nodtIQ 25 x 25 x 10 
Spacing 
DX = 40 (ft) 
DY = 40 (ft) 
DZ = 20 (ft) 
Grid type Cartesian 
Grid geometry Corner point 
Depth to reservoir top 8000 (ft) 
Reservoir pressure, phase contacts and schedule data (Field units) 
Initial phase contacts Oil-water contact (OWC) at 8227 (ft) 
Reservoir pressure 5000 (psia) at 8000 (ft) 
Production rate 25 (stb/day) controlled by liquid flow rate 
Injection rate 100% voidage replacement 
1000 (steps) x 30 (days) (total simulation Time step size time = 30,000 days) 
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Fig. 6.35. Model-2 permeability distribution and fault face TMs. Compartments are labelled for 
results representation. Note that the fault is along the y-direction. 
The fluid flow behaviour for each fault was represented in the simulation using the following Z-- 
three models (all are identical in geometry with a single water iRjector and an oil producer). 
0 TM Model: Faults are represented using transmissibility multipliers. TMs vary across the 
fault face (because the host permeabilities vary) and range between 0.00026, forming a 
dipping slab in the middle of the fault face, and 0.00219, at the extremities of the fault face 
(Fig. 6.30). TMs were calculated using equation-6.16 for a constant fault thickness and 
permeability, and a host rock with constant geometry but varying permeability. 
0 Discrete Model: The fault is represented using multiphase (imbibition capillary-pressure 
and relative-permeability curves, similar to those displayed in Fig. 6.31 for a permeability 
of 0.01 mD) properties incorporated discretely (curve derivation is analogous to that 
proposed by Manzocchi et al. (2002) for a water-wet, oil/water system, see Chapter 3). To 
simplify the problem, one host rock curve was applied, corresponding to a permeability of Z71 
1000 mD, despite the permeability variation. LGRs are used to define the fault zones and 
reduce numerical dispersion. 
TM+Pseudo Model: As well as the TM representatlons, dynamic K&B pseudofunction 
curves are attached to the upstream cells of the faults to account for the multiphase 
behaviour of the fault zone. Only x-directional pseudo-curves are generated because the L_ 
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faults are aligned along the y-direction (flow is mainly along the x-direction and hardly any 
across-fault flow takes place along the y- or z-directions). 
This model requires 200 pseudo-cur-ves to account for the fault multiphase behaviour. To 
simplify the work of pseudo-generation, only across-fault flows of the middle layer of the fault 
face were used, thereby reducing the number of generated fault-pseudo curves to 25. Such a 
simplification is expected to be valid for this model since it is flooded at a low flow rate 
(25 stb/day, or equivalently, 7x 10-4 ft/day lateral Darcy velocity across the entire model), and 
therefore little variation in the flow rates is expected across the model. Note also that this 
simplification is adopted here because fault properties (thickness and permeability) are constant 
along the entire face. Care must be taken later when attaching the generated pseudo-curves to 
the upstream cells of the fault. Each pseudo-curve generated from the central layer is attached to 
an upstream cell with the same host permeability to that where it was aenerated from. Flow Z__ 
rates are read from the fine-grid run, or discrete run. These flow rates are the total flow rates 
including those between non-neighbour connections. Pseudo-curves were generated individually 
using the simple two-cell model described in § 6.3.1. All cell properties, including rock and 
fluids, were read from the discrete run output files and were updated for every two-cell model 
run. This process resulted in a set of 25 K&B pseudo-function curves, Fig. 6.36. The variation 
between the pseudo-curves is mainly attributed to the host rock permeability variation. The 
pseudo-capillary pressure curves are almost identical to the undeformed rock curve. 
I- 
Z 
Fig. 6.36. K&B pseudo-generated curves for the middle layer of the fault face shown in 
Fig. 6.35, i. e. 25 curves. The undeformed sediment curves (dots) are also shown. The original 
fault rock curves are similar to those displayed in Fig. 6.31 for a permeability of 0.01 mD. 
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6.8.2. Fluid flow modelling results (Model-2) 
Figure 6.37 shows some results comparing the performance of the three representations of the 
fault, namely the Discrete, TM and TM+Pseudo Models. Figure 6.37a shows the compartment 2 
remaining oil in place, Fig. 6.37b shows the field average pressure and the model producer 
bottom hole pressure (BHP), and Fig. 6.37c shows the field oil production rate and water cut at 
the producer. For consistency and comparison purposes, all of the results are plotted as a 
function of compartment 2 PVI (see Fig. 6.35 for model compartments). 
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Fig. 6.37. Some simulation 
results showing the 
improvement over the TM 
Model when incorporating 
pseudo-curves in the TM 
simulations: (a) 
compartment (2) oil place, 
(b) field average pressure 
and producer bottom hole 
pressure (BHP), (c) field oil 
production rate and water 
cut. Results are plotted as 
a function of compartment 
(2) pore volume injected 
(PVI), see Fig. 6.35. 
All of the results in Fig. 6.37 show an excellent match between the Discrete Model (open 
circles) and the TM+Pseudo Model (dashed lines). An excellent duplication of the Discrete 
Producer BHP 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 
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Model is achievable with upstream fault pseudo-curves, as the petroleum production across the 
fault (Fig. 6.37a) and the phase flows (Fig. 6.37c) show. Pressures, as previously shown, are 
more sensitive to the different fault representations. Even though a very good match between 
the Discrete Model and the TM+Pseudo Model is shown in the pressure plots (Fig. 6.37b) the 
match is not as good for the producer BHP. One possibility is that BHP is usually measured at a 
single cell in the reservoir, usually the bottom connection cell, and when considering the 
parameters on a cell-by cell basis, the match is not as good as when considering the average 
behaviour of the reservoir, cf. the average pressure plot (Fig. 6.37b). 
6.8.3. Discussion (Model-2) 
The K&B pseudo-generated curves for Model-2 are very similar and form one group, despite 
the heterogeneity in the Discrete Model. The differences between the pseudo-curves are 
attributed to the heterogeneity in the host rock, since across-fault flows are very similar and are 
very small (about 7x 10-4 ft/day). The initial tests conducted at the start of this chapter on the 
effect of flow rates on the resultant pseudo-curves showed that changing the flow rate from 
0.5x 10-4 ft/day to IX 10-5 ft/day does not have a considerable impact on the shape of the 
generated pseudo-curve (refer to Fig. 6.23). The host/fault permeability contrast in this 
heterogeneous model ranges between 105 and 5x 103 . As Fig. 6.17 predicts, this range of 
contrasts can only cause a small variation between the generated curves, assuming the effect of 
flow rates is negligible. For this reason, the resultant pseudo-curves for the involved range of 
flow rates and permeability contrast in this model do not show a significant variation, but it is 
more likely that the observed small variation is attributed to the permeability heterogeneity. 
Actually, when performing the simulation using only one single representative curve generated 
using a simple mean flow rate for the whole set, a reasonably good match between the 
TM+Pseudo Model and the Discrete Model was still achieved. It is worth noting that the shape 
of the pseudo-curves shows that is more important to include fault multiphase fluid properties to 
predict oil movement than to predict water movement, because the k,,,, curves are very similar 
for both the rock and pseudo-curves, unlike those for krO . 
For this specific model, a very good match of the flood front sweep is observed between the 
Discrete Model and the TM+Pseudo Model (Fig. 6.38). As observed in Model-], see Fig. 6.34, 
the waterfront in this model is also advancing less quickly in the TM Model than in the other 
two models. 
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6.9. Conclusions and recommendations 
In this chapter a simple two-cell model was used to: 
Fig. 6.38. Oil saturation 
maps for different layers 
in the three different fault 
representations, after 
about 0.75 pore volume 
injection (PVI) of 
compartment 2. 
compare between four of the commonly used dynamic pseudofunctions in generating fault Z-- 
pseudo-curves; 
0 investigate the impact of fault permeability on the shape of the pseudo-generated fault 
curves; 
0 investigate the impact of fault thickness on the shape of the pseudo- gen crated fault curves; tl L- 
investigate the impact of across-fault Darcy velocity on the shape of the pseudo-generated In 
fault curves; 
generate fault pseudofunction curves for some 3D faulted models. I-- 
These tests were primarily conducted to test the possibility of estimating pseudo-curves without 
havina to run a 'fine-scale' simulation for all fault-juxtaposed cells. The basic approach to r__ 
achieving this depends on observing cut-off ranges for some parameters that affect pseudo- L_ Z__ L_ 
curves, e. g. host/fault permeability contrast, fault thickness, flow rate, below or above which 
pseudo- generati on may or may not be necessary to take into account the multiphase behaviour 
of some faults. 
The study in this chapter has led to the following key conclusion points. 4-- 
0 The K&B and the PVW methods are the best pseuclofunctIons for generating fault pseudo- 
curves among the four methods tested in this chapter. P-- 
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0 Producing a library of two-phase fault pseudo-curves is a feasible process when considering 
a simple two-cell model separated by a fault zone. This library is likely to be very large for 
3D simulations of structurally complex reservoirs because there are many single- and two- 
phase parameters that affect the pseudo-generated curves. 
0 It is important to generate the full saturation pseudo-curve points in order for the curve to be 
unique and valid for future use in simulation studies. 
When considering pore-volume weighting, the number of points generated in the pseudo- 
curves for low-permeability faults can be considered to be controlled by the saturation 
variation of the fault upstream coarse grid block for each time step. 
0 To guarantee that a full saturation pseudo-curve is generated, the fault upstream cell rock 
curve is converted to fractional flows. These fractional flows are then used in the simple 
two-cell model to guarantee that the desired saturation is reached. 
Pressure data are more sensitive to the shape of the pseudo-curves than the saturation data. 
Therefore pressure data should be used, whenever available, to validate the generated 
pseudo-curve. However, it is important to note that this conclusion is boundary-condition 
specific. The wells in the models tested in this study are controlled by flow rate and the 
comparisons of pressure, flow rates and oil in place are made at PVI, therefore, of the 
variables examined, pressure has the most degrees of freedom. 
0 When investigating the effects of fault thickness and permeability on the generated pseudo- 
curve, a general trend was observed. This suggests that it may be possible to predict the 
effect of some intermediate values, or extreme ones. This reduces the need to use a fine- 
scale simulation model to produce pseudo-curves for all fault rock thicknesses and 
permeabilities present. 
0 In contrast to the effects of fault thickness and permeability, the effects of flow rates are 
difficult to generalise since there was no regular trend was observed between the generated 
pseudo-curves. However, this conclusion is restricted to the two permeability cases tested in 
this study. More tests, not only on the three variables examined in this study, are likely to 
show more conclusive trends, and therefore relationships, to routinely models two phase 
behaviour of fault rocks using dynamic pseudo-curves. Other variables not modelled in this 
study include reservoir rock permeability, the oil and water viscosities, the relative 
permeability and capillary pressures curves, for both drainage and imbibition cycles, of both 
reservoir and fault and probably the two porosities of both zones (Manzocchi et al.. 2002) 
0 Instability and out-of-range values were obtained when relatively high across-fault flow 
rates were used to generate pseudo-curves. This problem persisted when trying to improve L_ 
the model using more refined LGRs (see Appendix Q or increasing Newton iterations in 
the simulator. 
0 Including the multiphase behaviour of fault rock through pseudo-curve representations 
becomes less important for high flow rates, or more generally, for viscous dominated flows. r-- 
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In such cases, using the single-phase representation, i. e. TM treatment, gives very 
satisfactory results. In some cases, accounting for faults using pseudo-curves might 
deteriorate the actual behaviour of faults in these cases. It is important to mention that two- 
phase effects need to be taken into account (if only through the end-point values) if the 
relative-permeability curves of fault rocks are very different from those of the host rock, and 
not as in this study where it is assumed that the two curves can be correlated using the 
Corey-Brooks-type relationship. Using measured curves could lead to different conclusions 
on when the use of pseudo curves is important for different flow regimes. It is possible that 
more work is required in this specific area to try to generalise the trends of the generated 
pseudo curves for all the possible variables using measured host and fault curves, rather 
than correlated curves using relationships like those proposed by Ringrose et al. (1997) and 
Manzocchi et al. (2002). 
0A workflow was established to generate fault pseudo-curves for 3D faulted models using a 
simple two-cell model. 
0 The method outlined in this study for pseudo generation was shown to be very effective as 
an alternative representation of faults in real simulation models, when tested for different 
3D models. The study can be extended and validated to generate a large library of two- 
phase fault pseudo-curves by varying all possible parameters that affect the shape of the 
pseudo-curves. Ideally, this library can be linked to an external program, which is in turn 
linked to a main simulation program. By running a pilot, or sensitivity study to predict the 
variation of some parameters to which the pseudo-curves are indexed, e. g. predicting 
across-fault flow rates using a single-phase simulation with grid block permeabilities 
corresponding to the water relative permeability end-point and with water viscosity, as 
suggested by Manzocchi et al. (2002), the external program can be used to automatically 
link the fault pseudo-curves in its library to the corresponding faulted cells (mainly 
upstream cells) in the main simulation model. 
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Introduction 
In the previous chapters we have shown that the way that transmissibility multipliers, TMs, are 
conventionally used in simulating faulted reservoirs does not take into account the multiphase 
behaviour of fault rock. Chapter 2 shows that this static treatment of faults can lead to serious 
errors when predicting some parameters in a simulation study. This limitation in fault treatment 
can, however, be improved by using 'fault-rock' pseudo-curves in cells aqjacent to faults in 
simulation models (Chapter 6). One of the least known parameters that is required for pseudo- 
curves generation is the across-fault Darcy velocity. Chapter 6 presented a simple two-cell 
model, separated by fault material, where this parameter and other various parameters that affect 
pseudo-curves can be simply tested within reasonable limits. Such tests can provide a reference 
library of fault pseudo-curves for reservoir engineers to routinely model the two-phase effects of 
fault rocks in conventional simulation models. However, due to the large number of variables, 
considering both fault and host fluid and rock properties and their inter-dependence, this library C, 
can be huge, yet feasible to construct (Manzocchi et al., 2002). Furthermore, as noted in L_ 
Chapter 6, this library requires an external program, that is directly linked to the simulator 
output to automatically assign the correct, or approximately the correct, fault pseudo-curve to 
each cell aqjacent to faults based on the rock properties, fluid properties, and geometries of both C 
the fault and host rocks. Although not completely covered under the scope of this PhD thesis, a 
brief outline of how to implement the idea of the fault pseudo-curve library generation process 
is given in Chapter 6. 
This chapter presents a more practical approach of fault pseudo-curve generation in a faulted 
simulation model. As is the case in any study, measured data is a key element in this approach. 
in recent years far more data has been collected on the structure of faults (e. g. Harris et al., 
2003) and the fluid flow properties of fault rocks (Fisher and Knipe, 1998; 2001). Such 
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information allows a more sophisticated, geologically reasonable, treatment of faults in 
production simulation models. 
The chapter starts by presenting a new method to generate pseudo-curves using simulation 
model output in the form of in-situ pressures and saturations. Section 7.2 outlines the 
procedures of the method in a step-by-step basis. The formulation of this model, as explained in 
§ 7.3, is based on the well-known pore-volume weighted (PVW) dynamic pseudofunction (see 
Chapter 6). Section 7.4 discusses some issues that may arise when applying the method to 
general cases and suggests some possible solutions. Weaknesses and strengths of the proposed 
method are discussed in § 7.5. The model will be tested on some simple and complex faulted 
simulation models (§ 7.6). Method applicability to real simulation models is briefly discussed in 
§ 7.7. 
Fore complexly faulted models, active fluxes, either flows or pressures, can he preserved and 
the full-field models can be divided into active regions. This makes the handling of faults in 
each region much easier, and also saves a considerable amount of simulation time since 
impractical simulation times and/or memory restrictions may arise when all the faults in a 
densely faulted full-field simulation model are included discretely. Figure 7.1 shows the 
performance of the flux boundary condition in a 3D zone of the Pierce Field (see Chapter 3). 
The results show that the reduced run, hereinafter referred to as the 'Use flux' run, alves 
identical results to the full-field run, hereinafter referred to as 'Dump flux' run, and saves a 
considerable amount of CPU run time. This procedure of saving flux boundary condition can be 
generalised and more than one sub-domain can be preserved. This feature of flux preservation 
will be taken advantage of in this chapter to divide densely faulted models into number of sub- 
regions and then handle each simple region separately. 
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Fig. 7.1. (a) Grid display 
of the Pierce Field 
showing the global run 
grid cells (full-field or 
'Dump flux' run) that are 
used to preserve flux 
boundary conditions for 
a chosen region (active 
region) in a reduced run 
(or 'Use flux' run). (b) 
The performance of 
each run in B2 BHP. 
Note the large difference 
in the CPU time between 
the two runs. 
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7.2. Basic pseudo procedure 
The primary objective of pseudo generation in this chapter is to approximate the discrete run 
results. The same assumption followed in the previous chapters is adopted here, namely that the 
high resolution model, in which all faults are included discretely, is assumed to give the most 
realistic results (e. g. Cao and Aziz, 1999; Guzmdn et al., 1999; Pickup et al., 2000; Darman, 
2001), since no observed data is available to provide a companson. The following steps, see 
Fig. 7.2, are followed in this process of 'fault-rock' pseudo-curve generation. 
0 Starting with a full-field simulation model (Fig. 7.2A), divide the model into sub-domains, 
i. e. flow or pressure inter-connected regions (Fig. 7.2B). In this 'Dump flux' run, all of the 
faults are incorporated using a realistic TM representation. Although TMs might not 
represent the correct behaviour of faults when considering multiphase flow, this 
representation can be improved significantly by varying the TM values along faults as a 
function of phase contacts, see Chapter 2. The feature of preserving flux boundary 
conditions around different regions is available in the Eclipse IOOTNI simulator used in this 
study. 
For each sub-domain, the following tasks are performed. Firstly, the region is activated 
using the ACTNUM keyword in the Eclipse 100 TM data file ('Region section', Eclipse 
manual, Geoquest, 2003). Secondly, fault zones are included with their independent 
properties and saturation functions using a stable local grid refinement (LGR) scheme 
(Fig. 7.2C), see Appendix C. 
Now generate dynamic 'fault-rock' pseudo-curves, see § 7.3, for every fault-adjacent cell in 
every active region (Fig. 7.2D). As a result, a set of fault pseudo-curves is obtained for each 
region (Fig. 7.2E). These curves, relative permeability and capillary pressure curves, should 
carry the characteristics of the fault multiphase behaviour. The set of curves may vary 
significantly in shape depending on how the parameters that control pseudo-curve shape, 
e. g. fault thickness, fault permeability, across-fault Darcy velocities, vary (see Chapter 6). 
* Next, attach the generated pseudo-curves to their corresponding regions and fault-adjacent 
cells in the original full-field simulation model based on the TM representation (Fig. 7.2F). 
Only those curves that are generated for the fault upstream cells, with respect to flow 
direction, are relevant (Manzocchi et al., 2002). If a cell acts simultaneously as an upstream 
and downstream cell across the same fault, see Manzocchi et al. (2002) for an example, 
directional pseudo-relative permeability curves are generated. As the Eclipse 100T'11 
simulator does not allow directional functions of pseudo-capillary pressure curves, only one 
capillary curves is generated per coarse cell. The model where fault pseudo-curve are 
attached in the full field simulation model together with the TM representation is referred to 
in this study as the TM+Pseudo Model. This is the target practical model that is used as a 
more efficient approximation to the discrete model. 
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Finally, to assess the performance of the pseudo-generation code, observed field data are 
used to compare different fault representations (Fig. 7.2). In this chapter, the outputs 
provided by the discrete model, i. e. the high-resolution model, are treated as observed data. 
Procedures 
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respect to phase contacts 
along faults 
- Simulation updated TM data 
(updated as a function of FWL) 
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boundary conditions file 
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Global simulation 
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- Simulation updated TM data 
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Fig. 7.2. A workflow describing and illustrating the procedures and detailing the required 
information for in-situ fault pseudo-curve generation presented in this chapter. 
- Fault classification or sensitivity 
study 
- Measured/derived fault thicknesses 
and permeabilities 
- Full curves or end points measured 
or correlated phases kr 
- Fault Pc data 
- Stable LGR scheme 
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A, 
7.3. Pseudo formulation 
This chapter presents the pore-volume weighted (PVW) dynamic pseudofunction formulation 
for non-neighbour connections. In comparison to the adopted pseudoisation technique in 
Chapter 6, i. e. the K&B, the PVW has been chosen in this chapter because it is easier to 
formulate and implement in software program for complex non-neighbour connections. In 
particular, this study deals with non-neighbour connection upscaling-technique associated with 
non-regular local grid refinements (LGRs) to represent faults discretely and, therefore, it is 
much easier to deal with pore-volume weighting than with central-plane points, as the K&B 
method would require (Chapter 6), to average coarse grid properties. The monotonicity and 
out-of-range values issues associated with the PVW method (Chapter 6) have been dealt with 
in this study by automatically deleting any generated values that violates the monotonicity or 
the range of the generated pseudo curves. The input to this pseudoisation process is read from 
an Eclipse lOOTM simulator output file, or restart file. In this file all of the information about the 
rock and fluid properties and geometries is stored for pseudoisation use. The pseudoisation 
process weights and upscales the relevant data, i. e. the upstream and downstream fault 
juxtaposed cell data. The process is repeated for every time step. The formulation descrihed in 
this section has heen implemented, in connection with some Eclipse 10OTNI simulator output, 
into an RDR in-house 'pseudoisation program'. 
1 01 
Host rock 
Host rock 
'h2 
L 1h 
If 
k,, 
Fault curve 
krp Host curve' k_ 
S., 
Pseudo curve 
k', 
Fig. 7.3. Upscaling process between faulted non-neighbour connections. Each coarse cell 
contains half of the fault rock. Coordinates within an arbitrary space are used for formulation 
referencing. Both fault and host rocks are assumed to have their independent properties, see 
Table-7.11, and saturation functions. 
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Consider the upscaling diagram shown in Fig. 7.3. The cells are coordinated within an 
arbitrary space for formulation reference. Each coarse grid cell contains half of the fault 
material. Both fault and host rocks have their independent properties, see Table-7.1, and 
relative permeability and capillary pressure curves. The objective of the fon-nulation is to 
perform in-situ PVW pseudoisation for an upstream cell that is attached to one neighbouring 
coordinate cell, i. e. with the same Z-coordinate, and a number of non-neighbouring coordinate 
cells, i. e. with different Z-coordinate, in the downstream side. Note that a given upstream coarse 
cell can be in contact with more than two coarse cells in the downstream side and not 
necessarily only two as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. 
Table-7.1. Rock and phase properties for host and fault cells. The subscripts h and f refer to 
host and fault cells, respectively. The subscript p refers to the fluid phase, namely either oil or 
water. 
Property Host rock Fault rock Field units 
Length 1h tf ft 
Porosity Oh Of dimensionless 
x-permeability (k, )h 
(k, ). 
f mD 
Central depth dh df ft 
Reservoir pore volume Vh Vf rb 
Phase density 
(PP )j, (PP)f lb/ft3 
Phase viscosity 
(P 
P 
),, I (, Up )f cp 
Phase formation volume factor 
(B 
P 
)h (Bp)f 
rb/stb 
Phase pressure 
P (P )h (P 
P 
)f 
psi 
Consider applying a PVW x-directional pseudofunction for the coarse cell (1,1,1), containina L- 
half of the fault material, shown in Fig. 7.3. The 'pseudo' relative permeability, in field units, 
of a given phase, k,,, is given by the common multiphase Darcy Law: 
(k' B17pp 
(jp), L 
rp ý-127XIO-' ATkAý51T,,, 
7.1 
where the subscript x indicates the x-direction. The numerical factor in this equation is the 
Darcy constant conversion factor to field units. L is the magnitude of the vector joining the 
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centre of the fault upstream coarse block and an imaginary centre of all the downstream coarse 
blocks that are in contact with the cell to be upscaled in the upstream side of the fault (Fig. 7.3). 
All the downstream coarse blocks are assumed to have centres that position on a common 
vertical plane. L is then chosen to be a horizontally projected distance, aligning with the 
upstream coarse block centre, that joins the two centres of the coarse grid blocks at both sides of 
the fault. For a fault material equally shared between the two coarse grid blocks, L can be 
simply defined as follows: 
L=I(l +t +1 2 hl f h2) 7.2 
where 1h, and 1h2 are the host material lengths in the upstream and the downstream coarse 
blocks at both sides of the fault, respectively. 
(qP )X is the total phase Darcy flow rate out of the upscaled coarse cell along the x-direction. 
Negative flows, i. e. those into the fault upstream cell from the downstream side of the fault, are 
not included in equation-7.3. Note, however, in the case of negative flows and positive flows, 
i. e. flow reversal situation, fault downstream side upscaling will also become a necessity. There 
are two flows out of the coarse cell due to the non-neighbour connection, shown in 
Fig. 7.3; one is to the centre of the coarse cell (2, Ij ) and the other is to the centre of the coarse 
cell (2,1,2): 
(4ý1, )v=+ (qp 7.3 
Note that the number of flows out of the upstream cells in a given direction depends on the 
number of neighbour and non-neig-hbour cells in the downstream side. This number can be more 
than two, and not necessarily as illustrated in Fig. 7.3. A is the cross-sectional area resolved in 
the direction of flow. This is the contact area between the upstream cell and all the cells it 
makes contact with in the downstream side. In Fig. 7.3, the total contact area when upscaling 
the coarse cell ( 1,1,1) is the flow-directional resolved area between cell (1,1,1) and cells (2,1,1 
and (2,1,2). We refer to these areas using A and A, as follows: 
7.4 
7.5 
where 
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A, +A2 7.6 
To define an upscaled permeability in the x-direction between the upstream and downstream 
coarse grid blocks, number of steps are followed. First, an upstream coarse block permeability 
in the x-direction 
(k, )u 
is defined as a simple harmonic average of the upstream coarse block 
host permeability, kxl , and fault permeability, kf : 
+It lhl 2f 
I tf lh] 
+2 
k. 
7c I 
k. f 
The downstream harmonic permeabilities, 
(kv)Di 
I are first defined for each coarse grid block in 
7.7 
contact with the upstream coarse block: 
(klc )Di 
:::::: 
't lh 
2+ 2-2 f 
7.8 
where the subscript (di) refers to each downstream host material with a length (1 h2 "ingle 
It lh2 
+2f 
(k, )di k. f 
downstream coarse block permeability, 
(OD 
I can be defined using contact-area weighted 
permeability of all the downstream coarse cells that are in contact with the cell to be upscaled in 
the upstream side. Area weighting method is the most direct, and probably, the simplest for this 
geometrical arrangement. It is important to emphasise that other weighting options, e. g. 
transmissibility or flow rate weighting, could also be used as a more sensible weighting 
parameters. It is expected that the use of time-dependent weighting parameters, e. g. flow rates, 
can affect the required monotonicity with saturation for the generated pseudo curves. Testing 
the performance of each weighting technique is, however, beyond the scope of this study. 
Considering the upscaling example shown in Fig. 7.3, 
k )D in the downstream side of the 
coarse cell (1,1,1) is the contact area-weighted permeability of the coarse cells (2,1,1) and 
(2,1,2): 
(k. 
v 
)D 
= 
A 
(k, )D(-,. 
1.1) 
A, (k 
I 
)D 
(2.1.2) 7.9 
A, + A2 
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Finally, the interface x-directional permeability, kx s between the two coarse grid blocks at both 
sides of the fault used the upscaling equation-7.1 is defined as a harmonic average of the coarse 
grid block permeabilities in the upstream side of the fault, 
()ý)u, 
and the downstream side, 
(k, ),: 
lh 
I+t. f 
+ lh 
2 
kv =- 1+It lh 1 12 tf h22f +- 
(k., )u (kx )D 
7.10 
The fluid formation volumes, RP, and phase viscosities, Up, are obtained as a PVW average of 
the host and fault quantities as follows: 
Vhx (Bp) 
h+v. f x 
(Bp)f 
Bp = Vh + Vf 7.11 
Vh X 
ýlp ),, 
+ V, x ý1, f 7.12 
Vh + Vf 
The phase potential difference, A(DP , between coarse grid 
blocks, where flow is possible, is 
estimated from: 
A(D = AP - gp,, AD pp 
7.13 
where g is the gravity constant, which is, in field units, approximated as 0.00694444, and pp 
is the PVW phase density of each coarse grid block: tý 
= 
Vh X (P, ),, + Vf X 
(pp) 
f 7.14 pl, 
Vh + Vf 
The pressure and depth data of all the downstream coarse cells, Including non-neighbour 
connections, must be appropriately averaged to define one *cell' centre, because A(DP is 
defined between two centres across the fault. The value AD is the central depth difference 
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across the fault position. The PVW depth, D, for every coarse cell containing half of the fault 
material is defined as: 
Vhx (d)h+ vf x (d)f 
Vh + Vf 
Note that, when dealing with distorted comer point cells, (d)h and (d). f within each coarse cell 
7.15 
do not necessarily coincide. One central depth needs to be defined in the downstream side and 
this depth is taken as the contact area-weighted depth of all the downstream coarse cells that are 
in contact with the cell to be upscaled in the upstream side. Considering the upscaling example 
shown in Fig. 7.3, the central depth in the downstream side of the coarse cell (1,1,1) is the 
contact area-weighted depth of the coarse cel Is (2,1,1) and (2,1,2): 
2,1,1). ( 2,1.2) = 
A, D(2,,,, 
) 
+A2D( 
2,1.2 ) 7.16 
where A, and A2 are the contact areas defined by equations-7.4 and 7.5 respectively. 
The pressure differential, AP , is the central phase pressure 
difference across the fault position. P 
The phase pressure of each coarse cell is given by: 
Vh(lý - gp, (d - D-)),, + vf gpp (d - D-)) 
Vh + Vf 
A, + A2 
7.17 
Using an analogous treatment to the depth, a single central phase pressure is defined in 
the downstream side of the fault using the contact area-weighted pressure of all the 
downstream coarse cells that are in contact with the cell to be upscaled in the upstream side. For 
the example shown in Fig. 7.3, this central phase pressure is defined as: 
('ý' ), 
2.1,1 ), ( 2A, 2) 
)(2.1.1) 
+A2 
(Pl')(2.1.2) 
A1+A7 
7.18 
I 
The pseudo-capillary pressures, 1ý , are obtained as the 
difference between the weighted coarse L_ 
block phase pressures: 
/-7.19 
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The same capillary pressures are written out in tables of generated pseudos for each direction, 
because Eclipse 100'rm does not use directional capillary pressures. 
The above equations are used iteratively by the program for every time step to produce a 
satu rat ion -dependent table of k' and rp 
7.4. Issues on in-situ pseudoisation 
There are number of issues that arise, or that one may expect to arise, when applying this in-situ 
pseudoisation process. This section outlines these issues and argues on possible ways of 
resolving them. These issues include the following. 
0 One might argue that changing a fault representation from a TM model, to a discrete fault 
with a zone of independent rock and fluid properties and saturation functions can affect the 
original flux boundary conditions that were generated from the TM simulation. To avoid 
this problem of boundary condition changes, it is always best to choose boundaries with the 
least flow inter-dependence; those would ideally be boundaries between flow inter- 
independent regions that are separated by completely scaling barriers over the production 
life span of the reservoir. Later in the chapter it will be shown that, even when the full field 
is in dynamic communication, i. e. without completely sealing barriers, the proposed 
pseudoisation method still produces effective results. 
0 Building discrete models for complexly faulted models can be a tedious and impractical 
work. The pseudoisation method presented in this chapter does not deal with LGRs 
generation. The method only uses the output of a discretized model, with manually 
generated LGRs, after it is simulated using Eclipse IOOTNI simulator. It is important to note 
that for complexly faulted models, faults discretisation is a huge amount of work when done 
manually. 
0 The relative position of the flux boundaries to the fault trajectories is an issue in Eclipse 
1OOTM simulator. This simulator does not permit local refinements, which in this study are 
used to define a fault zone, next to an active flux boundary. Therefore, it is always best to 
avoid cutting faulted cells with an active flux boundary. Real reservoirs, however, can be 
too complicated to control, and sometimes one has to divide a full-field simulation model 
along faults to reduce simulation times. If this latter situation cannot be avoided, one can 
seal, or use realistic TM values, on the extreme connection of a fault with an active flux 
boundary and resume using LGRs for the remaining trajectory of the fault. This issue, 
however, should not restrict the use of the method in heavily faulted models; it is the issue 
of producing stable refinements and availability of multiphase fault data measurements that r_- 
matter more, and these are the maýjor prerequisites for the method implementation to any 
reservoir in general. Z-- 
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0 Another important issue is the 'future validation of the generated pseudos'. As was shown 
in Chapter 6, pseudo-curves must cover the full possible saturation range in a given 
reservoir to be valid for future use. The pseudo-curves generated from this ill-situ method 
are restricted to the saturation range encountered in the simulation up to the time when they 
were generated. This means that they may, or may not, cover the full range of saturation, 
depending on the current saturation history of each grid block in the reservoir. To ensure 
reliable predictions, one must extend the current simulation run with the future development 
plans to the required time, and then proceed with pseudo generation. 
7.5. Pros and cons of in-situ pseudoisation 
The pseudoisation method presented in this chapter is very practical for large simulation 
models. This practicality arises from the fact that this pseudo method reads all the variables that 
affect fault pseudo-curves in-situ. This means that one does not need to worry about the 
heterogeneity in those parameters that are regarded very crucial in fault pseudo-curve 
generation, e. g. fault thickness, fault permeability, fault imbibition/drainage curves, across-fault 
Darcy velocity and undeformed reservoir cell properties. Furthermore, most fault detection 
programs are based on throw detection, i. e. they are unable to detect zero-throw subseismic 
faults without a prior specification by the user. In this program, the user can feed in zero-throw 
faults where pseudofunctions are to be applied. In addition, the code has been developed to 
upscale zig-zag faults with directional -dependent fault-pseudo curves. Some pseudoisation 
programs, e. g. Geoquest pseudo program (Geoquest, 2003), do not allow pseudoisation with the 
use of LGRs or hysteresis options. These limitations do not exist in the use of this in-situ 
pseudoisation code. 
On the other hand, there are a number of limýitations to this method. In particular, the method 
is still limited to a two-phase, oil/water system. The extension to three-phase studies should not 
be tedious in term of coding. However, three-phase behaviour and the shortage of data on 
laboratory measurements of fault rocks make it difficult to test and extend this work to such 
systems. Although only the PVW pseudoisation method is applied to this process, other well- 
known methods, e. g. Kyte and Berry (K&B) and weighted relative permeability (WKR), see 
Chapter 6, although more difficult to code, can also be implemented. 
7.6. Implication in 3D faulted models 
The performance of the in-sitit pseudoisation method discussed above will be tested on different 
faulted models. Fault curves, relative permeability and capillary pressure curves, are derived 
using a method analogous to that described by Manzocchi et al. (2002), see Chapter 5 for L- L- 
details and a derivation. To subýject the approach to a severe test, we use a different family of 
rock curves. i. e. the rock and fault curves are not correlated. The following expressions for an 
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oil/water system rock relative permeability and capillary pressure curves are used (Cao and 
Aziz, 1999). 
The rock phase relative permeability curves are given by: 
sw 
- 
S". 
( 
n. 
k, = k* n=3, k* = 0.3 7.20 rw 1- Swc - Sor w rw 
n, S, 
- 
S, 
r k =k n, = 1.5, k* = 1.0 7.21 ro r( 1-S, 
c - 
Sor ro 
The rock oil-water capillary pressure curve is given by: 
SW - SWC- A=5,10.0 7.22 
I- sttl( - Sor 
Here nw I k* , no, k* ,A and P, 
* are empirical constants, and S,,,,, and S are the rw ro or 
connate water and the residual oil saturations, respectively. 
7.6.1. Fault pseudoisation of a zig-zag faulted model 
7.6.1.1 Model description 
A 3D, two-phase simulation model was constructed and compartmental i sed by two vertical, zig- 
zag faults, namely aI ft thick fault with a permeability of 0.01 mD, and aI ft thick fault with a 
permeability of 0.005 mD (Fig. 7.4). The model contains homogeneous host rock of 
permeability 1000 mD along the x- and y-directions, and 100 mD along the z-direction. Each 
fault has a constant throw, namely 0.7 ft for the 0.01 mD fault, and 4.4 ft for the 0.005 mD fault. 
The throw values imply that some faulted cells will have more than one flow across them. The 
model description is summarised in Table-7.2. 
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oil producer 
0.01 mD zig-zag fault 
0.005 mD zig-zag fault 
water injector 
Fig. 7.4. Tops map and well positions for the zig-zag faulted model. Note that the faults are 
along the y- and x-directions. 
Table-7.2: Reservoir rock, phases, geometry and schedule data for the zig-zag faulted 
model (oil/water system). 
Item Model parameters 
Phases and rock d ata (Field units) 
Reference pressure (RP) 5500 (psia) 
Reference temperature 0 60 0 F) 
Dead oil PVT properties: 
Density at stock tank 0 49 (, bS/ft3 
Formation volume factor (FVF) at RP 0 1.186 (rb/stb) 
Compressibility 0 2E-5 (psi-') 
Viscosity at RP 0 0.93 (c P) 
Slope of viscosity versus pressure 0.002 (cP/psia) 
Slope of FVF versus pressure 0 9x 10-, (rb/stb/psia) 
Undersaturated water properties: 
Density at RP 0 63 0 bs/ ft 
3 
FVF 0 1.04 (rb/stb) 
Compressibility 0 3E-6 (1/psi) 
Viscosity at RP 0 0.8 (c P) 
Viscosibility at RP 00 (1/psi) 
Rock properties: 
Compressibility at RP 0 4E-6 (1/psi) 
Reservoir and grid block geometry data (Field units) 
Number of grid nodes lOx4x 10 
Spacing 
DX = 10 (ft) 
DY = 10 (ft) 
DZ =I (ft) 
Grid type Cartesian 
Grid geometry Corner point 
Depth to reservoir top 3999.3 (ft) 
Reservoir pressure, phase saturation and schedule data (Field units) 
Initial water saturation 5 
Reservoir initial pressure 6000 (psia) 
Production rate 
20 (stb/day) of liquid rate controlled by BHP 
limit of 1000 (psia) 
Injection rate 
100% water voidage replacement controlled 
by BHP limit of 12,000 (psia) 
Time step size 
300 (steps) x 1.5 (days) (total simulation time 
450 days) 
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The sealing capacity for each fault was represented in the simulation using the following L- 
three models (all are identical in geometry with a single water injector and an oil producer, 
Fig. 7.4). 
0 TM Model: Faults are represented using transmissibility multipliers (TMs). TMs for the 
0.01 mD and the 0.005 mD faults are, respectively, 0.99991XIO-4 and 0.49998x 10-4 
(calculated using equation-6.16, with a host rock permeability of 1000 mD). 
Discrete Model: Faults are represented with multiphase (drainage capillary-pressure and 
relative-permeability curves) properties incorporated discretely. Faults relative permeability 
and capillary pressure curves are functions of their permeabilities. These curves were 
derived used those relations presented in Chapter 3. Local grid refinements (LGRs), see 
Chapter 5, are used to define fault zones and reduce numerical dispersion. 
0 TM+Pseudo Model: As well as the TM representations, in-situ generated pseudo-curves are 
attached to the upstream cells of the faults, see Fig. 7.4, to account for the multiphase 
behaviour of the fault zone and for flows strictly across the fault. Original rock curves are 
still used to account for flows parallel to faults. Some cells were assigned to more than one 
pseudo relative-permeability curve to account for flow in different directions. 
7.6.1.2 In-situ pseudoisation procedures 
This model was run to test the performance of the in-situ pseudo code. For simplicity purposes, 
no active flux boundaries were applied to this model and all faults were discretised within the 
global or 'Dump flux' run, i. e. the original full-field simulation model. The results for the 
faulted cells, including the refined cells, were output to a formatted file, called the restart file. 
This restart file contains all the data required by the pseudo program to perform the required 
upscaling. There is another file, prepared by the user, which contains the positions of the fault 
cells. This was done specifically to define apparently zero-throw, e. g. pure strike-slip, faults. 
For this particular model, the pseudo program resulted in 80 pseudo-curves (Fig. 7.5). In this 
case, the curves are difficult to group for each fault and they exhibit a wide range of variation. 
Since both faults have the same thickness and fluid properties, this variation can be attributed to 
the variation in fault permeabilities, and more importantly to the variation in across-fault Darcy 
velocities. Although the producer and the injector were initially set up to produce and inject at a 
constant rate, the bottom hole pressure (BHP) limit of the producer was reached very quickly, 
and the production control changes to the BHP from the early simulation stage. Flow rates can 
vary significantly when the production is controlled by the BHP, depending on reservoir 
average pressure variations. It was shown in Chapter 6 that flow rates have a big effect on the 
variation in the pseudo-curve shapes. These curves are tabulated for the user to allow their 
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straightforward inclusion in the TM+Pseudo Model. The generated pseudo-capillary curves, on 
the other hand, show only a small deviation from the original rock curve. 
iz 
ce 
cu 
(L) 
cu 
Fig. 7.5. In-situ generated pseudo-relative permeability curves in the zig-zag faulted model. The 
rock and fault curves are also plotted. 
7.6.1.3 Fluid flow modeling results 
Here the results of the three different models defined in § 7.6.1.1 are presented as a function of 
the widely used measure of dimensionless time, i. e. pore volume injection, or PVL PVI at a 
particular time is defined as the cumulative volume of water injected up to this time, divided by 
the total pore volume of the model. The different results for the three fault representations are 
displayed in Fig. 7.6. 
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Fig. 7.6. Comparing different outputs for the three fault representations discussed in this section 
for the zig-zag faulted model: (A) field average pressure, (B) oil production rate, (C) water cut. 
Results are presented as a function of reservoir PVI. 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
Reservoir pore volume injected (PVI) (Dimensionless) 
It is clear from these graphs that the TM+Pseudo method is performing very well in 
duplicating the Discrete Model results. The TM Model is far from being close to the Discrete 
Model. It was intentional to subject these small simulation models to low flow rates, as these 
factors, i. e. small-scale models and low flow rates, demonstrate the importance of capillary 
trapping under high capillary-force dominated flows. The water cut plot, Fig. 7.6C, clearly 
demonstrates that if the multiphase behaviour of the fault rock is ignored then the model can he 
in a serious error. The TM Model in this case shows that the waterfront reaches the producer at a 
time that can be nearly 50% earlier than the actual time when the fault multiphase behaviour is 
accounted for in the model. A similar observation is drawn from the field average pressure 
variation in Fig. 7.6A, whereas oil production rates, Fig. 7.6113, exhibit less discrepancy between 
the three fault representations, and demonstrate excellent agreement between the Discrete and 
the TM+Pseudo Models. A 'snap shot' of the waterfront movement at a simulation time of 
175 days, approximately 0.4 PVI, is shown in Fig. 7.7 for the three different fault 
representations. The figure shows x-z cross-sections of the models. One can easily observe that 
the details of the Discrete Model are almost captured in the TM+Pseudo Model. There are more 
details of the front movement in the Discrete Model around the fault due to the fault zone 
refinements. 
oil producer 
water injector 
rA 
Oil saturation 
ILF- 
O. i5 0.32 0.49 0. ý6 0. b 1.40 
Fig. 7.7. A cross section (x-z) for the waterfront movement after 175 days (c. 0.4 PVI) of 
simulation for the three different representations of faults for the zig-zag model. 
7.6.2. Fault pseudoisation of a stepwise faulted model 
7.6.2.1 Model description 
A 3D, oil/water simulation model was constructed and compartmentalised by four vertical faults 
to form a stepwise faulted model. All faults have a permeability of 0.01 mD but their 
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thicknesses range between 0.2 ft and 0.4 ft (Fig. 7.8). The model contains homogeneous host 
rock of 1000 mD along the x- and y-directions, and 100 mD along the z-direction. Each fault has 
a constant throw of 3.3 ft for the thicker faults, and 1.7 ft for the thinner faults. The throw values 
imply that some faulted cells will have more than one flow across them. Model phases and rock 
properties are similar to those tabulated in Table-7.2. The model description is summarised in 
Table-7.3. 
0.4 ft thick fault 
oil producer 
0.2 ft thick fault 
0.4 ft thick fault 
0.2 ft thick fault 
water injector 
"k 
Fig. 7.8. Tops map and well positions for the stepwise faulted model. Boundaries of the active 
flux regions are marked. Note that all faults are along the y-direction. A vertical geometrical 
exaggeration of 2x was applied. 
Table-7.1 Reservoir geometry and schedule data for the stepwise faulted model 
(oil/water system). 
Item I Model parameters 
Reservoir and grid blocks geometry data (Field units) 
Number of grid nodes 24 x5x6 
Spacing DX = 10 (ft) DY = 10 (ft) 
DZ =I (ft) 
Grid type Cartesian 
Grid geometry Corner point 
Depth to reservoir top 4000 (ft) 
Reservoir pressure, phase s. aturation and schedule data (Field units) 
Initial water saturation 10% 
Reservoir initial pressure 6000 (psia) 
Production rate 
20 (stb/day) of' II qu Id rate controlled by BHP 
limit of 1000 (pSia) 
Hection rate J 
10017c water voidage replacement controlled 
by BHP limit of 10,000 (psia) 
Time step size 
400 (steps) x 1.5 (days) (total simulation time 
= 600 days) 
The sealing capacity for each fault was represented IIIIi ng t-- 
in the simulation us*nz,, the followi tý 
three models (all are identical in geometry with a single water injector and an oil producer). Z-- Z-- 
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0 TM Model: Faults are represented using transmissibility multipliers (TMs). TMs for the 
thick and the thin faults in this model are, respectively, 0.2499x 10-4 and 0.49976xlO4 
(calculated using equation-6.16, with a host rock permeability of 1000 mD and a single t- 
fault permeability of 0.01 mD). 
0 Discrete Model: Faults are represented with multiphase (drainage capi II ary -pressure and 
relative-permeability curves) properties incorporated discretely. LGRs are used to define 
fault zones and reduce numerical dispersion. 
0 TM+Pseudo Model: As well as the TM representations, dynamic PVW pseudofunction 
curves are attached to the upstream cells of the faults, see Fig. 7.8, to account for the 
multiphase behaviour of the fault zone and for flows strictly across the fault. Original rock 
curves are still used to account for flows parallel to faults. 
7.6.2.2 In-situ pseudoisation procedures 
In this model, the pseudoisation procedures outlined in § 7.2 were followed. A full-field 
simulation was first run with all faults included as TMs (TM Model). The model was then 
divided into four regions with preserved active flux boundaries (Fig. 7.8). This flux information, 
generated from the TM Model run, is written to a separate flux file, which can then be read by 
the program for any activated region separately. Every region was then activated and each fault 
within that region was included discretely (Discrete Model). The simulation CPU time of each 
active region, each with a discrete fault, is approximately one-forth of the total simulation CPU 
time for the global run, or the full-field run, with all faults included discretely. The pseudo 
program was applied separately to each active region to generate fault pseudo-curves. The 
pseudo-curves from each region were then included in their corresponding fault upstream cells 
in the full-field TMs model (TM+Pseudo Model). For this model, 25 fault pseudo-curves were 
generated for each of the thicker faults, and 15 curves for each of the thinner faults; thus, in :1 
total, 80 fault pseudo-curves were generated for all fault upstream cells, see Fig. 7.9. Generally, 
the thin faults give lower pseudo-relative permeabilities to oil than the thick faults. However, 
this generalisation does not apply to all curves, as some pseudo-curves from the thin faults 
resulted in higher pseudo-relative permeability to oil than the thick faults. This behaviour, 
which is different from the one generalised in Chapter 6, is attributed to across-fault Darcy 
velocity variations, as was the case in the zig-zay model, see § 7.6.1.2. 
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Fig. 7.9. In-situ generated pseudo-relative permeability curves in the stepwise faulted model. 
The rock and fault curves are also plotted. 
7.6.2.3 Fluid flow modelling results 
The output from the three different fault seal capacity representations is presented in Fig. 7.10 
for (A) field averaue pressure, (B) oil production rate, and (C) water cut at the producer. All the 
results are a function of the model pore volume injected (PVI). An exceptionally good match 
was obtained between the Discrete and the TM+Pseudo Models for this particular case. The TM 
representation predicts bigger re-energisation for the model as a result of the waterflooding 
(Fig. 7.10A) and a much sooner water breakthrough at the producer (Fig. 7.10Q. A 'snap shot' 
of the water front movement after 200 days, approximately 0.5 PVI, of simulation for the three 
models is captured in Fig. 7.11. The water front advances much quicker in the TM Model, 
indicating that ignoring the multiphase behaviour of fault rock underestimates the sealing 
capacity of the faults in this model. The front movement in the Discrete Model advances that in 
the TM+Pseudo Model by a very small fraction. The vertical distribution of the saturations 
behind the front in the Discrete Model is not well captured in the TM+Pseudo Model. Generally 
and globally speaking, these two latter models showed identical performances. Z-- C- 
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Fig. 7.10. Comparing different outputs for the three fault representations for the stepwise faulted 
model: (A) field average pressure, (B) oil production rate, (C) water cut. Results are presented 
as a function of reservoir PVL 
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Fig. 7.11. A 'snap shot' of the water front movement after 200 days (c. 0.5 PVI) of simulation for 
the three different representations of faults in the stepwise faulted model. A vertical geometrical 
exaggeration of 2x was applied. 
7.7. Method applicability to real simulation models 
Capturing fault properties in simulation models has been proved, mainly through works 
conducted on synthetic models (e. g. Manzocchi et al., 2002; Al-Busafi et al., 2005) to be an 
important process. It is vital to start validation on simple models rather than on complicated 
models because of the complexity involved in this process. Understanding flow regimes, even in 
the local scales of a given field, e. g. Coll et al. (2000), is required in this process to identify the 
crucial areas where capturing multiphase behaviour of faults is more important. Real geology is 
far from being homogeneous, and all possible flow regimes are highly likely to domain in a 
single real reservoir simulation model. For this recently realised issue of multiphase behaviour 
of faults, no direct application to real models were tested, primarily owing to models complexity 
and data limitation. However, the successful application of most simulators can aid in creating 
high resolution synthetic models, as adopted in this chapter, which can replace the need for 
observed multiphase behaviour of faults under dynamic conditions. Complexity can be replaced 
by the detailed understanding of the physical behaviour of the process observed using simple 
models, which then can be generalised to more geometrically complicated flow models. zn r-- 
'2002) and this work, are offering different practical Previous work, e. g. Manzocchi et al. ( L- 
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approaches, yet with a similar principle, on how the multiphase behaviour of faults can be 
accounted for in real simulation models. 
7.8. Conclusions 
In this chapter, a method for including two-phase behaviour of fault-rock properties, namely 
relative permeability and capillary pressure, in full-field simulation models without including 
the faults discretely, was presented and tested on some faulted models. From the work 
conducted in this chapter, the following conclusion pointes are drawn: 
0 Although all fault pseudoisation methods aim to improve fault representations over the TM 
representations, these latter representations are still very important in the pseudoisation 
method presented in this study. Therefore, it is important to base the initial faults TMs on 
relevant measured data, e. g. using a similar approach to that adopted in Chapter 4, or in the 
absence of measures data, reasonable TMs can be based on geologically reasonable 
estimates. In any pseudoisation method presented so far, including this one, the TM 
representations are also tied up with fault pseudo-curves in the final practical representation 
of fault multiphase behaviour in simulation models 
0 The in-situ pseudoisation method presented in this chapter takes advantage of the dynamic 
flux/pressure boundaries in splitting large models into small active regions to allow discrete 
inclusion of fault zones at a significantly low cost of simulation CPU time. The stepwise 
faulted Model presented in this study showed that each flux region with LGRs can be run 
with the cost of one-fourth of the total CPU time required to run the entire model with 
LGRs. In real models, however, the number of flux regions may not sum up to form the 
global model, their sum can for vafious portions of the global model depending on faults 
distribution. Very large models with few faults clustered in small regions are the ideal 
models that manifest the usefulness and advantage of using flux regions for the purpose of 
this study. 
0 The choice of the active flux boundaries is a vital process in this iti-situ pseudoisation 
process and required a general knowledge of the dynamic behaviour of the full-field 
simulation model. 
0 Identifying similar faults embedded into regions subjected to the same flow regimes can 
significantly cut the required work for pseudo-curves generation. 
0 As shown in the previous chapters, flow rates play an important role in varying the shape of 
the generated pseudo-curves for the same fault zone. In 
When applied to different fault scenarios, the presented approach of incorporating two-phase 
behaviour of faults into production simulation models improved fault representations to a great 
degree. Therefore, it provides a novel tool and an important development in approaches to 
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correctly represent faults and their sealing capacities in reservoir simulation models. 
Nevertheless, the method still has some deficiencies and may require further developments. In 
particular, the method still has not been generalised to handle models with grid blocks operating 
simultaneously as upstream and downstream cells. A more important issue is the 
implementation of a stable LGR schemes to model faults as independent flow zones in heavily 
faulted reservoirs. This method, which does not handle the discretisation (or refinement) 
process, requires the flow simulation results of the high-resolution model as a direct input for 
the pseudoisation procedures. Implementing an automated method for LGRs generation, 
although being a huge amount of work for faults with variable throws and thicknesses, is still a 
feasible improvement on the method. 
When comparing the merits of the workflow presented in this chapter to that presented 
earlier in Chapter 6, one can see that each workflow can have certain application depending on 
the size and faults complexity of the simulated model. Although the principal idea of each 
workflow is the same, Chapter7 workflow can be regarded as a oreneral workflow Cý of that 
presented in Chapter 6 in the sense that it can be applied relatively quickly to large and more 
complexly faulted models without the need to handle each pair of cells separately. Furthermore, 
the method presented in Chapter 7 overcomes some issues and limitations associated with the 
use of the current version of Eclipse TNI pseudoisation program. In particular, unlike the 
Eclipse TM pseudoisation program, this method can handle (a) the use of flux boundary regions t- 
and (b) independent domains of LGRs for fault zones. Furthermore, the current Eclipse 
TNI 
pseudoisation program has a memory and time steps restrictions, e. g. it cannot handle large real 
simulation models and is restricted to accept a maximum of 1000 time steps. The Chapter 7 
method does not have such time steps or memory restrictions. 
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Conclusions and future work 
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Russell Da-des 
US Operations Manager at Rock Defonnation Research (RDR) 
Conclusions and recommendations 
This thesis had two main purposes. First, to investigate the importance of' Incorporating 
multiphase fault rock properties into production simulation models. Second, to investigate 
possible methodologies to incorporate the multiphase flow properties of faults in production 
simulation models. Chapter I has reviewed fault seal methodologies and their advances and 
then Chapter 2 has provided details of how faults are conventionally represented in production 
simulation models (i. e. using transmissibility multipliers (TMs) based on a single-phase 
treatment). It is clear that the traditional way that TMs are calculated does not take into account 
multiphase flow across faults, so Chapter 3 has used simple box models to begin to investicrate 
when and where it is important to incorporate the multiphase flow properties of fault rocks. In 
Chapters 4 and 5 results from microstructural and petrophysical analyses of fault rocks present 
within a well from the Pierce Field have been analysed and their results have been used to 
calculate the distribution of TMs along the faults. TMs were first calculated based on the single- 
phase permeability values of the fault rocks and undeformed reservoir. An attempt was also 
made to account for the multiphase flow properties of fault rocks by varying the TMs as a 
f'unction of the position of the fault relative to the free water level. Furthermore, the results of 
the simulations were used to create time-dependent P-wave impedance maps (or 4D seismics) 
for different possible TM representations. These results were used to identify the optimal time to 
conduct a follow-up 3D seismic survey to identify unswept compartments at a time that would 
I ion have a bearing on future production strategies. Finally, Chapters 6 and 7 used simulati 
models with various dearces of complexity to test alternative ways of accountlnt, --,, 
for the C, 
multiphase flow properties of faults without their implicit representation as discrete planes 
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within the full-field production simulation model. On the basis of these studies, the following Z_ 
conclusions and recommendations have been reached. 
0 In many situations it is probably very important to incorporate the multiphase flow 
properties of fault rocks into production simulation models of structurally complex 
reservoirs. As faults cannot generally be included discretely in production simulation 
models the most obvious way to incorporate their multiphase flow properties is to use 
dynamic pseudofunctions. The large variations in fault thickness, fault permeability, 
reservoir permeability and capillary pressure, as well as whether the fault is undergoing Cý C-- 
drainage or imbibition, potentially means that an unmanageable number of pseudo-relatIVe 
permeability curves would need to be incorporated into the simulation model. The situation 
would be eased if a limited number of fault rock thicknesses could be assumed. Numerical 
modelling was therefore conducted to answer the question 'itz which situations is it better to 
include the multiphase flow properties of fault rocks in production simulation models and 
when is it better to accurately include fault rock thickness"? It appears that the answer to 
this question depends on drive mechanism, well position, and the capillary pressure 
distribution along the fault, as well on which parameters need to be modelled (e. g. bottom- 
hole pressures, hydrocarbon production rates, water cuts, etc. ). In the situation where a 
producer is separated from an injector by a fault with a high capillary pressure, it appears 
that fault rock thickness has a large influence on predicting the pressure distribution within 
the field, but has only a slight effect on the oil and water production rates. To model a fault 
compartmental i sed gas reservoir, produced by gas expansion, it appears more important to 
incorporate the multiphase flow properties of the fault rock to predict whether or not other 
compartments need to be drilled. It may be beneficial for reservoir engineers to run very 
simple simulations to identify the most important parameters to include in full-field 
production simulation models. It is important to emphasise that this conclusion, like most of 
the other conclusions given in this thesis about the importance of incorporating the 
multiphase fluid flow of fault rocks for different flow regimes, is based on the assumption 
that the two curves, i. e. undeformed and deformed relative permeability and capillary 
pressure curves, can be calculated using capillary pressure relationships that were originally 
derived for use in permeable undeformed sedimentary rocks (e. g. Ringrose et al., 1993; 
Manzocchi et al., 2002). It is important to mention that these conclusions may not be valid 
if the relative-permeability curves of fault rocks are very different to those calculated using 
the aforementioned relationships. For example, some recent experimental evidence (RDR, 
unpublished data) has suggested that the relative permeabilities of low permeability fault L_ 
rocks could be several orders of magnitude lower than those of high permeability 
sandstones. If this observation is proven, some attempt will need to be made to take into 
account thesc differences within production simulation models. 
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0 It is important to identify the most important parameters that need to be predicted when 
considering how to model faults in flow simulations. It is possible that more work in this 
area may provide 'rules of thumb' which will indicate the parameters that are important to 
consider when modelling fluid flow in faulted reservoirs. However, each case may be so 
specific that it will always be necessary to construct simple numerical models to determine 
which are the most important parameters to include in full-field production simulation 
models. 
0 The analysis of the microstructural and petrophysical properties of fault rocks from the 
Pierce Field has confirmed that it is unlikely that fault rocks are responsible for the large Z-- 
differences in the free water level (FWL) that exist across the field. If a fault seal analysis 
had been conducted earlier, one might have concluded sooner that subsurface 
hydrodynamics have an important control on petroleum distributions within Pierce. Instead, 
it was not until 22 years after the initial Pierce discovery (i. e. Dennis, 1998) that the 
importance of hydrodynamics in controlling the different FVv'Ls was appreciated. In that 
sense, fault seal analysis can be an important part of reservoir characterisation. 
0 In an attempt to identify the optimal time to conduct a follow-up 3D seismic survey to 
identify unswept compartments at a time that would have a bearing on future production 
strategies, the production simulation model for the Pierce Field was run for a variety of 
possible fault properties. This study has revealed the potential of time-lapse seismic studies 
to aid reservoir characterisation (particularly the effect of faults on fluid flow) when 
integrated with simulation modeling. Time-lapse seismic studies have the potential to image Z__ 
changes in fluid composition and pressure within the subsurface, thus providing valuable 
data to history match production simulation models in a more 'unique' manner. Reservoir 
simulations provide the link between the observed changes in seismic attributes, the 
produced fluids, and the actual fluid dynamics within a reservoir. This can assist in 
understanding the past history of the reservoir, and, more importantly, in making the best of 
its future. Furthermore, this study has illustrated the possible potential hazards that can arise 
from misrepresenting faults for production simulation modelling. Placing what could 
actually be a false fault based on a 'forced' match of limited historical production data can 
result in a misleading prediction of the trapped petroleum distribution and, therefore, can 
cost a company millions of pounds by drilling unnecessary wells. The work conducted 
during this study sugoests that 4D seismic has the potential to test fault property models, 
which in turn Icads to a more predictive production simulation model. 
0 This study has identified that in many situations it may be important to take into account the 
multiphase flow properties of faults in production simulation models. One possibility is to 
use dynamic pseudofunctions. There are a number of pseudoisation methods available in the 
literature. Simple simulation models conducted during this research suggested that the Kyte r-- t-- 
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and Berry (K&B) and the pore-volume weighted (PVW) methods were better 
pseudofunctions for generating fault pseudo-curves than other popular methods like the 
Stone or the weighted relative permeability (WKR) method. Furthermore, simple tests in 
this study showed that using parent grid block unaltered capillary pressure curves in 
conjunction with pseudo relative permeability curves from either K&B or PVW is the best 
choice for pseudoisation process. However, the difficulties in recalculating the parent grid 
blocks capillary pressure points for each randomly generated pseudo saturation point can 
favour the use of the full K&B pseudo curves, considering that this latter method virtually 
gives identical results to the one involving using the unaltered capillary pressure curve. It 
is important to mention that there are more appealing analytical pseudoisation methods that 
have been proven to work successfully for an analogous kind of upscaling in heterogeneous 
cases with different two-phase saturation functions (e. g. Dale et al., 1997; Barker and 
Dupouy, 1999). More tests are required on such analytical methods to confirm their validity 
in cases where the upscaled saturation functions are very different, e. g. undeformed rock 
next to faulted rock. 
For all the pseudofunctions tested in the stud , using half-fault thickness upscaling gives y 1:: ý 
closer results to the discrete model than full-fault thickness upscaling. However, when using 
the unaltered host cell capillary pressure curve, instead of the pseudo-generated curve, in 
conjunction with the pseudo-relative permeability curves, the K&B and the PVW 
pseudofunctions give almost identical results irrespective of the upscaling method adopted. 
0 Using a simple two-cell model, trends in the shapes of pseudos for different fault rock 
thicknesses were observed, suggesting that it could be possible to scale the pseudos for 
intermediate thickness values. This would restrict the number of pseudos that need to be 
generated for full-field production simulation models. Further tests are still required to 
establish reliable scaling relationships and to investigate the influence of other variables 
(e. g. viscosity contrasts, shapes of the grid blocks etc. ) on the number of pseudos that would 
need to be generated for a full field model. 
0 In this research, advantage has been taken of the flux-boundary preservation feature 
available in the Eclipse 
10OTNI simulator to outline a possible workflow to apply the 
proposed method of pseudoisation for real, densely faulted models. Large simulation 
models can be subdivided into small regions and run separately. Each sub-region can be 
handled separately, thus making simulation run times more practical, even with a large 
number of faults included as discrete zones. However, the proposed process for this 'In-sitit' 
pseudoisation techn u when modelling faults discretely ('Alth a iq e can be time consumin, 
local grid refinement) in densely-faulted situations for each of the sub-domains. Further Z-- 
work is required to Identify whether code could be written to automaticall, v produce sector 
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models in which faults are incorporated as discrete planes with an associated local arid C 
refinement. 
Some of the non-trivial faulted models used in this study showed a considerable difference 
between the fault representations using the conventional, single-phase TMs, and the ne", 
method of generating pseudo-dynamic curves. This latter representation gives an excellent 
match with the corresponding high-resolution, fine grid for most of the models addressed. 
When pseudofunctions are generated, across-fault flow rates are read directly from the high- 
resolution models without any estimation (cf. Manzocchi et al., 2002). 
As a final conclusion, the current findings obtained during this research indicate the 
importance of taking into account the multiphase flow properties of fault rocks for reliable 
production simulation models. Simple tests, e. g. simple two-cell models, have enabled the 
testing of various flow scenarios and an assessment of the contribution of different parameters, 
e. g. fault rock thickness and permeability, on the importance of this process. More realistic fault 
measurements are still required to appreciate this for real cases. Measuring full-saturation range 
relative permeability curves for very tight fault rocks is something that is only just being 
attempted. Some recently acquired measurements of gas relative permeability end points (i. e. 
rg wirr 
) conducted on tight faulted rocks (RDR, unpublished data) were found to be as k at S 
much as two orders of magnitude lower than those predicted by the routinely used Brooks- 
Corey relations. Analysing the multiphase flow behaviour of fault rocks is likely to be a highly 
complicated and time-consuming process, which is far from being done on a routine basis in 
industry. Case studies on producing fields may therefore be required to complement such 
datasets and assess the robustness of some techniques explored during this research. 
8.2. Possible future work 
The incorporation of geological ly-reasonable fault rock properties into production simulation is 
only slowly being adopted by the petroleum industry. Furthermore, the consideration of the 
multiphase flow properties of fault rocks is at the leading edge of the technology and simple 
attempts at incorporating multiphase flow properties have only been attempted by a small 
number of operators on a small number of fields. It is therefore easy to see that a huge amount 
of future work remains to be conducted in this field. In the following section a number of 
possible future research directions are identified. 
8.2.1. Testing on real field examples 
All of the technology and many of the workflows presented in this thesis still need testing on Z-- 
real field examples. Firstly, it is necessary to test whether the vorkflows could be used on full 
tield models; it \vill be particularly interesting (and challenging) to establish whether the 
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methodology proposed in Chapter 7 for including faults as discrete planes, with a local grid 
refinement, in sector models can be applied to a full field model. Secondly, it is necessary to 
establish whether the methodologies and workflows can help explain the production history 
from structurally complex, compartmentalised reservoirs. The second of these tests is, however, 
easier said than done as history matches are inevitably non-unique and therefore even improving 
the modelling of production data does not necessarily mean that the methodology is correct. 
Pursuing other studies such as using 4D time-lapse seismic would undoubtedly play a role in 
reducing the non-uniqueness and, therefore, accomplishing such demanding tests. 
8.2.2. Fault rock multiphase flow property analysis 
A major problem with incorporating the multiphase flow properties of faults into production 
simulation models is that practically speaking there exists no reliable data on the relative 
permeability of fault rocks. In effect, the derivation of techniques to incorporate the multiphase 
flow behaviour into production simulation models has accelerated far faster than efforts to 
measure the relative permeability of fault rocks. Multiphase experiments on tight rocks are 
limited mainly because they are time consuming and expensive. Given the potential benefits to 
be gained by accurately modelling the effects of faults on petroleum production it is 
recommended that a more concerted effort is made to obtain relative permeability measurements 
from fault rocks. 
8.2.3. Capillary end effects and their implications 
Simulation models that were run as part of this research project, which indicated that flow 
through tight fault rocks, with different capillary characteristics from their surrounding host 
rocks, may create capillary end effects. This effect is related to capillary pressure heterogeneity 
between different flow units. The effect has been studied by number of authors for different 
applications. For example, it was first observed by Holditch (1979) when examining the impact 
of water blocks that form during stimulation on productivity of gas wells. Dale et al. (1997) 
have also included this effect when defining deterministic solution to ID steady state flowing 
pressure and saturation functions. The capillary end effect has been described for two-phase 
flows in Chapter 3. Work to further investigate this phenomenon is briefly described in this 
section for important future implications. In particular, if proved important, capillary end-effects 
could lay doubt on the validity of assuming complex fault zones can be modelled as single 
faults with a thickness that is some function of the combined thickness of the small-scale 
interconnected faults within the fault core and damage zone. 
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8.2.3.1 Laboratory core simulation test 
Three cores were simulated to illustrate the capillary end effect in a gas/water system. The 
simulation shows a gas-saturated core (with host-rock permeability of 500 mD) flooded with 
water using differential pressure of 2 bars (- 29 psi). The inlet cell has a pressure of 3 bars 
43.5 psi). To Insure that the inlet pressure stays constant, this cell has been given a very high 
pore volume and permeability. An analogous treatment was applied to the outlet cell with a 
constant pressure of I bar (- 14.5 psi). The core is initially in pressure equilibrium with the 
outlet. Each core contains different water-saturated fault zones with a permeability of I mD, but 
with the same effective fault thickness, around its centre. The first core (Fig. 8.4a) contains a 
single zone with 0.6 cm fault material thickness. The second core (Fig. 8.4b) contains two zones 
each has 0.3 cm fault material thickness. The third core (Fig. 8.4c) contains three zones each has 
0.2 cm fault material thickness. The host material has zero capillary pressure whereas the fault 
material has capillary pressure curve ranging from I to 1.5 bars (entry pressure being I bar). 
Each case was simulated for 12 hours. Initial and final stages are shown in Fig. 8.4. 
water (a) (b) 
inlet (3 bar) 2.5 cm 
I 
saturation sýale 
100% water 100% gas 
Fig. 8.4. Illustrating the capillary end effect on water sweep speed and efficiency on three 
identical gas-saturated cores containing different fault zones with identical cumulative fault 
thickness in each core. See text for details. (a) a core sample with a single fault, (b) a core 
sample with two faults, (c) a core sample with three faults. Note the differences in the waterfront 
movement. 
The results show different flooding lengths were obtained in each core. The core with a 
single fault zone is almost completely swept by water (Fig. 8.4a). The water sweep 
length decreases as the fault zone split into more individual faults (compare Fig. 8.4 a, 
b and c). The capillary end effect has allowed the water-saturated faults to trap some gas 
behind it in a semi-additive manner, thus reducing the sweep efficiency as going from 
case a to c in Fig. 8.4. 
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8.2.3.2 Implications of capillary end effects 
The capillary end effect makes a reasonable sense in theory. Future works, however, arc 
required to prove the effect in practice. Laboratory measurements, with the high technology of 
the computerised tomography (CT) scanner, can provide a visual evidence for this effect. In a 
highly damaged fault zone, lots of issues can arise if the capillary end effect is proved to be true. 
For instance, according to this theory, the flow resistance of the effective fault zone will he the 
semi-additive effect of that of each small fault. The word 'additive' needs some practical proof'. 
Simple measurements, e. g. routine steady state laboratory measurements, can contribute a lot to 
the issue of capillary end effect. The difficulty lies in finding identical cores each of which has Cý 
different number of faults, of identical properties, but the same cumulative thickness, t, , in 
each core (Fig. 8.5). One current suggestion is to make these cores using materials with known 4-- 
grain diameters by stacking different lithologies representim, host and fault rocks. L- 
Effective fault zone 
"0 
0 
1-0 "0 1-0 71 11,.; 
0 
Itt Tf2f 
131 
Fault zone with three deformations 
Fig. 8.5. Ideal core samples for testing the 
proposed theory of capillary end effect. The 
cores have identical undeformed (light areas) 
and deformed (dark areas) materials. The 
cumulative deformations thickness, t,, , 
is 
identical for each core fault damage zone. 
With the availability of such cores, number of tests can be performed, includin1g: 
0 Testing the effect of flow rates on the capillary end-point effects. 
0 Tracking the pressure build up at both sides of the fault damage zone to prove of disapprove L_ 4-- 
the proposed theory, i. e. Is the pressure build up proportional to the number of deformation 
bands or not'? 
Drawin,, number of correlations to help take the effect of fault damage zones into account L_ 
when simulating reservoir models. For example, finding the effective flow rates that cylve 4-- r__ Cý 
the same pressure differential across each damage zone with different number of 
deformations. 
The recent work of Christiansen (2005) demonstrates the role of the capillary end effect on gas C! 
productivity of leakoff during fracturing and imbibition of water during the productive life of z-:, tý tý 
oas wells in low permeability formations. 
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Microstructure and petrophysical properties of 
individual specimens from well 23/27-8, Pierce 
Field 
Introduction 
A total of 7 fault rocks and their undeformed host rocks were selected from well 23/27-8 in 
Pierce Field, North Sea, for microstructural and petrophysical property analysis. The selected 
samples came from a clay-poor environment and most of which belong to cataclastic fault 
category. The available samples for this study do not comprise clay-rich samples. The 
mineralogies, microstructures and diagenetic histories of the undeformed sandstones and the 
fault rocks were investigated using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). L_ Z__ 
In this section we present specimen photographs, SEM micrographs and petrophysical 
property results from individual samples analysed during this study. 
A. 2. Specimen 23/27-8.1: Cataclastic fault (Depth: 8270' 8" MD) 
A hand specimen photograph of sample 23/27-8.1 is shown in Fig. A. I. Micrographs showing Z-- 
the aeneral microstructure of the host sandstone and cataclastic fault rock that it contains are r-I 
presented in Fig. A. 2. The undeformed sandstone has a permeability of 9.1 mD. Mercury 
injection results show the host sandstone has a threshold pressure of 25 psi (Fig. A. 3). 
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Fig. A. 1. Photograph of the 
hand specimen of sample 
23/27-8.1. Note that it 
contains a thin cataclastic 
fault (arrow). 
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Fig. A. 3. Hg-injection results from the undeformed sandstone in 
sample 23/27-8.1. 
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Fig. A. 2. BSE micrograph showing the undeformed sandstone (left) and the cataclastic fault 
rock (right) in sample 23/27- 8.1. 
A. 3 Specimen 23/27-8.2: Cataclastic fault (Depth: 8278' 8" MD) 
A hand specimen photograph of sample 23/27-8.2 is shown in Fig. AA Micrographs showing 
the general microstructure of the host sandstone and cataclastic fault rock that it contains are 
presented in Fig. A. 5. The undeformed sandstone has a permeability of 11.7 mD, whereas the 
fault rock has a permeability of 0.067 mD. Mercury injection results show the host sandstone 
has a threshold pressure of 25 psi, whereas the fault rock has a threshold pressure of 140 psi 
(Fig. A. 6). 
Fig. AA Photograph of the 
hand specimen of sample 
23/27-8.2. Note that it 
contains a thin cataclastic 
fault (arrow). 
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Fig. A. 5. BSE micrograph showing the undeformed sandstone (left) and the cataclastic fault 
rock (right) in sample 23/27- 8.2. 
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Fig. A. 6. Hg-injection results from (A) the undeformed sandstone in 
sample 23/27-8.2 and (B) the cataclastic fault that it contains. 
A. 4 Specimen 23/27-8.3: Cataclastic fault (Depth: 8303' MD) 
A hand specimen photograph of sample 23/27-8.3 is shown in Fig. A. 7. Micrographs showing 
the general microstructure of the host sandstone and cataclastic fault rock that It contains are 
presented in Fig. A. 8. The undeformed sandstone has a permeability of 60.2 mD, whereas the 
fault rock has a permeability of 0.056 mD. Mercury Rjection results show the host sandstone 
has a threshold pressure of 15 psi, whereas the fault rock has a threshold pressure of' 170 psi 
(Fig. A. 9). 
Fig. A. 7. Photograph of the 
hand specimen of sample 
23/27-8.3. Note that it 
contains a thin cataclastic 
fault (arrow). 
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Fig. A. 9. Hg-injection results from (A) the undeformed sandstone in 
sample 23/27-8.3 and (B) the cataclastic fault that it contains. 
A. 5 Specimen 23/27-8.4: Cataclastic fault (Depth: 8305' MD) 
A hand specimen photograph of sample 23/27-8.4 is shown in Fig. A. 10. Micrographs showing z: -- zn r-- 
the general microstructure of the host sandstone and cataclastic fault rock that it contains are 
presented in Fig. A. 1 1. The undeformcd sandstone has a permeability of' 63.1 mD, whereas the 
t'ault rock has a permeability of 0.01 mD. Mercury 1Rjection results show the host sandstone has 
a threshold pressure of' 15 psi, whereas the fault rock has a threshold pressure of' 410 psi 
(Fig. A-12). 
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Fig. A. 8. BSE micrograph showing the undeformed sandstone (left) and the cataclastic fault 
rock (right) in sample 23/27-8.3. 
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Fig. A. 10. Photograph of the 
hand specimen of sample 
23/27-8.4. Note that it 
contains a thin cataclastic 
fault (arrow). 
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Fig. A. 1 1. BSE micrograph showing the undeformed sandstone (left) and the cataclastic fault 
rock (right) in sample 23/27- 8.4. 
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Fig. A. 12. Hg-injection results from (A) the undeformed sandstone in 
sample 23/27-8.4 and (B) the cataclastic fault that it contains. 
A. 6 Specimen 23/27-8.5: Cataclastic fault (Depth: 8307' 9" MD) 
A hand specimen photograph of sample 23/27-8.5 is shown in Fig. A. B. Micrographs showing t: ý Cý 
the general microstructure of the host sandstone and cataclastic fault rock that it contains are 
presented in Fig. A. 14. 
Fig. A. 13. Photograph of the 
hand specimen of sample 
23/27-8.5. Note that it 
contains two thin cataclastic 
faults (arrows). 
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Fig. A. 14. BSE micrograph showing the uncleformed sandstone (left) and the cataclastic fault 
rock (right) in sample 23/27-8.5. 
A. 7 Specimen 23/27-8.7: Calcite-cemented fractures (Depth: 8322' MD) 
A hand specimen photograph of sample 23/27-8.7 is shown in Fig. A. 15. Micrographs showing 
the general microstructure of the host sandstone and the calcite-cemented fractures that it 
contains are presented in Fig. A. 16. The undeformed sandstone has a permeability of 2.4 mD, 
whereas the fault rock has a permeability of 0.001 mD. Mercury injection results show the host 
sandstone has a threshold pressure of 35 psi, whereas the fault rock has a threshold pressure of 
750 psi (Fig. A. 17). 
lo v 
Fig. A. 15. Photograph of the 
hand specimen of sample 
23/27-8.7. Note that it 
contains calcite-cemented 
fractures (arrows). 
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Fig. A. 16. BSE micrograph showing the uncleformed sandstone (left) and the calcite- 
cemented fractures (right) in sample 23/27-8.7. 
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Fig. A. 17. Hg-injection results from (A) the undeformed sandstone in 
sample 23/27-8.7 and (B) the calcite-cemented fracture that it contains. 
A. 8 Specimen 23/27-8.8: Cataclastic fault (Depth: 8465'2" MD) 
A hand specimen photograph ofsample 23/27-8.8 is shown in Fig. A. 18. Micrographs showing 
the general microstructure of the host sandstone and cataclastic fault rock that it contains are 
presented in Fig. A. 19. The undeformed sandstone has a permeability of 5.2 mD, whereas the 
fault rock has a permeability of 0.13 mD. Mercury injection results show the host sandstone has 
a threshold pressure of' 37 psi, whereas the fault rock has a threshold pressure of 270 psi 
(Fig. A. 20). 
Fig. A. 18. Photograph of the 
hand specimen of sample 
23/27- 8.8. Note that it 
contains thin cataclastic 
faults (arrows). 
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Fig. A. 19. BSE micrograph showing the undeformed sandstone (left) and the cataclastic fault 
rock (right) in sample 23/27-8.8. 
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Fig. A. 20. Hg-injection results from (A) the uncleformed sandstone in 
sample 23/27-8.8 and (B) the cataclastic fault that it contains. 
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Wettability review 
Introduction 
Wettability is defined as: "the tendency of one fluid to spread or to adhere to a solid surface in 
the presence of other immiscible fluids" (Craig, 1971 ). The wettability of the rocks with respect 
to liquid phases is known to have a fundamental control on their multi-phase flow behaviour 
and electrical flow properties (e. g. Anderson, 1985,1986a, b, c, d). The wettability of reservoir 
rocks has been a topic of much research, however, as yet the wettability of seals has received 
very little attention. This appendix will discuss the fundamentals of wettability starting with the 
physics of wettability and proceeding to its variation effects on the pertophysical properties of' 
reservoir rocks. 
B. 2. Overview of wettability 
Sediments invariably become saturated with water soon after deposition. Petroleum may, 
however, subsequently enter pore spaces as a result of two processes: 
0 Petroleum may migrate from an external source rock into the pore space. 
Petroleum may he Vnerated in situ by the maturation of solid hydrocarbons. 
After the initial migration of hydrocarbon, a thin film (I to 100 nm) of water will cover the tl 
grams present. Components ofthe crud oil may then, however, interact with the mineral surface 
causing the thin film to collapse, which may result in an alteration of wettability (e. g. Buckley, 
1987). Rock surfaces are referred to as water-wet if they have a wetting preference for water as 
oppose to oil. On the other hand, oil-wet rock surfaces have a wetting preference for oil as 
oppose to water. Neutral \xettability refers to the situation when rock surfaces show little 
preference to oil. Fractional wettability refers to the situation where some minerals within a rock 
are oil-wet (Brown and Fatt, 1956). whereas others are water-wet. Mixed-wettabilitY is a term 
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introduced by Salathiel (1973) to describe a fractional wet rock in which oil-wet surfaces for 
continuous paths through the large pore spaces. Rocks may therefore be divided into those that 
have a homogeneous wettability and those that have heterogeneous wettability (Fig. B. 1). 
fifelo, "L Spam Water wet 
Neutral/ Homogeneous Intermediate 
wet 
Oil wet 
Fractional 
wet 
Hetrogeneous 
Mixed wet 
Fig. B. 1. Diagram showing 
the types of wettability 
commonly encountered 
within reservoir rocks (based 
on Robin, pers. com. ). 
There appear to be a large divergence of opinion regarding the wetting behaviour of 4-7 L- r-I 
I 
L- 
I 
petroleum-bearino, rocks. For example, most petroleum geologists tend to view siliciclastic 
rocks as being strongly oil-wet (e. g. BjOrkum et al., 1993; B*Orkum et al., 1998). On the other 
hand, many experts from disciplines such as petroleum entc,,, i nee r' n4, --, -, special core analysis and 
petrophysics are increasingly suggesting that fractional- or mixed-wettability conditions 
characterise many oil-bearing siliciclastic rocks (e. g. Salathiel, 1973). An implication of the 
sarne being true of seals is that they would be able to retain less of an oil column b membrane Z__ y 
sealing than is often assumed based on the premise that seals are strongly water wetting L_ r__ C!, 
B. 3. The physics of wettability 
Research into the properties of colloids has provided a significant understanding of the forces C_ C_ 
between two char,, ed solid surfaces (e. g. De *a,, u*n et al., 1987; De 'aguin, 1989). This research 1- 9 t-- I ýj Z__ I I 
has been reviewed and applied to the wettability of the crud oil-brine rock system by authors 
such as Hirasaki ( 1991 ). A useful conceptual view of wettability that is applicable to the crud 
oil-brine rock system is to consider the stability of a thin wetting film separating a non-wetting Z-1 tr Z__ 
phase from mineral surface (Fig. B. 2) 
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Fig. B. 2. Conceptual model of a non-wetting 
phase (phase a) being separated from the 
mineral surface by a thin film of a wetting phase 
(phase 3 ). The contact angle, 0, is the angle 
which the meniscuc makes when extrapolated 
back to the mineral surface. (adopted from Basu 
and Sharma, 1996). 
Contact angle (0 in Fig. B. 2) is probably the best indicator of wettability. Contact angles are 1-7 
always measured and quoted through the water phase. A contact angle of O'< 0 <75' is treated as 
water wet, and 1050<0<180' is treated as oil wet; intermediate values are treated as neutral 
wettability. 
Fig. B. 3. The use of the angle 0 as an indicator of wettability in an oil/water system. a) Water- 
wet surface. b) Oil-wet surface. 
A drop of water placed on water-wet grain surface behaves differently from a drop of water L_ 
placed on an oil-wet grain surface. Water-wet surfaces tend to attract the water drop thus L_ 
making it cover a maximum area of its surface. On the other hand, oil-wet surfaces tend to repel t__ 
the water drop. In this case, the contact surface area between the water drop and the gram 
surface is much smaller. This behaviour is illustrated in Fig. B. 3. 
Wettability can be inferred from the contact an,, Ie, O, the angle measured through the Z-- C- Cý 
aqueous phase and the interfacial tension, or ..... . as shown 
in Fig. B. 3. The interfacial tension is 
measured in laboratory by measuring the following quantities: I-- tr- 
The tension caused by oil 
0 Ors', = The tension caused by water 
The contact angle measured from the wetting phase, water Z-7 t-- 
From Fig. B. 3, the following relation can easily be seen: L- 
ors" - US, B. 1 
Owl cos(o) 
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a) Water-wet surface b) Oil-wet surface 
Interfacial tension and contact angle are measured in the laboratory. Table-B. 1 shows typical 
values for interfacial tensions and contact angles for different systems. 
Table-B. 1. Typical values for interfacial tensions and contact angles for different systems. After 
Smith et al. (1999). 
System Contact ane le (deffee) I Interfacial tension (dyne/cm) 
Laboratory 
Air-water 0 72 
Oil-water 30 48 
Air-mercury 140 480 
Air-oil 0 24 
Reservoir 
Water-oil 30 30 
Water-gas 0 50* 
, ýPressure and temperature dependent. Reasonable value to depth of 5000 ft. 
B. 4 Wettability and relative permeability 
Wetting fluids preferentially occupy the small pore throats in a rock; while non-wetting fluids L- 
occupy the large pore throats, thus hinder the movement of the wetting phase during 
displacement. To understand the concept of wettability and its effects on relative permeability, 
lets examine the nature of displacement processes that occur in both water and oil wet rocks. 
Fig. BA shows section of a water-wet rock with pore spaces. The rock is initially saturated with 
water. If the capillary entry pressure is exceeded, oil invades and displaces water, primary- 
drainage cycle, to fill the large pore spaces first while water stays in the small pore spaces. The L- I'-- 
amount of water that cannot he displaced hy oil is termed irreducihie, or interstitial water 
saturation, This amount fills the small pores and forms a thin film over the rock grains. At Swirr *ý 11 1 
this saturation, oil has more freedom to move than water, since it covers the bigger pore spaces, 
and therefore has high relative permeability, k, , see 
Fig. BA 
4-- 
When the cycle is reversed for the same system to an imbibition cycle, increasing wetting Cý 
phase saturation, it is impossible to return to the original situation, and the original relative L- C-- 
permeability curves cannot be recreated. This phenomenon is termed *hysteresis' which is also 
apparent in capillary pressure curves (Anderson, 1995). At start of imbibition, water imbibes 
along connected films and fills the small pore spaces first. As water saturation increases, water L- 
films at pore throats become unstable, causing, 'snap off'. At end of imbibition, oil is trapped as 
isolated blobs in large pores. The isolated amount of oil is termed residual oil saturation, 
S,,,. In 
Z- II 
an oil-water system. the water saturation at this point is given 
by I-S,,,. Because these blobs of ltý 
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oil occupy the large pores, they hinder the movement of water forcing it to have low relative 
permeability, k, at S,,. =I-S,, see Fig. BA 
drainage cycle------*. Swirr 
..... ........ 
ýu 
4* on 4* 
- ----+ ! -0 -'1 C'ý 
0 
imbibition cycle Sor rock grains 
Water-wet relati%e penneability curve 
Fig. BA Left: The gradual processes for the drainage cycle (top left) and imbibition cycle 
(bottom left) in an immiscible oil-water system. Right: The corresponding relative permeability 
curve for this water-wet system. The horizontal axis represents the increasing water saturation. 
Theses illustrations are to simplify the general concept of wettability effects on trapped oil and 
water and do not represent the exact processes that might occur in such systems. 
For the case of oil-wet rock, the process is illustrated in Fig. B. 5 for the imbihition cycle. 
The process starts with a fully oil-saturation system. As the capillary entry pressure (Chapter 1, 
3) is exceeded, water starts to invade oil but unlike the case in water-wet rocks, it starts to fill 
the large pore spaces first. As water saturation increases, some oil cannot be swept by the water Z__ 
and it remains trapped in the small pore spaces of the rock forming a thin coat around the rock 
arains. The remaining unswept oil is termed residual oil saturation, S,,,. At this saturation, t__ 
water moves ver freely along the centres of large pores and therefore has high relative y t-I 
permeability, k,,,,, see Fig. B. 5. 
imbibition cycle 
S 
0 
______ 
rock grains 
) 
.9 
0 
)- 
Sor 
cz 
0 
Fig. B. 5. Left: The gradual processes for the imbibition cycle in an immiscible oil-water system. 
Right: The corresponding relative permeability curve for this oil-wet system. The horizontal axis 
represents the increasing water saturation. Theses illustrations are to simplify the general 
concept of wettability effects on trapped oil and water and do not represent the exact processes 
that might occur in such systems. 
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When the process is reversed by injecting oil to sweep the water, oil moves to the small pore 
spaces first and the oil coat around the rock grains grows bigger and bigger. As more oil is 
injected, water starts to form discrete droplets in the centre of the large pores. These droplets are 
termed interstitial or irreducible water saturation, S, Orr ' 
SýIirr is called connate water saturation, 
S,,,,, 
, when talking about the same process under reservoir conditions. At SW, water droplets 
hinder oil movements through the centre of the pores thus causing it to have low relative 
permeability, k, -(), see 
Fig. B. 5. 
In the preferentially oil-wet case, the irreducible water saturation range is lower than for the 
water-wet case and is usually between 5 and 30(7(,,, with the average being about 15% (Craig Cý 4-- 
197 1). Residual oil saturation is in the range of 10 to 50 (7c, with a 25(/-( average (Craic, 1971 Cý t-- 
which can be much higher than that encountered in the water-wet systems. Thus, oil-wet 
reservoirs mean bad news for reservoir engineering when considering the ultimate recovery Z-- r-- 
efficiency with simple miscible flooding techniques. End point ranges and averages are just 
reversed from the water-wet case. So, although water moves with greater ease in an oil-wet 4C 
system, the initial oil saturation is generally higher than in a water-wet system. Craig suggested t__ Z__ L_ 
the following rules of thumb, summarised in Table-B. 2, that could be used to separate the 
relative permeability behaviour of strongly water-wet and strongly oil-wet rocks based on the 4-- C, 
shape of their relative permeability curves. 
Table-B. 2: Craig's rules of thumb for determining wettability, see Fig. B. 3 and Fig. BA for 
relative permeability curves. 
Water-wet Oil-wet 
Interstitial water saturation Generally less than I 511c 
Usually 20-251/( 
S Frequently less than 10% 
wirr 
,, at which 
Water saturation, S ,, Less than 50(/(- 
oil and water relative 
Greater than 5011c 
permeabilities are equal 
Relative permeability to water 
,, 
based on the saturation, k ,,, Greater than 50c7( and 
effective oil permeability at 
Generally less than 30% 
approaching 100% 
reservoir interstitial water 
saturation 
Some other general rules for determining wettability were also suggested by Anderson 
( 1986d) as follows: 
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0 In strongly wetted systems, the wetting-phase relative permeability is primary a function of 
its own saturation; i. e. the hysteresis between the wetting phase drainage and imbibition 
relative permeabilities is much smaller than the non-wetting phase hysteresis. 
0 In general, at a given saturation, the relative permeability of a fluid is higher when t is the 
non-wetting phase. 
The discussion on wettability is usually restricted to oil and water phases, as it Is generally I-- 
accepted that gas is always a non-wetting phase with regards to both oil and water. The organic z__ 
background of rocks can be used to classify wettability, for example, a high percentage of 
carbonates are oil-wet than are sandstones. Perhaps the reason for this stems from the fact that 
both oil and carbonate rock have organic background 
B. 5. Wettability alteration 
Current theories usually have water in the formation first. Then, at a later time, oil migrates to 
the formation. Therefore, to make the formation oil-wet, the oil must somehow get the last layer 
of water, thin film, off of the rock surface. How could this be accomplished? Another theory 
targets the composition of the oil. Higher API gravity (light) oils will usually tend to be water- 
wet; whereas, very heavy (low gravity) oils will more often be contained in oil-wet reservoirs. 
Rock wettability alteration is an ongoing research and has been discussed with deep science in 
many publications (e. g. Anderson, 1986a; Buckley, 1995; Buckley et al., 1996; Kaminsky and 
Radke, 1997; Yen et al., 1997; Van Duin an Larter, 2001b; Buckley and Wang, 2002). The idea 
that wettability alteration actually occurs after breakdown of the water film is commonly 
accepted. Two mechanisms have been discussed that lead to the breakdown of the thin film; it 
should be emphasized that those two mechanisms are not mutually exclusive and both may 
contribute to the instability of water films. In the first, a combination of brine and oil chemistry 
leads to opposite charges developing on the oil/water interface, leading to an attraction between 
the two interfaces. In the second, the capillary pressure is sufficient to overcome repulsive 
electrostatic and structural forces leading to a breakdown of the thin film that separates the 
mineral and oil. 
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Local grid refinement (LGR) stability tests 
Introduction 
Local grid refinements (LGRs) are sub cells within global cells. The LGRs are very useful 
because they can be added without the need to rebuild simulation models. They are commonly 
used to conduct more detailed studies in critical reolons, such as near-well regions and transition 
zones. In this study LGRs are used to add faults between global cells. These LGRs can be 
assigned to independent rock and fluid properties from their parent cells. LGRs can be solved 
either in-place with the global cells, i. e. local timestepping is not used and the local grid is r__ Z: 1 Z__ 
solved fully implicitly with the global grid, or free from the global cells, i. e. using local r-1 r__ 
timestepping. This study showed that solving LGRs in place gives more accurate results and t__ 4-- Z__ 
stability but this method consumes more CPU time than solving LGRs independently. In this 
study, LGRs are always solved in-place. 
Although they are very useful tool, LGRs require special treatment and the must be used L- 
carefully to insure accuracy and stability of a simulation output. Instability in convergence can 
arise when using LGRs to represent features with large rock and fluid property contrasts 
compared to their neighbouring cells. For example, when placing a fault with a very small 
permeability (e. g. 0.001 mD) and small thickness (e. g. 10 cm) adjacent to a host rock cell with 
relatively large permeability (e. g. I D) and a typical size (e. g. 50 m wide), any simulator is 
likely to encounter nurnerical difficulty, independent of the CPU power of the computer used. 
Convergence of such problems can be achieved by using extremely small timesteps, which may L_ Z! 4 
result in lengthy simulator run-times. Manzocchi et al. (2002) stated that these run-times can be Z-71 
shortened and numerical artefacts reduced, if the faults, and the grid blocks adjacent to the C! 
faults, are more finely discretized. In this section, LGR stability is tested when placing low, 
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permeability faults in one- and two-phase simulation models. The degree of refinement is 
analysed and compared to some available analytical solutions. 
C-2. Single-phase test 
To test that the LGR scheme used was sufficient to prevent numerical dispersion; we compared 
the numerical results of a simulated drawdown test in a well situated close to the fault with the 
analytical solution provided by Yaxley (1987). In this test, the pressure output from models with 
different LGR schemes was compared to the analytical solution. The analytical solution for 
pressure draw-down in an active well near to a partially sealing fault was given by equation - 
C. 1 (from Yaxley, 1987): 
2 
rdw 
(Z, 2+4 (Z A Ei - Ei ee rfc 2az, + 4tDA tDA z 
dz C. 1 PD W22ý, 7va, 4 
f 
ý-z-, 
0 
The analytical solution for pressure build up in an active well near to a partially sealing fault 
was given by Yaxley as in equation-C-1: 
+AtDA) -pC. 2 PDS PDW (tDA,, DW OktDA) 
where: 
PDw is well bore pressure during draw-down test (psi), 
PDs is well bore pressure following shut-in (psi), 
ýhv is well bore radius/distance to fault, 
At is shut-in time (hour), 
t 
DAp is draw-down time (hour), 
is transmissibility ratio, a,., = 
kf 
C. 3 
Ak 
t- fd 
kf is fault permeability (mD), 
k Is undeformed reservoir permeability (mD), 
d is distance to fault (ft). 
tf is fault thickness (ft), 
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t is dimensionless time, t=0.000264kt DA DA 
Oped I 
0 is rock porosity (fraction), 
c is rock compressibility ( Upsi), 
,u 
is phase viscosity (cl? ), 
t1s ti me (hour) (ei ther tDA,, I 
At 
I 
tDAp + At 
CA 
The dimensionless time tDA and the pressures, PDtv and 
PDS 
are converted to the real units 
when normalised by a rate dependent value ( a): 
0.708 x 10-2 kh 
q, uB 
where 
h is reservoir thickness (ft), 
q is phase production rate (stb/d), 
B is phase formation volume factor (rb/stb). 
Equations CA and C. 2 were solved for the parameters shown in Table-C. I: 
C. 5 
Table-C. 11: Reservoir Fluid and Rock Data for solving equations CA ýmd C. 2. 
Parameter (Field units) Value 
d Distance to fault (ft) -149.5 
C Rock compressibility (1/psi) 17E-06 
0 Rock porosity (fraction) 0.18 
r,, Well bore radius (ft) 0.5 
tOA1, Draw-down time (hour) 36 
Phase (oil) viscosity (cP) 0.9 
B Phase (oil) formation volume factor (rb/stb) 1.2 
q Phase (oil) production rate (sth/d) 10500 
A Initial pressure of reservoir (psi) 4500 
h Reservoir thickness (ft) 50 
ti Fault thickness (ft) I 
k/k Undeformed reservoir /Fault permeability ratio I E4 
Equation-C. 1 was solved for every 0.225 hour. The total number of' time steps t'or a 36-hour 
draw-down test is , i,., en hy: C 
Number of Solutions (Steps) =36/0.225 = 160 P, ),, solutions. 
To compare the result with the Eclipse IOOTNI output numerical simulation, we constructed a 
simple 2D model using the parameters in Table-C. I. The partially sealing fault is represented 
with different number of LGRs so we can assign independent properties and reduce the 
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numerical problems that might appear when solving the flow equations numerically. The results 
achieved a near-perfect match when 120 LGR cells were used for the two parent grid blocks in 
the middle of the faulted model (see Fig. C. 1). 
Using enough number of LGRs is important to insure stable and reliable solution in 
simulation models with high permeability contrast between fault and host rock. Fig. C. 2 shows 
that using 120 LGRs in the discrete representation gives a perfect match with the analytical 
solutions for equations CA and C. 2 even for a high host/fault permeability contrast ( k, /k-). 
Note that in the absence of two-phase rock properties the transmissibility multiplier 
representation (TM) (Chapter 2) is always identical to the discrete representation. We will, 
however, show that this is not the case in the two-phase test (§ C. 3). 
(a) 1-"0 LGRý 
(b) t 
4300-71 PROD 
ýault position 
A 
Cj. 
4200- LGR for fault discrete representation .......... Analytical result 
Simulated result 
LGRs in both cells facing the fault 
4 00 .0 11 
"0 
0 
4000 
Simulation time (How-s) 
Fig. C. 1. A model providing justification for the choice of the number of LGRS. (a) LGR cells are 
added to the cells adjacent to the fault faces. LGR cells are added in a way, which ensures a 
gradual transition in the cell pore volumes from the fault cells to the host cells. (b) Analytical 
solutions for a single producer bottom-hole pressure for a draw-down test (Yaxley, 1987) were 
compared against the same output from a simple 2D reservoir simulation for a single fault using 
different LGR schemes. The solid lines represent results from different LGR schemes and the 
doted line is the analytical solution. 
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4100 
4000 
presswe (PS [A) 
4273 4320 4367 4414 4460 4607 Time (Hours) 
Fig. C. 2. Producer, see Fig. C. 11, bottom-hole pressure behaviour for a single-phase draw-down 
and build-up tests for TM representation (see Chapter 2), discrete representation (using 120 
LGRs) and analytical results (solution provided by Yaxley, 1987). Figures on the left show 
reservoir pressure snapshots at end of draw-down test for different permeability contrasts. 
C. 3. Two-phase test 
C. 3.1. Simple LGRs test 
Unlike the single-phase case, two- and multi-phase cases are more complicated to handle. In this 
test, there are no analytical solutions available for us, and therefore we compare the results 
between different LGR schemes and adopt the scheme when the model output ceases to change. 
Model geometry is shown in Fig. C. 3 with global cells, red boarders, of 50 ft wide, and a central Z__ Cý 
fault of I ft thick. Host and fault rock permeabilities are 500 mD and 0.1 mD respectively. Rock 
saturation functions, i. e. relative permeabilities and capillary pressures, were derived using the Z__ 
methodology outlined by Manzocchi et al. (2002), see Chapter 3. 4-- 
4600 
4500 
4400 
43M 
0 
hfk, =10-' 
-9 
-cl 47200 
Fault position 
Water injector 
Fig. C. 3. Model geometry for 
a two-phase test on LGR 
stabilities. LGRs are added 
to both cells juxtaposing the 
fault to ensure smooth 
transition in pore volume, 
thus reducing numerical 
dispersion when solving for 
model outputs numerically. 
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Oilpýoducer 
Model pressure output, e. g. producer bottom-hole pressure, varies for different LGR 
schemes, see Fig. CA. As more LGRs are added, more details are captured in the pressure-time 
function. After 30 LGRs, the behaviour of the output ceases to change. Unlike the single-phase 
case, this two-phase simulation shows that discrete representations can differ dramatically from 
the TM representation, because the latter representation does not account for the fault 
multiphase behaviour (Chapter 3). 
C. 3.2. Permeability contrast effects on LGR stabilities 
It is expected that more LGRs are required to achieve reliable solution as the permeability 
contrast between fault and host rocks increases, this is proved in Fig. C. 5 for the same model 
described above in § C. 3.1. Saturation functions of the fault rocks are changed according to t- Z7 
their permeabilities using Manzocchi's relationships. As the permeability contrast increases, 
more LGRs are required to stabilise the behaviour of the pressure function of the model. In this 
case, field average pressure is used for the test instead of the producer bottom-hole pressure, 
which quickly goes below its minimum limit, 1000 psia, for low-permeability faults. 
4400 
4300 
4200 
4100 
4000 40 
3900 
3800 
3700 
3600 
3500 
3400 
Time (Days) 
Fig. CA Producer, Fig. C. 3, bottom-hole pressure function behaviour for different LGR 
schemes. TM , which 
is the single-phase representation for fault sealing capacity, does not 
capture the complicated behaviour of the pressure function as the high-resolution discrete 
models do. 
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Fig. C. 5. Permeability contrast effects on LGR stabilities for the model described in § C-3-1. 
5000 
'-' 4500 
CA CLI 
rA 
4000 
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" 3500 
3000 
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......... 60 
0 100 200 300 
Time (Days) 
Fig. C. 6. Fault thickness effects on LGR stabilities the model described in § C. 3.1. 
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C. 3.3. Fault thickness effects on LGR stabilities 
Three fault thicknesses of 0.1 ft, I ft, 10 ft, were tested for LGR stabilities using a 0.1 mD fault 
rock. The behaviour of the two-phase average pressure function was compared for different 
LGR schemes (Fig. C. 6). This test shows that the thick fault, i. e. 10 ft, is more sensitive to the 
number of LGRs that the other thicknesses. Using sufficient number of LGRs, e. g. 60, ensures 
simulation stability and solution reliability even for very thick faults. 
CA Conclusions 
These simple, yet essential, tests have resulted in the following conclusions: 
0 LGR concept is a very useful tool in simulation models to specify critical zones, e. g. 
transition, damage, of independent fluid and rock properties from the reset ol' a reservoir. 
Using LGRs, these features can be added even when their discovery postpones the initial 
construction of the model. 
The way LGRs are added can have an effect on the same model output LGRs must be used 
carefully to ensure smooth transition in pore volume thus avoiding possible numerical 
dispersion. 
0 When including faults, single-phase simulation tests have shown that it is vital to use 
sufficient number of LGRs, e. g. 120, added to both cells adjacent to a fault, to ensure 
perfect match to analytical results even for high permeability contrast, e. g. k. /k/, = 106. 
0 Low-permeability and thick faults are very sensitive to the number of LGRs used to define 
their zones. These, however, converge and stabilise much quicker, e. g. when jumping from 
4 LGRs to 10 LGRs, than high-permeability and thin faults. It is, therefore, very important 
to include enough number of LGRs in low-permeability and thick faults to ensure reliable 
representation of a model output. 
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